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2This thesis examines the patterns of stress found in
modern Russian inflectional paradigms (nouns, verbs and
adjectives), and variation in these patterns. It also
examines the 'retraction' of stress onto prepositions before
certain nouns and numerals, for example háeHb, 3aCOpOK, and
onto the negative particles i-ie and Hi before the past forms
of certain verbs, for example HéaH, HI1bIJ1o, and variability
in these phenomena.
After a detailed survey of literature in the field, a
new approach to the treatment of mobile stress in Russian is
proposed, called the 'distinctive approach'. This approach
takes as its basis not the movement of stress between word-
forms, from one morpheme, or one syllable, to another, but
rather the patterns of contrasts made by stress between word-
forms, and the resulting phonetic realisation of stems.
This forms the basis of an original categorisation of
the inflectional stress patterns found for nouns, verbs and
adjectives, which are examined in detail. Areas of
instability in the system are identified, as indicated by the
existence of stress variants. Certain of these areas are then
further investigated by means of a comparison of dictionary
data from standard reference works of the last forty years
with new research data provided by a survey of twenty-one
Muscovites in the age-range 23 to 62; full tables are given
containing the results of this investigation. Each word is
then discussed in detail, and a summary given of the changes
in stress identified for each word-class.
This thesis concludes that there is widespread variation
in patterns of mobile stress, and that developments of a
varied and disparate nature are taking place in the different
parts of the inflectional system. There is, in addition, some
evidence that stress mobility, particularly within the sub-
paradigm, is being abandoned in favour of fixed stem- or
desinence-stress. A reduction in the incidence of stress
mobility is also seen in the area of the 'retraction' of
stress onto prepositions and negative particles.
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KeY to abbreviations
The following abbreviations or abbreviated expressions are
used in the text:
past tense:
present or future tense, as applicable to the given form:
masculine:
feminine:
neuter:
singular:
plural:
past passive participle:
- long form:
- short form:
adj ec t ive:
- long form:
- short form:
nominative:
accusative:
genitive:
dative:
instrumental:
prepositional:
locative:
first person:
second person:
third person:
all pres/fut except lSg:
colloquial:
dialectal:
figurative:
imperfective:
indeclinable:
literal:
perfect ive:
s t r e s s - form:
something:
pppLi
pppS
someone:	 s.o.
13
Key to stress codes
The following stress codes are used:
Fixed stress:	 1
- on the stem (including the root)	 1.1
- on the desinence:	 1.2
Mobile stress patterns are indicated by the number 2 and upwards.
The following abbreviations are used in the codes assigned to
words to indicate their stress patterns:
Nouns
SF contrast arising in a form which has a zero-desinence:
- NSg (masculine animates) or N/ASg (others) : 	 N
- GP1:
SF also found elsewhere in the paradigm: 	 G
SF not found elsewhere in the paradigm: 	 g
Verbs
Stress retracted in formation of the pppS: 	 r
Contrasting SF in the masculine:	 m
Stress mobility between the prefix and the desinence: 	 Px
Desinence-stress in the past nt and f:
Information relating to the past passive participle short form is given
in round brackets.
Adlectives
Information relating to the long form is given in round brackets.
x'.1
(-)
(no prep)
[]
()
(eg)
(1), (2), etc
/
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Key to tables
The following symbols and abbreviations are used in the
tables:
= misread, omitted
= (in summarised survey and dictionary data tables)
this variant listed in source
(in full tables of survey data) this variant given
by informant
= form given in dictionary without further
information; see below
= form occurring without a preposition
= sentence or phrase boundary, ie word-form is final
element in sentence or phrase
= square brackets contain phonetic information; H
n[o].ie indicates that 0 is unstressed, but
unreduced
= single quotation marks contain meaning
= round brackets contain obligatory collocation for
word- form
= possible collocation; word-form can occur with words
of similar meaning
numbered notes, appearing at the end of each table
= read as 'or'
= (over vowel) indicates presence of main stress
= (over vowel) indicates presence of subsidiary stress
dop	 = dopustimo 'permissible'
g neprav	 = grubo nepravil'no 'grossly wrong'
gr-pro	 = grubo-prostorechivoe vyrazhenie 'a coarse
expression, appearing in vulgar speech'
rrtaloupot	 = maloupotrebitel'noe 'rare'
nar poet	 = narodno-poeticheskoe 'in folk poetry'
ne	 = ne 'not' (A&O1*, ie the form is incorrect
ne rek	 = ne rekomenduetsia 'not recommended'
rieprav	 = nepravil'no 'incorrect'
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nesvob
ne upot
poet
pros t
razg
ustar
v pesn
vozm
z at rud
= nesvobodno 'difficult to form', ie the form is
unnatural
= ne upotrebliaetsia 'not used', ie the form exists,
but is not used
= v poeticheskoi rechi 'poetic, in poetic style'
= prostorechie 'vulgar speech'
= razgovornoe 'colloquial'
= ustarevshee 'obsolete' (AG), ustarevaiushchee
'obsolescent' (OS, Zal.) ustareloe 'obsolete' (A&O,
SU)- see below
= v pesniakh 'in songs'
= vozmozhno 'possible'
= obrazovanie dannoi formy zatrudnitel'no 'the form
given is difficult to form' ie it is unnatural
The symbol (-) is used to indicate that a form is given in a
dictionary without accompanying information regarding obligatory or
possible collocations, syntactic environment, etc. The dictionary entry
may go on to list the same or other forms with accompanying information;
this information is entered separately in the tables. The form may also
be tested in the survey in a particular context, which the dictionary
entry may be thought to imply.
The terms ustarevshee (used in AG)M and ustareloe (A&O, SU)are
equivalent, having the meaning 'obsolete'; uztarevaiushchee (OS, Zal.
has the meaning 'obsolescent' . Most sources use a single term
consistently; Zal uses both ustarevshee and ustarevaiushchee, but only
the latter appears in entries consulted as part of this study. The terms
have been treated as equivalents in this investigation.
The transliteration system used in the tables is that of the
Library of Congress, except for the following:
=1
e	 =yo
*
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The following additional codes are used in table 4)b)ii):
P+Num+N
P+Num%
P+cpdNum
P+appNum
N+P+Num%
= prep + numeral + noun
= prep + numeral (sentence-final), or form given with
no further information in the dictionary
= prep + compound or further defined numeral
= prep + approximate numeral
= noun + prep + numeral (sentence-final)
Examples of each context are given in Chapter 3, section b)ii). It
will be noted that where a dictionary entry gives no further information
as regards the environment in which stress is retracted, this has been
taken as indicating the environment P^Num% (preposition + numeral,
sentence-final)
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Chwter 1
Introuctiou
The present study takes as its subject of scrutiny the
complex area of word-stress in modern Russian, and in
particular the patterns of stress which occur in word-
inflection. Much of the study is taken up with an
investigation into the variation that occurs in these stress
patterns, that is, the existence of variants, stressed on
different syllables, of one particular word-form. Evidence of
this type of variation is taken from dictionaries and stress-
handbooks produced over the last forty years, and from new
research with native speakers carried out by the author. By
looking at both current and historical variation in stress
patterns, it is possible to identify certain processes or
'directions' of change in the system of stress; ultimately
this enables us to understand better the dynamics behind the
system as a whole.
Stress patterns are traditionally divided into those
where stress is 'fixed' on a particular syllable throughout
the inflectional paradigm, and those where stress is
'mobile', falling on different syllables in the different
word-forms of the paradigm. When we talk of 'stress
mobility', therefore, what is meant is the changes in the
position of primary stress within the declensional and
conjugational paradigms, or 'paradigmatic stress mobility'.
This latter term covers those changes which occur as part of
the inflectional morphology of nouns, adjectives (adjS), and
verbs (pres/fut, past, pppS).
The present study also looks at changes in the position
of primary stress which can be observed between different
grammatical categories, a phenomenon which has been called
'categorial stress mobility' . This term covers those changes
occurring in the stress of the past indicative forms of
verbs, the participles and gerunds, in relation, for example,
to the infinitives or present indicatives, in the stress of
adverbs in relation to the adjectives from which they are
formed, and in the comparative and superlative degrees of
adjectives in relation to the positive degree. Certain of
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these processes involve the addition of word-derivational
suffixes, and could thus be considered to belong to
derivational morphology.
A slightly different, but closely allied, type of stress
movement is found in phrases such as Ha eHb, 3 COpOK. This type
of stress movement has received less attention in previous
studies of word-stress, but is clearly part of the same
phenomenon of stress mobility. The present study thus also
investigates such 'retractions' of stress onto a preposition
before a noun or numeral, and similar retractions of stress
onto the negative particles He and Hil before the past forms
of certain verbs, for example HéaH, HI1bLO.
The problem of stress in inflection has received, and
continues to receive, much attention from writers and
researchers working in various branches of Russian
linguistics. Their work is surveyed in detail in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 presents the theoretical basis of the present
study, introducing a new approach to the treatment of mobile
stress in Russian, called the 'distinctive approach'. This
approach differs from that of other studies in that it takes
as its basis not the movement of stress between word-forms,
from one morpheme, or one syllable, to another, but rather
the patterns of contrasts between word-forms made by stress,
and the resulting phonetic realisations of stems. Stress is
thus seen primarily as a cue (sometimes one of several) to
the grammatical, semantic (ie lexical) or syntactic identity
of a word-form.
The system of stress contrasts found between the
different word-forms making up one inflectional paradigm
provides the basis for an original categorisatiOn of stress
patterns in nouns, verbs and adjectives; the categorisation
is constructed in such a way that it can also capture
important information about which morpheme in a word-4fn is (fl
stressed. This categorisation is presented in full in Chapter
3, which goes on to identify and list the main groups of
words for which there is variation in stress. Certain of
these groups are then selected for more detailed
investigation.
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Chapter 4 gives the results, in the form of a series of
tables, of a survey of twenty-one Muscovites in the age-range
23 to 62, carried out by the author; the tables also present
data from dictionaries and stress-handbooks relating to the
words tested in the survey. These results, and their
implications for the directions of change in the system, are
discussed in detail in Chapter 5. By looking, in this way,
both at the patterns found in the language as a whole, and at
the variation which occurs in certain of these patterns, the
present study provides an overall picture of the functioning
of stress in modern Russian inflection, as well as new and
up-to-date information on current instability in the system.
2i.
Chwter 2
Survey
 of Literature
This chapter contains a survey of works on Russian word-
stress and in particular on stress mobility in Russian. The
language in question is Contemporary Standard Russian,
although naturally works of, for example, the eighteenth
century, will refer to the Russian of that period. Where this
is not the case, as, for example, with early Church Slavonic
grammars, this is clearly noted.
The literature on Russian stress is extensive, spanning
several centuries and comprising many hundreds of specialised
monographs and articles, as well as more or less sporadic
treatments in grammars of Russian and pedagogical works. The
survey below is divided into two main sections: the first
section discusses the treatment of stress in works from the
sixteenth to the end of the nineteenth century; the second
covers literature from the twentieth century. Twentieth-
century work is further divided into the following areas:
general works on Russian stress, including both theoretical
works and applied synchronic studies; studies of the specific
areas of Russian stress which are under investigation in the
present study, such as the stress of the adjS, the past
tense, and so on; works on stress with a pedagogical aim;
works more properly belonging to the related field of
historical accentology (of importance to the present study
inasmuch as the extent to which a system is accurate from a
historical point of view can be considered one of the
criteria on which any account of stress in the modern
language can be judged), together with a brief description of
other Slavonic languages with mobile stress; and, finally,
previous surveys of the language and their findings. This is
followed by information on the dictionaries and stress-
handbooks from which Stress data used in this study are taken
(ie the lexicographical sources) and an indication of works
consulted dealing with the phonetics of Russian stress.
The orthography of Russian quotations taken from works
published before 1918 has been modernised.
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i) Pre-twentieth-ceriturv studies
The two earliest Slavonic grammars which survive today are
both, in fact, grammars of Church Slavonic. Zizanii's
Grarnmatika Slovenska, published in Vilnius in 1596, is based
very much on a Greek model. In the nominal inflectional
paradigms, for example, an article is included, although the
existence of such in Church Slavonic is not otherwise
attested, and the prepositional case is included with the
dative, since the Greek dative had the function of the
Russian prepositional. Likewise the section on prosody, which
deals with the accentual system, contains rules which are
clearly borrowed from Greek concerning the use of the three
types of accent marks in Church Slavonic:
i) the OKCF1 (or ocipa ) , ie acute:
ii) the apii	 (or T)i<Ka ) , ie grave:
iii) the o e'iëi-wia q, ie circumflex:
Zizanil's accent markings are thus a convention taken
over from Greek. However, whilst in Greek they have real
phonetic and phonological value (originally indicating tone,
and later stress) , there is no evidence to suggest that in
Slavonic there was ever any distinction between the phonetic
value of the accents. Rather they were a set of signs, whose
usage was subject to strict rules, but whose purpose was
primarily to give an appearance of authenticity to the
orthography of the document.
In Zizanii's nominal inflectional paradigms it is
interesting to note that stress is marked consistently
throughout, in contrast to some later grammars of Slavonic
and Russian. However, no discussion of stress as such
appears, the author essentially presuming an instinctive
knowledge of word-stress.
Smotritskii's Church Slavonic 'Grajnmatika' of 1618/19
shows no movement towards a realisation of the problems of
word-stress. Stresses are marked according to convention, as
in Zizanii, using the acute, grave and circumflex accents,
and rules for their usage are given in the first chapter on
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orthography "0 npaBonMcaHIlIl " . The final chapter of the book
deals with the prosody of verse, but is concerned mainly with
trying to find long and short vowels in Church Slavonic and
with the different types of feet which may be used.
The first grammar of Russian was written by the German
.w. Ludoif and published in Oxford in 1696. His 'Grammatika
Russica' is the first to draw the distinction between Russian
and Church Slavonic, and to go on to describe the former. It
contains, apart from a grammatical outline of the language, a
section containing phrases in Russian with a translation, a
short word-list of botanical terms, and some comments on
morals and religion.
Whilst not without faults, such as the failure to note
the difference between Iy/ and Iii and a very limited
understanding of hard and soft consonants, the work
represents a certain development in the awareness of stress.
In an example frequently quoted in later grammars, Ludolf
notes that stress sometimes determines the meaning of a word,
where it is used to distinguish between two words which would
otherwise be homophones. This leads him to state that accent
is determined by usage rather than by rules:
Accentus collocatio vocis significationem interdum
determinat v.g. MKa. Si accentum colloces in penultima
& dicas müca significat cruciatum, si vero in ultima &
dicas mucà significat farinam. Usu autem potius qiiam
regulis discendus est accentus.
Despite this promising start, however, the work does not go
on to discuss stress as such, nor does it mark stress in the
paradigms, except very sporadically. Thus the stress of )KeHâ
is given in the NSg, but not in the rest of the paradigm, and
Ludoif goes on to say (1696:16) that e6a,BO.fla, and pyi<a
are declined in the same way, with no remark as to their
stress. Later the stress of the adjective CBTbU4 is given,
together with its comparative and superlative forms (c8wk1,
CBRTek1WM ) , and the text of the religious discussion is
stressed throughout. This is in accordance with Ludolf's
earlier remark (pp.8-9) that stress is not marked in the
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vernacular language (Russian) in the same way as it is in
printed books (ie Church Slavonic)
Koiewitz's 'Rukovedenie v grammatyku vo
slavianorosiiskuiu iii rnoskovskuiu' was published in 1706,
and purports to be, as its title suggests, a grammar of the
Russian language as spoken in Moscow. The morphology,
however, is a simplified version of Smotritskii's Church
Slavonic grammar, and the work also shows a White Russian
influence in places. It seems to be primarily intended as a
practical book from which foreigners might learn Russian and
contains, like Ludolf, some phrases with translations.
The work is stressed throughout, using the three-way
orthographic system described above in accordance with the
then current conventions, viz. ', if the stress is on the
last syllable, and ' if it is on any other syllable. (This
convention is derived from the Greek rule that acute accents
on the final syllable of a word are replaced by grave accents
if the word is followed by another wordI/ Thus stress is 	 (il
discussed from a purely orthographic point of view:
Pronunciationem accenticum monstrant hi accentus ' '. Ut.
vendo npoaià non autem np6a, vel npoo, sed npoiaià.
The Russian grammar attributed to Adodurov, which
appeared as an anonymous appendix to the 'Teutsch-Lateinisch
und Russisches Lexicon...' published in 1731 in St
Petersburg, contains what appears to be the first discussion
of mobile stress in Russian. The work takes a more scientific
approach than earlier instructional works, and although the
author again draws extensively on Smotritskii in his
morphological description, Russian words are used, and the
desinences given are clearly Russian and not a form of Church
Slavonic.
Stress is not marked in the paradigms, but the author is
clearly aware of the action of it, at least in distinguishing
the GSg from the NP1 of nouns such as Boa (p.14):
Nehmlich es ist.. .der Genitivus Singularis allernahi dem
Nominativo Pluralis gleich, nur kommt dieser Unterschied
dabey var, da nehml. der Accent welcher in Genitivo
Singularis auf der letzten Silbe beruhet, in Plurali auf
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derjenigen hafft.e, weiche vor der letzten Silbe
hergehet, als in soa genit. BObI ist der Accent auf
der letzten Silbe, in Plurali aber bey BObI ruhet er
schon auf der ersten Silbe so vor der letztern hergehet.
Trediakovskii, in his 'Razgovor mezhdu chuzhestrannyrn
chelovekom i rossiiskim ob ortografii...' (1748), notes that
the Russian writing system is based on Greek, and that
Russian has inherited certain conventions from Greek which
have no real significance in Russian. Thus signs such as
should be abolished (pp.114-15) "H6o '-ITO He Hy)KHoe, eue H
Similarly, Russian has no acute, grave or circumflex accents,
but only one accent: one syllable (whether marked acute or
grave) is pronounced 'higher' (Bblwe ) than the others. This is
the only meaning of the accents in Russian (p.76).
Later (pp.233-35), Trediakovskii comments that there is
no difference in the quality of a stressed syllable word-
finally as opposed to word-initially or word-medially (the
conventional distribution of the acute and grave accents).
Thus, he argues, there should just be one accent, called
simply ciiia (his general term for an accent mark) drawn
either right to left or left to right; in other words, the
acute and grave accents can be replaced by a single stress
mark.
In the civil script (rpa)saHcKa ne'-laTb ) accents are, in
fact, only used to differentiate homomorphs, eg p?KH and pyK,
a practice of which Trediakovskii approves (pp.237-45). He
realises, however, that the foreigner does not know the
stress of a word if it is not marked, as the Russian does. He
further points out that, if Russian stress were fixed as in
Polish or French, then the accents would be superfluous. What
is needed is for someone to work out the rules of Russian
stress (p.243):
He TaKoe C14e CTb
	 '-ITO6 OHO cepx LIeJ1OBe LieCKHX CH1 6bLllO.
Toro pazwi, Becbfria )t(eJJaTe7bHO, '-1T06 KTO H3 HWHX 6J1arOBOJ1HJ1 ce
BOCnpF1Tb, H H3'b qCHHTb CI1 HT1)f(8WHM O6pa3OM...
Trediakovskii thus clears away many of the inherited
irrelevancies connected with Russian stress and its meaning
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and establishes a basis for someone to carry out a more
detailed study of word-stress and stress mobility.
This task was not taken up, however, until Barsov's work
of some forty years later. Between 1748 and 1788 only two
books seem to have appeared which dealt with Russian grammar,
neither one of which gave any detailed attention to stress.
The first of these is Groening's Russian grammar of
1750, published in Stockholm. It is an expanded version of
Adodurov's earlier grammar, and dedicates only four pages to
accentuation. The Church Slavonic system of grave, acute and
circumflex is used without question, and stress is not marked
in the paradigms except to distinguish otherwise identical
forms (eg p.87 pyKa, GSg pyKI, NP1	 ) . Examples are also
given (pp.51-54) of accent diacritics used to distinguish
parts of speech, (eg the noun nOTOM 'with sweat' from the
adverb flOTOM 'then'), and different nouns (eg MyKa 'flour'
versus MyKa (sic) 'torture'). It is further noted that the
circumflex may be used to distinguish number, (eg '-le,'ioBéK NSg
versus '1eoBeK GP1) . However, no advance is made towards
solving the real problems of stress.
Lomonosov's 'Rossiiskaia gra.rnmatika', published in 1757
(dated 1755 on the title page), is very disappointing from
the point of view of the serious study of word-stress.
Despite repeated mentions of stress, it contains no
systematic treatment of the topic, and, indeed, stresses are
marked inconsistently in the paradigms (eg p.66 pyKa,
stressed throughout the paradigm, in contrast with p.103
copo<, stressed throughout, except for the GP1 and DPi).
A.A. Barsov is by far the most significant figure in
the eighteenth century, as far as the study of word-stress in
Russian is concerned. As well as stressing his 'Rossiiskaia
g.rammatika' (1783-88) consistently throughout, he dedicates
thirteen pages to stress, and many of his conclusions are
today taken as fundamental in the study of word-stress.
He formulates five 'general rules of stress' concerned
with orthography, and seven 'particular rules of stress'; the
latter begin with a recognition of the problem of stress and
its attendant difficulties (pp.79-80 of the 1981 reprint):
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...oco6eHHbIx )K II flOpO6HbIX npaBIl1l 0 TOM, Ha KOTOpbIH TO'-IHO CK1a
KafCOM c.JioBe yapee OJi)f(HO czienaTb B EbiroBOpe, 6e3 K3dHF1R
HaCTp0'.1HbIMM 3HaKaMH,. ..noHblHe I'13 OCCkfl1CKHX rPaMMaTIIKOB HHKM He
npe.aHo, no npH'*lHe BJW1KH, 11 MO)t(T 6bITb He flPOlOJ1HMbIX
TpylHocTeF1.
However, he does establish certain facts in his rules, the
first of which is that the stress of a word is often retained
in forms derived from it (eg BH)Ky lsg pres/fut, npei scy lSg
preslfut; cin'iwy lSg pres/fut, CJ1WHWb 23g pres/fut, c.,'lb'IwaJl
past m, c.21b'iwaWH present active participle). This tendency
can be contradicted, however, so the rule cannot be taken as
general (eg 3HaPO, but flpH3HaIo BOlá NSg, B0bI GSg, but B6Zy
ASg, B6bt NP1)
In what appears to be the first mention of stress in
compound words, Barsov claims that these are often stressed
on the second part of the compound, a theory which he backs
up with several examples (eg BbIcoKokHecKn, 6JlarocKJloHHbwl) . In
this category, importantly, he includes prefixed verbs (eg
npH3HaFocb, flpF1HOW' ), whilst pointing out that in some cases a
prepositional prefix may attract the stress onto itself (eg
BHec, n6aii, 3aH.J1 ); a similar phenomenon occurs with some
other parts of speech (eg HeKTO
He is also interested in monosyllabic words which are
pronounced with the words which follow or precede them, the
whole receiving a single stress; these monosyllables either
'repel' the stress (eg 8efl1 6b1, CKa3a1H )s(e, H 	 H OH ) or
'attract' it (eg Ha Mope, iiá ropy, a ope ) . In the case of
preposition + noun phrases, he points to a stylistic
differentiation, stating that it is considered higher style
not to move the stress: "B BbCOKOM ciore flpFlJwl'-lHee BbII'OBOpHTb 3a
Mope, 3a MopeM, H8 Mope, Ha rópy."
This last grammar of the eighteenth century, then,
represents a considerable advance in the study of stress, and
fully establishes word-stress as an area worthy of serious
study. It brings a more scientific approach to stress than
was previously the case, and, whilst remaining dubious as to
the possibilities of anyone ever overcoming the 'perhaps
insuperable difficulties' of the question, it demonstrates
that many useful things can still be said about stress in
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Russian, even whilst not solving the problem once and for
all.
Prokopovich-Autouskii (1812) is the first to mention
stress variants (Koe6aHH	 dNP1R ). Their existence, he
believed, was due to three main factors (as summarised by
Olechnowicz 1974): the Russian language distancing itself
from Church Slavonic, and therefore gradually losing its
links with the Church Slavonic system of stress; poetic
licence; and the influence of foreign languages on Russian.
Puchajer (1820) is the first truly academic work on
Russian word-stress. He vastly improves on earlier works in
terms of scope and thoroughness, and significantly increases
the number of examples, drawing on the recently published
Academy dictionaries. He, like Barsov, is pessimistic about
the possibility of fully solving the riddle of Russian
stress, although for him the difficulty lies in the regional
variation of word-stress (p.15):
Den russischen Ton ganz unter feste Regein zu bringen
ist, da er nach den Provinzen abwechselt, hOchst schwer,
wenn nicht unmöglich.
His first three sections on stress concern stress in
word-derivation and word-formation. Of particular interest in
his examination of word-inflection is his view on the stress
of the present passive participle in -eMblil (stressed on the
antepenultimate syllable, eg KeJaeMbii4, HeM1NyeMbIH ), and his
belief that the stress of many adverbs is identical to that
of the adjS nt (eg 6eJlbIIi - 6eiô, XOJ1OHbIkl - xó.noimo ).
The fourth section on stress, entitled 'Ton in c3er
Flexion beim Decliniren und Conjugiren', is of even greater
interest. Nouns, adjectives and verbs are covered in some
detail, and morphological tables are attached which mark
stress consistently. Nouns are examined by gender, and,
within this categorisation, by their desinences (eg masculine
nouns ending in - and 
-b are treated separately from those
ending in a consonant), and, where relevant, by the number of
syllables (eg for masculine nouns). In addition, some attempt
is made to deal with the problem of fleeting vowels.
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The classification of stress in nouns is far from
complete, and can easily be criticised in the light of later
analyses for being both on occasions inaccurate, and
generally too timid. Thus, whilst pointing out some general
tendencies in stress for nouns of a particular morphological
shape (eg neuter nouns ending in stressed 6 in the Sg retract
their stress in the P1, and vice versa; non-desinence-
stressed feminine nouns have fixed stress), these tendencies
are undermined to a certain extent by the many exceptions he
lists.
In treating adjectives, he comes to the conclusion that
the adjL has fixed stress, and that the adjS can be
desinence-stressed in the adjS nt and f, desinence-stressed
in just the adjS f, or stem-stressed in all forms; in each
case he attempts to list such words. His classification of
verbal stress is closely linked with his morphological
analysis; he points out that the present active participle
(or 'transgressive adjective') is stressed as the 3P1
pres/fut, eg I'1tUyU1P1,HLi1yT.
Thus, whilst he reaches many conclusions about stress
patterns in Russian which are generally accepted today, the
stress paradigms are only ever implied, and never made
explicit or classified, leaving his work open to the
criticism that it lacks a truly scientific approach.
The grammars of Grech (1834) and Vostokov (1844) are of
particular importance because of the influence that they had
on the latter half of the nineteenth century and first decade
of the twentieth century, where they remained the standard
grammars of the Russian language in use in education. The
ideas about stress contained in these works in this way
shaped the thinking of several generations of Russian
linguists.
Grech's 'Prakticheskaia russkaia grainrnatika' (2nd ed.
1834) contains a three-part section devoted to the
pronunciation of words, covering general rules of stress,
stress mobility, and differentiation between words by means
of stress. With new insight into the workings of stress in
the language, Grech discusses separately, for the first time,
the stress of words when cited in isolation (npoI13IociiMbIe
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fl003Hb ), and when spoken in connection with others
(ynoTpe61seMbIe B CBR3H c pyrHMH ), ie in connected speech.
In the nine pages devoted to mobile stress (pp.438-47),
Grech examines declensions, the short forms of the adjective,
the formation of the comparative and superlative forms of
adjectives, and verbal conjugations.
An important development in methodology introduced by
Grech is the classification of stress patterns in nouns in
terms of the case from which the stress moves position, an
approach which presumes a standard order of word-forms. Thus
some masculine nouns change stress from the GSg onwards (eg
OTéL, oT1a ) , some change stress from the PSg (eg 6éper, Ha
6eper? ) , some from the NFl (eg MkTep, MaCTepa ), and some from
the GP1 (eg 3y6, 3y666 ) . In this way, the major patterns of
stress are identified, treating each gender in turn.
In his treatment of the comparative and superlative
forms of adjectives Grech comes to the conclusion that short
comparative adjectives of three syllables are desinence-
stressed (ie -ée, as in zJopée ), whilst those which are longer
maintain the stress of the positive form (eg op#*'i, ropitiee
He rightly identifies comparative forms ending in -re, -'1e, -we,
and -aie as having penultimate stress (eg xe, c?we ), and
those with two comparatives as having stem-stress (eg MéHbWC,
MeKee
His sections on forms distinguished by stress and on the
stress of connected words are also important. The first lists
eleven pages of pairs of words distinguished only by their
stress, and is the most exhaustive list of its kind to have
appeared at this date. In the second section, on the stress
of words in connected speech, Grech discusses the movement of
stress onto prepositions, onto numerals (eg Bá	 TI1 '.iaca, a
feature of nineteenth-century Russian) and the occurrence of
unstressed words such as 6bLo and	 He appears also to be
the first to point Out the existence of a secondary, weaker
stress in compound nouns (p.429).
Vostokov's grammar of Russian (6th ed., 1844) contains
an exposition of Russian morphology that is both thorough,
and entirely scientific. His treatment of stress is
significantly superior to that of Grech, and is impressive
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for the number of examples it cites, and the extensive
analysis of all possible patterns: ten varieties of verbs are
distinguished, for example, which are further divided into
ninety morphological prototypes.
For the purposes of describing word-stress, Vostokov is
innovative in his division of words morphologically into
stem, desinence, preposition and prefix. Nouns are treated
thoroughly, with examples being drawn from the various
morphological classes identified previously in the grammar.
Vostokov follows Grech's system of distinguishing patterns in
terms of the case from which the stress changes, but his
treatment is more detailed and comprehensive.
Vostokov links the short form adjectives and the past
passive participles, identifying the similarity of patterns
between the two. Additionally, in his analysis of the stress
of comparative forms of adjectives, he correctly sees the
link with mobility in the short form of the adjective.
His analysis of the stress of verbs is extremely
detailed, and highly complex; it is marred, unfortunately, by
the long lists of exceptions that his classification
requires, creating a more complicated situation than modern
writers believe to be the case. He appears to be the first,
however, to discuss the stress of the present gerund in - I-a,
linking it with the stress of the lSg pres/fut, the stress of
gerunds in -io'ii /-yi, derived from the stress of the lSg or
2sg pres/fut, and the stress of the participles.
His treatment of enclitics and proclitics is also
notably comprehensive. In addition to areas covered by
earlier writers, the stressing of the negative particle Ne is
discussed, in combination with the pppS and past of certain
verbs (eg He pai, He pa,wi ) , and with certain adjS forms (eg He
iIO6, He iopor, He MO1O
Vostokov's extensive treatment of morphology is not
matched, however, by a desirable economy in classification,
which could reduce the material to a relatively simple series
of patterns. Instead, the many variations shown are further
complicated by a large number of exceptions, demonstrating
that improvements in classification must be possible.
Moreover, Vostokov does not create a system of categorisation
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for stress patterns, which would make his description more
readily comprehensible.
It is interesting to note in passing that Pavskii, in
his 'Filologicheskiia nabliudeniia... ' ( 1841), only mentions
stress mobility in the notes to his examples of noun
declensions; stress mobility is given no treatment in its own
right, as a topic worthy of detailed examination. Similarly
Davydov' S 'Opyt obshchesravi tel 'noi granirnatiki russkogo
iazyka' (1854) gives a very brief account of stress.
Bopp's 'Vez-gleichendes Accentuationssytem...' (1854) is
a comparative study of stress systems, with particular
emphasis on the correlations between Sanskrit and Greek, but
also drawing on examples from Lithuanian, Latin and Russian.
The work is of particular importance from the point of view
of historical accentology in that it points out the many
similarities between Lithuanian and Russian stress. Stress in
inflection is examined, from a comparative historical point
of view, with examples from Russian such as the desinence-
stressed adjS f (pp.97-98) and first conjugation verbs
(pp.82-83) . More than anything else, this work helped
establish Russian (and Slavonic) historical accentology as a
discipline in its own right.
Kayssler's 'Die Lehre vom russischen Accent:...' (1866)
further expands the field of Russian historical accentology.
The work is a full treatment of Russian stress from a
historical accentological standpoint, covering nouns by
gender, long and short adjectives, comparative and
superlative forms, adverbs formed from the adjS nt, and
verbs, including gerunds and participles. It also examines
enclitics, derived nouns, and stress-differentiated
homomorphs.
Kayssler's account of contemporary Russian stress
represents a considerable advance in terms of scientific
methodology, and it is in this that one of the main
contributions of the diachronic accentologists' approach can
be seen. Beginning with nouns, Kayssler identifies different
patterns of stress, and so posits clearly distinguished
numbered classes, giving a large number of examples for each.
For example, using a methodology close to that of modern
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writers, he divides masculine nouns (whose stress pattern is
not determined by their desinence) into the following seven
major classes:
1. Desinence-stressed throughout, eg 6O)f(b;
2. Desinence-stressed in P1 and LSg in -s?, eg
6ér;
3. Desinence-stressed in P1 oblique and LSg in
eg Eow;
4a. Desinence-stressed in P1 -b'I/-, eg M14p;
4b. Desinence-stressed in P1 á/, eg rOJiOC
5a. Desinence-stressed in P1 oblique, NSg ends
in consonant, eg Bop;
5b. Desinence-stressed in P1 oblique, NSg ends
fl -b, eg rOCTb;
6. Desinence-stressed in LSg in -?, eg XóZ1;
7. Stress shifts to middle syllable in P1, eg
xaMeHb, KaMéHb.
It is the paroxytone nouns (ie those with their Stress
'weakened', or shifted to the middle syllable: masculine
class 7 nouns, neuter nouns such as BOJ1OKH6, N/APi BOJ6KKa, and
feminine nouns such as OCTOTd) colloquial P1 OCTp6TbI ) that
primarily interest Kayssler in his historical study.
The adjS is examined in detail in terms of its stress,
and compared to the pppS forms. It is noted that the adjS nt
is also potentially an adverb, but that its use in the two
different word classes may be distinguished by stress, eg
rpyi6 (adjective) versus r3Ho (adverb).
In his examination of verbs Kayssler draws attention to
the two stems of the verb which must be known in order to
predict the stress of most parts of the verb: the present
stem (giving the pres/fut, imperative, present participle and
present gerund), and the infinitive stem (giving the past,
past gerunds, ppp and infinitive). The three major areas of
difficulty which remain after this is established are the lSg
pres/fut (which may be desinence-stressed when the 2Sg+
pres/fut is stem-stressed), the participles, and the past f,
nt and p1.
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Kayssler goes on to discuss word-formation and enclitics
in separate chapters. The latter chapter includes a
discussion of preposition ^ noun and preposition + numeral
phrases; he states explicitly (p.92) that prepositions may
acquire the stress only when before nouns or numerals which
have mobile stress (noted in Vostokov, 1844) and which are
stressed on the first syllable, eg éper,Háeper, but Haeper'.
Bystrow's 'Regein über den Accent in der russischen
Sprache' (1884) contains a fairly comprehensive account of
Russian word-stress. Its purpose is primarily pedagogical,
and to this end some of the more complicated features are
simplified at the expense of accuracy. Nouns are divided into
eight classes, covering most, but not quite all, possible
stress patterns; these classes Cut across gender boundaries.
However, having established these classes, Bystrow lists
nouns by their endings, not referring back to his
classification system at all.
In his treatment of verbs, Bystrow separates the
pres/fut from the past, and takes a different approach for
each. Thus for the pres/fut he finds four major patterns
according to the place of stress: as in the infinitive; on
the desinence; on the vowel before the desinence; or on the
desinence of the lSg, and the penultimate syllable of 2Sg+.
For the past indicative there are five classes, and all verbs
are classed into these according to their morphology: Class I
consists of verbs in -aTb, -Tb, -IlTb, -bITb, -OTb, -yTb, -HyTb, all of
which are stressed in the past as in the infinitive; Class II
is made up of verbs in -eTb, in which the stress in the past
is on the root; and so on.
Overall, the picture given is one that belies the actual
complexity of the Russian stress system. Where expedient,
difficult areas are glossed over (such is the case with the
stress of the adjS nt when used as an adverb, which is not
discussed); elsewhere, a simple classification gives rise to
long lists of exceptions, as is the case with verbs. As a
handbook to Russian word-stress, however, the book is
certainly the best of its kind to appear in the nineteenth
century.
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Grot's two influential articles on verbal stress
(collected in Grot 1885) in fact add little that is new to
this area of study. The first, '0 spriazhenii... ',
demonstrates the importance of giving two fundamental forms
(ocHoBHbIeopMbI ) of any verb in grammars and dictionaries.
Grot decides that these two must be the infinitive and the
pres/fut 3P1; from these all other forms can be derived,
although exceptions must be noted. In the second article on
verbs, '0 glagolakh... ', he points out some more general
tendencies in verbal stress, discussing variants in the 2Sg
pres/fut of some verbs, the effects of adding prefixes to
verbs, and the action of the reflexive particle -ca.
In his article '0 russkom udarenii voobshche i ob
uda.renii irnen sushchestvitel'nykh' (also included in Grot
1885), Grot reaches some rather more interesting conclusions.
He is the first writer to try to discover what the motivation
might be for mobile stress, and what rules might govern
stress mobility (p.390)
...ecTb .J1H B PCCKOM 3bIKB BO3MO)KHOCTb onpeienim 3Th 3KOHbI
(yapeHIi q], 11H OHII o TaKoii cTeneHii HeoLUyTMTe.JlbHbI H HeyJ1OBIIMbI, LITO
CTHOBHTb FIX He6o3Mo)(Ho?
The two separate areas which must be examined are, first, the
placement of the stress in the 'direct' ("B fl1MO IIJ1H TaK-CKa3aTb
3äJ1ä6HO 3OPMe c)loBa" ) form of the word, le the NSg of nouns,
and the infinitive of verbs, and second, the question of when
the stress is fixed, and when it is mobile. The first
question is of less relevance to the present study than the
second, being concerned mainly with stress in affixation and
derivation. It does, however, touch on the stress of compound
words, which, Grot writes, are stressed on the second element
with very few exceptions. Amongst the exceptions are words
such as 6roBecm, nOJLeHb, flOJIHO'-Ib, and some other feminine
nouns ending in -b these throw the stress back onto the first
element of the word.
On the question of when stress is fixed, and when it is
mobile (pp.437-51), Grot begins by establishing five
theories, all of which are of considerable importance in the
later study of stress mobility:
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1) mobility occurs only in nouns of three syllables or
fewer (except CKO6OpO1á, ASg CKOBOpOy);
2) mobile nouns are for the most part simple
(underived);
3) compound words always have fixed stress;
4) nouns with prepositional prefixes can only have
mobile stress if stress in the NSg falls on the
preposition (eg n6Bap, NP1 noBapá, contrast 3aBó.fl, N/APi
3aBó.bI
5) nouns with word-derivational suffixes can only have
mobile stress if stress in the NSg falls on the final
syllable (usually masculine, eg cTo1'7p, A/GSg CTO.)Jpá ).
Grot goes on to discuss nouns by gender, then by the number
of syllables, or a particular ending (eg masculine P1 in
á/ci ) . In so doing, he comes to several important
conclusions, not reached by previous writers, and much
repeated by subsequent ones. These are discussed below.
He concludes that the phenomenon of mobile stress is
indeed subject to certain conditions (p.451)
• ..XOTR II HJIb3R TeQpeTM'IeCKH onpee.nftrb BCeX 'IaCTHbIX 1.JoH3MeHeHHl1
nepexoiia yziapeiici CKJ1OHeHFIH FIMëH CYWeCTBHTe'lbHbIX, OHKO)K H 3T0
qBJleHIIe nOILIHHeHO H3BCTHbIM yC1o6HM...
The first and second of these conditions are the number of
syllables in a word, and the derivation or formation of a
word, as mentioned above. The third factor is the degree of
currency, or frequency of usage, of the word. Whilst the
degree of movement in stress is not strictly dependent on the
frequency of a word, there is definitely some sort of
connection between the two. In particular, the more 'alive' a
word is, the more 'familiar' it is (ycBoeI1oHapooM ), the more
likely it is to have mobile stress, as long as this does not
contradict other, stronger linguistic laws. This can be seen,
for example, in the movement of foreign loan-words from the
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class of nouns with fixed stress to that of those with mobile
stress (egepá'-i, AIGSg BpaIa
Grot's fourth condition is that of the place of the
stress in the 'direct' form of the Sg, ie NSg. This is seen,
for example, in feminine nouns in -a/-si with initial stress if
dissyllabic, or middle syllable stress if trisyllabic, both
of which always have fixed stress (eg cKpa, KapTiHa
The fifth condition is the logical striving of the
language towards the 'determining nature of the desinence'.
This is seen, for example, in the fact that, for neuter and
masculine nouns, stress movement is between direct and
oblique cases, or between the Sg and the P1. With neuter
nouns there is often a stress opposition between the Sg and
the P1, eg e'ió6o-cJ1oBá, ce.6-cëa, 66J1aKo-o6aKa. On this, Grot
writes (p.448):
B anix c?1yacIx cero icee BsIpaKaeTc H8KJJOHHOCTb 3bIK COe.1HqTb
C ya-1HeM LeJ1b oi.iwi'ieim flOHTh	 1HHCTB i MHOKeCTBa npeeio
flM OF1HKOM OKOH'. IaHHM B naneax O6OIIX '-iHceJl.
Likewise this process is to be seen at work in the formation
of plurals of masculine nouns in -áI-, which, he notices
(pp.440-41) , 6eCnpepbIBHo eJleT...HoBbIe 3aBoeBaHH'. The stressed
-á/-i desinence is a clear grammatical marker of plurality
both in these formations and in words such as rJiá3, GSg rJIá3a,
NP1 rJla3a.
Braudt's 'Nachertanie slavianskoi aktsentologii' (1880)
is an important early work on comparative Slavonic
accentology, containing descriptions of various Slavonic
languages. A chapter dedicated to Russian stress contains a
discussion of stress variants of some nouns, but the details
of this discussion are of limited relevance to the present
study, and will not be further discussed here.
This concludes our survey of pre-twentieth-century work on
stress in Russian. We turn now to studies from the twentieth
century, dividing our discussion into different sections, as
discussed above (see p.21).
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ii) The twentieth centurY
a) General studies of Russian stress
Bogoroditskii'S Russian grammar course (1911) gives a
fairly weak account of Russian stress. The situation is
simplified at the expense of detail and complicated by
attempting to deal with all elements of grammar at once,
morphology, stress and phonetic transcriptions appearing in
the same paradigms. Particular weaknesses are in the
treatment of nouns (four stress patterns for each gender, and
all difficult cases subsumed inelegantly under these) and in
the handling of the stress of comparative adjectives and of
the adjS (mentioned only in a footnote, p.2l0).
CheruyBhev's work on Russian stress (1912) gives
guidance on Russian words where there is disagreement about
stress. The factors that cause these variants are identified
as the influence of dialects, archaisms, literary versus folk
usage, poetic usage, and semantic differentiation.
Ogienko's work on Russian literary stress (1914) adds
very little to our knowledge of the workings of Russian word-
stress. It is very much an overview of the situation,
pointing out tendencies and admitting that there are
exceptions without listing them. Over half the book is taken
up with a dictionary, in which each word is followed by a
number referring to one of eight patterns of stress. These
eight patterns are a brave, but not entirely successful,
attempt to summarise the whole of stress mobility in Russian,
reducing it to five patterns exclusively for nouns, two
further patterns for nouns and verbs, and one final pattern
for verbs alone. The admirable economy of the scheme comes at
the expense of detail and accuracy, leaving the work of
limited practical use; it does, however, establish a new form
and methodology in the study of Russian stress, that of the
stress dictionary.
Agrel].'s study of instability in approximatel y 150
verbs (1917) has been much criticised (eg in Kiparsky 1962,
but contrast Nicholson 1968:73-5) for its subjective
interpretation of data and the use of a small number of
informants. His study, based chiefly on data from three
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individual speakers and an examination of Russian poetry, is
essentially an attempt to demonstrate that words with variant
stresses often undergo subsequent semantic differentiation.
One of his most important conclusions is that (p.7):
...y 6O1bW1HCTBa CCKHX cyuecyei HCOMHHMÔ
npI4aBaTb pa3/n14HbIe OTTHK1 3H4HI1R B H3BBCTHbIX cioax C BORKHM
(HHora iae TPORKFIM) yapeHHeM...
Where a verbal variant is stressed on the prefix, he believes
that most often the overtone is that the action is carried
out "KOHUeHTpaTHBHO", that is, in a momentary fashion or
emphasising the result of the action; where it is stressed on
the root, the action is carried out npotecc1Bi-io (p.14)
Although his conclusions are at times highly questionable, it
is beyond doubt that stress variants may acquire particular
semantic or stylistic nuances, or be used directly for
semantic differentiation.
Obuorskii's two-volume work on the declerision of the
noun (Vol.1:1927, Vol.2:1931) is a case by case examination
of Russian nominal morphology with a discussion of stress at
the end of each section. His approach is to examine variants
from the literary norm for stress in particular word-forms,
and to seek to give an explanation for each, or point out
general forces at work. These explanations can refer to
historical factors (for example, the loss of the dual, or the
influence of Church Slavonic, which can explain the existence
of variant genitive forms), the influence of dialects and
related languages (such as Ukrainian, southern Great Russian
dialects), or the working of internal linguistic processes
(eg semantic differentiation). Morphological differentiation
is seen at work, for example, in adverbs and adverbial
phrases formed from genitives, eg ?rpo GSg Tpa, but adverbial
phrases C YTpá, j O yTp; Bé'.lep GSg Be' .lepa, but adverb B'eP8.
His examples, whilst drawn from the history of the
language, show processes many of which are still active in
the language today. He discusses, for example, change by
analogy between preposition + noun phrases (eg 3aXJ1é6 becomes
3a x.,e6, on the model of 3á COJIb ), and between the different
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forms of one word in different cases (eg peKâ NSg, dialectal
ASg peK, under the influence of NSg).
Trubetzkoy's influential examination of the
morphophonological system of Russian (1934) represents an
important advance in thinking about the motivation behind
stress mobility. He begins by underlining his belief in the
frequent occurrence of stress mobility with a distinctive
function (p.34)
Sehr oft wird durch die Akzentbewegung irgendeine
grammatische Korrelation, em Funktions- oder
Bedeutungsgegensatz innerhaib eines Paradigmas
hervorgehoben...
These oppositions may be of the following types: Sg versus P1
(eHá - )KeHbI ); 'non-past' versus past (CT6HeT - CTO1-fJ1, XOF1T -
xoii ); active versus passive (npo'.1HTá - flPO1TH ); indicative
versus imperative (nweie - fliwTe ); attributive versus
predicative (MHoe - /MHO ); one case versus another (i-iorá -
Hóry ); one preposition versus another (B .'iec - o .iéce ); one
syntactic environment versus another ('ic, GSg '-iáca, but	 a
acá; x, GSg x, but i xy ). Stress movement may also simply
strengthen the differentiation between a word-form with a
zero-desinence and the other word-forms in the paradigm with
desinences (eg KOpó1b ASg etc KOOJ1	 N/AP1 iir1eHá, GP1
FIMeH ). These oppositions, he claims, are felt by the speaker
(p.35)
In allen diesen Fallen hat die Akzentbewegung einen
Sinn, der auch vom Sprachbewutsein his zu einem
gewissen Grade empfunden wird.
Other oppositions, by contrast, he calls 'sinnios', or 'ohne
ersichtlichen Grund', giving examples such as NFl r6CTFI, A/GP1
r'CTéI. These movements are not caused internally or
externally, and thus he calls them 'conventional', in
contrast to the 'rational' movements caused by oppositions of
the types listed above. The existence of these purely
conventional stress movements, he argues (see p.35,
footnote), makes the search for a rational basis for Russian
stress paradigms a pointless exercise.
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He continues that in practice, however, it is difficult
to separate conventional movements from rational ones, since
they are layered on top of and across one another. For
example cflMIlá, NFl CflfHbI is rational, but ASg cniy destroys
the system; likewise nyci6ii contrasts with r1sCT, n?CTO, but then
flyCTá disrupts the pattern. Because of this, the link between
grammatical and accentual oppositions is weakened. Because of
conventional cases such as flHW,flWeWb etc, the rational
opposition between nwee and flFIWIITe, or flMWeT and nHcá..'1 is
nur ganz schwach empfunden' - very weakly felt.
Trubetzkoy continues (pp.36-7) that, since most types of
stress mobility in the paradigm are not clearly rational,
stress mobility within the paradigm has become in most cases
unproductive. The only productive mobile stress patterns are
two which show clear, rational contrasts, between the active
and passive voice in verbs, and between the Sg and P1 in
nouns, in the following manner:
1) for verbs: the retraction of the stress in the ppp
when the past m is stressed on the final syllable, eg
HanMcá - HancaH, cf new words eg 4opMHpOBáJl - 4OpMHp6BaH;
2) for nouns: P1 formations in -/-, eg OKTOP, GSg
n6KTopa, NP1 .zoKTopa.
Other declensional patterns with a straightforward Sg-Pl
opposition are not considered productive since they are only
observed in nouns with monosyllabic stems (eg masculine
iáp 
-type), are only present in a few examples (eg neuter
c6Bo 
-type, feminine KPaCOTâ -type), or would attract words
which, in fact, usually become indeclinable (eg feminine
ry6á -type and neuter OKH6 -type, but OT6 indeci., }OpÔ
indecl., 6oá indeci.). Trubetzkoy's conclusions thus have the
added importance of introducing the idea of productivity as a
consideration in the examination of word-stress paradigms.
Tesnière (1937) draws attention to one aspect of the
role of frequency in analogical changes of stress in nouns.
He believes that often the GP1 is the key case, with forms
such as the zero-desinence cë3 increasing the overall
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frequency of occurrence of stem-stress for the noun c.iie3â.
This, he believes, reinforces the stem-stress of the N/APi,
contributing to its resistance to developing desinence-stress
by analogy with the DIPP1. He also notes that some GP1 forms
would appear to be particularly resistant to change, owing to
their irregular phonetic shape; the GP1 form ceclép, for
example, has 'une physiognomie phonéigue trop accusée pour
gu'elle pQt ceder facilernent' (p.262), and hence the form
remains an isolated relic of former fixed desinence-stress in
the P1 sub-paradigm. Confirmation of this theory is provided
by the present study (see Chapter 5).
Avanesov's study of Russian stress (1955) is primarily
an orthoepic work with a pedagogical purpose, as can be seen
from its discussion of common mistakes made in the stressing
of Russian words; indeed, the book ends with a glossary of
some 800 frequently mis-stressed word-forms. The work is
considered here, however, for its full account of the action
of differentiation on various levels between variant stresses
(p.18)
JIMTepaTypHbI 3bIK CTPMMTC M36e*dlb K0J1e6aHFIH. 11pM HaJW1'4M11 MX
OMH M3 BPMHTOB CÔHKUI1OHMPYTCR 1<8K CoOTBeTcTByIOLUHM HOpMe,
1:IpyroH H3rOHeTC 1<8K Heflp8BH1bHbIH - ZF1aJ1eKTHbIM..., )f(apI'OHHbRI...,
npocTope'-lHbIIl...EcJWI )K no'-leMy-J1M60 COXp8HIOTC o6a BapFIaHTa, TO OHM
cpeqic w4epeHu1po8aTbcq B J1eKcw .lecKoM, rP8MM8TFI'4eCKOM F1.JJM B
CTMJIHCTM'eCKOM OTHOWeHk1M.
He gives examples of many of these processes, such as the
dialect variants no.o)sa1.71,o61en-1hm, the jargon variants
Mftll)1HMeTp, ObI .1a, and the popular speech variants Kp8CI1Bee,
3BOHHWb; stylistic differentiation can be seen in the
folkioric variants M6.Jioie,cépepo. and archaic or bookish
variants Ha'1aTbI, H3paMHbl. More rarely, two variants may
coexist in the language, with no differentiation between
them, eg
	 1e,TB6pór,npó6)1 'pierced' past m, 66?x 'butt'. The
work also contains what appears to be the first detailed
investigation of subsidiary stress (n060'-lHoe yapeHHe
Nicholson (1968) deals primarily with problems arising
in the notation of stress in lexicographical and
encyclopaedic works, grammar manuals and works specifically
on stress. it also contains an excellent appraisal of works
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on stress from 1888 to the late 1960's, concentrating
particularly on works from the late 1940's onwards.
Nicholson's division of works on stress into those which
follow a 'syllabic principle' and those which follow a
'morphemic principle' (p.94) is a useful one and is followed
in the present study. He also repeatedly states his belief
that stress variants certainly existed throughout the history
of the language, even fm the earliest times (see pp.72-3,
102, 108); for this reason, he takes issue with the emphasis
placed by writers such as Kiparsky (1966, see below) on
finding an 'Urbetonung' for every word-form.
Red'kin's study of stress (1971, henceforward Red.)
takes a significantly different approach to the
classification of noun stress. His study first makes explicit
the fact that it deals only with stress mobility where this
means movement from stress on one morpheme to stress on
another; movements such as that from ó3epo to o3ëpa are thus
not considered at all, since both word-forms are stem-
stressed. This is the approach taken by many twentieth-
century writers, although some (Zalizniak, Fedianina et al.)
also look at stress movements between any syllable.
Nouns are classified according to the position of the
stress in the DSg and DP1 word-forms, whether this is final
(ie desinence-stress) or non-final (ie stem-stress) . Four
basic accentual patterns are established by this means, for
which Red'kin introduces the term 	 ('accentual
curve'); these are equivalent to the 'stress paradigms' of
other writers' work, and it. is far from clear what is gained
by this change of terminology. The 'curves' are as follows:
A: non-final stress in DSg and DP1, eg O.)16Ty,OJ1óTaM;
B: final stress in DSg and Dpi, eg 6O66O6aM;
C: non-final stress in DSg, final stress DPl, eg
F0P011Y, 1'OpOaM;
D: final stress in DSg, non-final stress in DPi, eg
)s(ehé, )tceHaM.
It will be noted that all that this in fact amounts to is a
distinction between fixed stem-stress and fixed desinence-
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stress in the Sg and P1 sub-paradigms: A = fixed stem-stress
in Sg and P1; B = fixed desinence-stress in Sg and P1; C
fixed stem-stress in Sg, fixed desinence-stress in P1; and D
is the same thing vice versa.
Since these four patterns cannot account for all Russian
nouns, a further six subsidiary patterns are established: Al,
31, 32, 33, Cl and Dl. Each of these, however, contains a
relatively small number of nouns, which are given in lists.
Al, for example, contains only pe6eHoK and -Ie)1o8eK, with their
suppletive plurals; Bi contains mainly nouns of the rBO3b,
KOMb 
-type; and so on. Even so there is a problem with nouns
which have monosyllabic forms either in the DSg alone or in
both the DSg and DPi, such as 1b - J1baM,	 - OHb qM, BW -
BWdM. Because of these examples, and the generally accepted
absence of diachronic or synchronic significance in the form
of the dative, it is difficult to see what is gained by such
a classification, and, with rare exceptions (eg Khazagerov,
1985), later writers have not taken up his system.
The letter classification is applied in a modified form
to adjectives. It is sufficient, according to Red'kin, to
look at the adjL m, adjS f and adjS nt, to determine the
patterns of adjectival stress. Distinguishing non-final from
final stress again (ie stem-stress from desinence-stress), a
two-letter classification is given to each pattern, ie AA =
non-final stress in all three forms, BB = final stress in all
forms, AB = non-final in the adjL, final stress in the adjS f
and adjS nt. Two other patterns are identified, the letter C
being used to indicate movement between the two forms of the
adjS considered, although the movement is from final (in the
adjS f) to non-final (in the adjS nt), so the pattern is in
fact the equivalent of pattern D in nouns.
The verbal classification, which covers all finite and
non-finite parts of the verbal paradigm, again uses a letter
classification to show whether stress is final or non-final.
In place of the Sg-Pl distinction applied to nouns, the two-
way sub-paradigmatic split is between the pres/fut and the
past forms. Here again, however, the implication of each
particular letter has changed; thus whilst A still means non-
final stress in both parts of the sub-paradigm, B now means
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non-final stress in the pres/fut, and final stress in the
past. C is the opposite of A, and D the opposite of B. With
the use of subsidiary types, as for nouns, a total of fifteen
stress patterns are found. For verbs it is further indicated
whether the stress, if final, is on a word-derivational
suffix, or on a word-inflectional desinence.
Red'kin then investigates how these patterns correlate
with the morphological classification of verbs proposed by
Karcevski (1927) . For example, Karcevski's productive class I
contains verbs in -aTb/-Tb, 3P1 pres/fut -aoT/-oT, which
display stress patterns A, C and Cl; productive class II
contains verbs in -em, 3P1 pres/fut -eloT, which display stress
patterns A and C; and so on. In this manner, Karcevski's five
productive classes (I-V), and seven unproductive verbal
classes (A-G) are examined and the stress patterns which
occur in each identified.
Lists are given of non-derived words in each section of
the book, as well as rules for the stressing of words derived
from words belonging to particular stress patterns by means
of suffixes (which in turn belong to certain classes,
depending on their stress properties in affixation). The book
concludes with an index of around 3,000 underived words,
followed by nominal, adjectival and verbal suffixes, the
stress pattern being indicated for each.
Some of the complexities and inconsistencies of the book
have been pointed out above. Red'kin's major contribution,
however, is to our understanding of stress in derivation; in
the field of stress in inflection, his contribution overall
is rather minor: it is difficult to point to more than the
introduction of a rather rudimentary two-letter
classification for adjectives as being fruitful innovations.
His word-lists are also a useful source of data and are
frequently drawn upon in the present study.
Olechxiowicz 'S 'Teoretyczne zasady dystribucji
rosyjskiego akcentu yrazowego' (1974) has, despite its
title, little to say about the theoretical basis of stress in
Russian. The work's discussion of word-stress mobility is
essentially an overview of the situation in modern Russian.
where the book is more interesting is in its treatment of
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suffixes and derived words; this is, however, of limited
relevance to this study and will not be entered into in
detail here.
In his discussion of the changes taking place in Russian
today, the author notes the following:
1) the movement of words from one stress type to
another;
2) the tendency of stress to move one or two syllables
closer to the beginning of the word, observable in many
groups of words;
3) levelling (BbIpaBHFlBaHMe ) of stress in the paradigm, ie
the change from mobile stress to fixed stress.
The second tendency, Olechnowicz claims, can be seen clearly
in Czech and, historically, in Polish; he thus believes it to
be a common Slavonic tendency. Examples from Russian are to
be found in the formation of the ppp of verbs in -MTb, -TM, -Tb,
-'-Ib, -Hym here the stress is moving one syllable nearer the
front of the word-form in relation to the infinitive, eg
3ache)KeHHbIII f or 3ache)KeHHbRI, HaF1eHHbII4 for Ka.lIëHHbIi. The tendency
is also noticeable in verbs in -Tb, where it can be seen, for
example, in movement to the mobile stress type in the
pres/fut. There are many examples of this phenomenon in
modern Russian, eg 66KMWbC q, replacing 60)KFlwbcR (see 1974:111-
13)
Apart from verbs, retraction of stress can also be seen,
he claims, in areas such as nouns in -a, eg 6eá, formerly
desinence-stressed throughout the paradigm, but now stem-
stressed in the P1; the tendency to retraction is also seen
in the traditionally desinence-stressed adjS forms, now with
stem-stressed variants, eg 6é6, e21bi
Fedianina's (1976) work on modern Russian stress is
primarily a handbook for students, but will be considered
here for its useful classification of stress patterns. She
e$4p o;S
4e-v-.-s-e-s- a three-way system like that of Kiparsky (1962, see
below), with A = fixed stem-stress, B = fixed desinence-
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stress and C = mobile stress. She is the first to use a two-
letter system for nouns, with each letter referring to one
half of the paradigm, ie the Sg sub-paradigm and the P1 sub-
paradigm. Altogether her classification creates ten classes:
six mobile stress patterns of the type AB, BA, AC, etc; two
fixed patterns le AA and BB (she also gives patterns OA, 03
and B0, where 0 indicates the absence of Sg or P1 forms); and
two variations on these, ie C 10 (.J1F066Bb type) and AC 1 (!.leJloBéK
- izni ). Nouns are then examined by gender, and lists are
given, along with affixes for derivations. The section ends
with rules and hints on how to tell which words belong to
which stress classes.
The same methodology is followed for the eight classes
of adjectives she identifies (first letter for the adjL,
second for the adjS), and the nine classes of verbs (first
letter for the pres/fut, second for the past indicative). The
verbal classes are then linked to the morphological
classification of Kuznetsov (as it appears in Vinogradov,
1952) . Imperatives, participles and gerunds are dealt with
separately and concisely on a purely morphological basis as
derived forms of the verbal paradigm. This treatment of verbs
is arguably the most successful seen so far in the study of
Russian mobile stress. Separating the pres/fut and the past
from the other forms of the verb allows a concise
classification of the patterns of stress mobility; the stress
of the latter group is certainly more easily dealt with in
this way than if it is included in the overall pattern of
verbal stress (as in Red.).
We turn now to the contribution of a nuthber of writers
taking a 'morphophonemic' approach; this is based on the
approach of Trubetzkoy, as developed by Jakobson, and is
demonstrated in the work of writers such as Kuryowicz, Lunt,
Worth, Coats, Halle and Stankiewicz. In itS most clearly
Chomskyan, ie 'generativist' form, this approach posits a
series of ordered rules which generate surface (ie actual)
forms from underlying morphophonemic entities; this involves
a high degree of abstraction, often requiring a large number
of rules to take account of 'irregular' data.
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Work from this school, although often difficult and
removed from actual language data, has led to some
interesting insights into particular areas of inflectional
stress. An important article by Worth (1968a) distinguishes
movements of stress between the desinence and the stem-
initial syllable (eg CKOBOO - CKOBOpoy ) from movements
between the desinence and the pre-desinential syllable (eg
KoIeco - Ko1ëca ); this enables the useful point to be made that
case oppositions, for example the differentiation by stress
of the ASg from the other Sg case-forms, or of the N/AP1 in
the P1 sub-paradigm, are only of the first type (see
1968a:790)
Another article by Worth (1968b) looks in detail at the
'underlying morphophonemic' stress (roughly equivalent, in
practice, to zalizniak's theoretical stress - see below) of
the nouns 3aëM, HaeM, and nouns of the .wo6Bb, rJlywb type. A
stressed zero-morpheme is posited stem-finally for the
inflected cases of 3aeM and MaeM, eg GSg 3áIMa = 3aj-'Ø-Ma for
J1I0606b and r.iwb, whose ISg is unexpectedly stem-stressed,
Worth posits a stressed zero in the desinence -øju, which,
again, automatically moves the stress left. 3aëM and HaëM now
appear quite regular, and Jli'o6óBb and r?wb can be assigned
fixed desinence-stress. This neat solution, however, will not
hold for nepë ) GSg népea (see Coats and -llc 1989:130),
although the existence of the N/ASg variant népe should also
be noted.
A short article by Marvan (1983) attempts to explain
the peculiar stress characteristics of éT1 and Jmi from a
generative standpoint. His conclusion, that DIPP1 forms are
irregular in their surface representation because they are
regular at a deep Structure level, is surprising, and
intriguingly counter-intuitive.
Halles work (1973, modified in 1977) is typical of the
morphophonemic school, introducing ten or so ordered rules -
a stress assignment rule, a stress distribution rule, a de-
stressing rule, a circumflex rule, and the like. His survey
of the data is thorough, and his approach applied
consistently; however, the approach adds little to our
understanding of stress in inflection, where many items must
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be marked as exceptional due to their 'irregular' stress. As
expected, this approach is more useful when applied to stress
in word-derivation; Halle (1977) includes a short section of
this. Later work by Halle (see Halle and Vergnaud 1987)
concerns metrical theory, and gives examples from a wide
range of languages; Russian is not treated in any detail,
however, and this work falls beyond the scope of this survey.
Articles by Stankiewicz, written over a number of years
(collected in Stankiewicz 1979, 1986), have been of
considerable influence over other writers (his views are
taken up, for example, in Neweklowsky 1972, 1980, 1982) . In
his examination of forms such as GP1 Mâce.J1,éHer, and adjS m
OJl)eH, TeneJi, whose stress is difficult to account for, he
suggests positing a final zero in the stem, marked
'unstressable' (Stankiewicz 1986:330ff.); unexpected P1 forms
such as GP1 CecTëp, CBHHé, cyé, OK6H, however, must be seen as
the realisation of a stressed zero occurring stem-finally in
the P1 forms (cf Worth's discussion of NSgHaëM,3aëM, above),
although the existence of variants shows that their stress is
unstable.
An article by Stankiewicz on verbal stress (1986:353-76)
is basically descriptive, comparing the modern language with
modern Russian dialects in the light of his understanding of
historical stress patterns; it also touches on variants in
the standard language. He acknowledges that on specific
occasions there may be a differentiation of stress on a
syntactic basis, as in the contrasting stress of the pppL and
the adjectivalised former pppL, eg H1hHbli1 versus y'-ieI-lbIH,
c6JeHb, versus cojie,mi this is not examined in any detail,
however.
Coats, whose approach (Coats 1976) is generativist,
significantly later rejects this earlier method, and deals
more directly with the data as it appears in the actual
language. Coats & Hart (1989) signifies a return to 'surface'
rather than 'underlying' forms. The approach is still rule-
based, although much simplified, proposing a system of
conventions (eg a 'Nearest Syllable Convention') and rules
which assign stress to a particular syllable in a word-form
(eg the first syllable, unless it contains a so-called
I.	 iL)uvJ
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'unstressable vowel', as in the first syllable of npo4éccop
At the same time, in common with the approach of other recent
writers, stress is now related to other properties, such as
the declensional class, the NP1 ending, whether the stem ends
in a hard or a soft consonant, and so on. The theory also
contains a Chomskyan concept of markedness, assigning
productive stress patterns 'unmarked' status, and
unproductive patterns 'marked' status, this being reflected
in the notational system used to indicate the stress
properties of lexemes. However, the most striking feature of
the system proposed is not that it offers any particularly
new insight into the working of stress in Russian nouns -
there is very little in their description which has not been
already described elsewhere - but rather that it tolerates
irregularity within the system, recording certain lexemes as
being 'idiosyncratic', rather than attempting to construct a
new rule to account for every irregularity. This facet of the
approach, unstartling in more traditional analyses, still
comes as something of a surprise in work produced by those
formerly part of the generativist school.
Perhaps the two most significant modern writers on stress,
however, and those who have done the most to shape current
studies of Russian stress, are Paul Garde and A. A.
Zalizniak. Garde's most complete statement of his important
theory of Russian word-stress is found in his Gramrnaire
russe: I Phanologie, Morphologie (1980) although the theories
this work contains appear in various guises in earlier works
(in particular Garde 1965, 1978). He devises an entirely new
approach to the working of stress in inflectional and
derivational morphology, the main points of which, as well as
his other contributions to the field, are discussed below.
Garde's theory, which is intimately linked with his
understanding of the historical working of stress in Russian,
identifies three types of words, according to their stress
(1980:ll6ff.)	 'les mots accentogènes' bearing one stress,
'les mots bi-accentogénes' bearing two stresses, and
'clitics', which are unstressed. He continues (p.119):
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La place de l'accent dans chaque mot. depend de la
structure morphologique du mat. Chacun des morphèmes du
mat structure (racine, suffixes et désinence) a des
propriétés accentuelles, c'est-à-dire exerce une
certaine influence sur la place de l'accent dans le mat.
Thus Bép-oB-e-H-He (Garde's morphological analysis) is stressed
on the root ép, as are many other words with this root.
Equally, My'-1-I1-TeJb is stressed on
	
as are most words with
the suffix -11-Te.Jlb. The idea of morphemes having inherent
accentual qualities is examined in greater detail below.
Garde begins his discussion of stress with the statement
that all morphemes have three accentual properties
(pp.l2Off.). These are stress, place of stress, and
dominance. Regarding the property of stress, there are
'stressed morphemes' ('morphèmes accentués') and 'unstressed
inorphernes' ( 'morphémes inaccentués'). Stressed morphemes move
the stress of a word to a place determined in relation to
themselves, whilst unstressed morphemes never do this. The
latter are noted thus: ° eg <°gorod>; the brackets < >
enclose morphophonological transcriptions.
Stressed morphemes can be of three kinds, as regards the
place of stress:
1) auto-stressed ( 'auto-accentué') () - attracting the
stress onto one of its vowels, eg <por6, nop6f
ii) post-stressed ( 'post-accentué') (N) ' - attracting
the stress onto the following vowel, eg <korab'>,
KOpá61b, GSg Kopa61-c
iii) pre-stressed ( 'pré-accentué') '(M) - attracting the
stress onto the preceding vowel, eg suffix <'iva> in
derived impf verbs, eg noBopá'-l-a-Tb.
When a word contains a 'dominant' morpheme (the sign - or 0
is doubled, ie
	 or 00) the stress properties of that
morpheme are realised as if it were the only one in the word.
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Morphemes can thus be classed as below; there are seven
classes, owing to a gap in the system:
Auto-str.	 Post-str.	 Pre-str.	 Unstressed
Non-dominant	 M	 M'	 'M
Dominant	 M	 M"	 OO
The classes above are not evenly distributed across all
morphemes, however. The following restrictions apply: only
derivational (as opposed to inflectional) suffixes can be
dominant; only suffixes and desinences can be pre-stressed;
roots can only be I, R' or OR; only roots and suffixes can
be post-stressed; desinences can only be 6, D' or °D
prefixes and 'postfixes' have no stress properties.
Garde continues that the following processes occur:
1) words containing only unstressed morphemes have a
recessive stress, ie they are stressed initially, eg
<°gorod^°om>, <°golov+°u>, <da+°l^°,i>. The recessive
accent., subject to certain restrictions, can be
retracted onto the beginning of the 'phonological word',
ie a preposition, or a prefix, eg 3á rOPOOM, Ha rOJOBy,
npoawi
ii) words containing one or more stressed morphemes are
stressed on the place as decided by the first stressed
morpheme, eg <°golov-1-á>	 <°gorod+#k' +°i> I'OpOK
(# indicates a fleeting vowel), <pro+°zub+'iva+'t >
flPO3PMBaTb.
iii) words containing a dominant morpheme are stressed
on the place determined by the dominant morpheme,
whatever the other morphemes are, eg <°golov+ast+'oi>
O?OBáCTbi;
iv) words containing several dominant morphemes are
stressed on the place determined by the last dominant
morpheme. This only occurs with borrowed suffixes, eg:
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<interv+nc+' ii +a>
<interv+nc+' ij+cgn+'oj>
1	 Ii	 9
<interv+enc+' iJ -4-On+izm+ 0>
IIHTepBeHLJ. -H - q
HHTBHL -H -OHH -bIM
HHTPBHL -H -OH -i3M
v) in words with the sequences M''M and M'M', the stress
is thrown onto the preceding vowel if the second element
is pre-stressed, and onto the following vowel if post-
stressed.
So far the theory is coherent and logical. One weakness is
acknowledged, however (pp.l23-4):
Ii éxiste cependant des morphèmes dont les propriétés
accentuelles sont sujettes a des alternances, c'est-à-
dire qu'ils manifestent dans certains mots certaines
propriétés accentuelles et dans d'autres mots d'autres
propriétés.
The majority of these morphemes with variant properties are
pre-stressed, ie suffixes or desinences, which will
potentially create a problem for Garde's theory when applied
to stress mobility in inflection.
Garde admits (p.124) that 'dans la plupart des cas la
repartition des deux variantes est imprévisible'; even where
it is predictable, the pattern is not certain. Garde states,
for example, that a preceding morpheme which is unstressed
will be followed by a variable morpheme that is 'not pre-
stressed', but no clue is given as to whether it will be
unstressed or auto-stressed. Such variability and
unpredictability occurs for example in the 2Sg pres/fut of
verbs in 4lTb, the suffixes of the ppp, and the declension of
nouns - in other words, almost everywhere that stress
mobility of a complex nature is found. Thus Garde's theory
cannot help solve any of the real problems that Russian
stress mobility in inflection creates.
In the application of this theory to stress in
inflection, the theme, ie the stem, is taken as a whole, and
not subdivided into root, suffixes, prefixes and so on. Since
the stem is at the beginning of the word, it cannot be pre-
stressed. To the stem is added a desinence.
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Russian words which can be inflected are classed
according to two criteria:
i) according to the stress qualities of their stem - T,
'T or °T. This gives three stress paradigms;
ii) according to whether the desinences with stress
alternation ('D/°D and 'DID) are in their 'not pre-
stressed' form or their pre-stressed form. This allows
the discernment of various stress types, within the
stress paradigms.
Garde takes the example of adjectives to demonstrate this, as
shown below. It should be noted, however, that this
application is only correct for nouns and adjectives; verbs
are treated slightly differently.
Adjectives (and nouns) can be divided into three
paradigms and five types. Briefly, these are as follows:
a) auto-stressed stem: fixed stem-stress, eg 3OpOBO
b) post-stressed stem: fixed desinence-stress, eg cMewH6,
or 'narrow' mobile stress, eg xopowo
c) unstressed stem: 'wide' mobile stress, eg M6J1OO, or
'mixed' mobile stress, eg BeceJlo.
'Narrow' mobile stress displays movement by one syllable in
the different forms (xopowó - xop6wii ), whereas 'wide' mobile
stress shows movement to the edges of the word (Mó,.1OzIO -
MOJ1OQF1 ). 'Mixed' mobile stress shows both features (Béce.Jo -
BeceJa - 6ece.Jbw1 )
Verbs can only be one of three types:
a) auto-stressed stem: fixed stem-stress;
b) post-stressed stem: narrow mobile stress;
c) unstressed stem: fixed desinence-stress.
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It is in its application to suffixal derivation that the
strength of Garde's theory is seen. It is most successful
with regular suffixes, however, although less so with
exceptional or irregular cases. The weakness of the theory,
however, is in its application to inflectional stress; for
example, to nouns ending in -a. The stress properties of the
desinences are as follows:
ASg:	 °D or D
other Sg:
	 I
NP1:
other Sg:
	 'DID
Furthermore, there are six different stress types, according
to the stems of the nouns. The desinential variants above
combine with the stem types in six different patterns. In
other words, only by knowing what accent-type a word is can
it be discovered whether, for example, its ASg is °D or D;
even then there are unpredictable variations and exceptions
to the rules.
As might be expected, the application of Garde's theory
to the formation (derivation) of the participles and gerunds
is rather more successful, since this follows rather clearer
morphological lines. Thus the present gerund desinence <,a>
is auto-stressed, like the <ii> of lSg pres/fut (with few
exceptions) . In the present passive participle, <óm> and <Im>
are auto-stressed, like the lSg pres/fut. The pppS is (like
the adjS and the past)
	 in the pppS f and °D in other forms.
The pppL shows variation between 'D and °D, but with clear
distribution: °n after unstressed morphemes, and 'D after
post-stressed morphemes.
Ultimately it. is clear that, however great the value of
Garde's theory to the understanding of stress in af fixation
and derivation, its value as regards stress in inflection is
of a highly doubtful nature. The real problem of morphemes
with variable stress qualities is unresolved (see also
Lehfeldt's (1982) review of Garde's theory), and despite the
careful adaptation of the theory to fit inflection, there
remain exceptions to the rules, such as KóHb ) ro3b, O6HTb,
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KpacTb. Pragmatically, the system is complicated, especially
where it has recourse to variant morphemes, and, with nouns
for example, one is still left with different types of
declensions, since it is not the case that the same
desinences, or the same stems, are always stressed the same
way, as demonstrated by the existence of various stress types
and stress paradigms.
Before moving on from Garde, it is worth looking briefly
at his comments on the stress of the adjS nt. He lists the
cases of variant stress (he calls them hesitations) in the
modern language, and states (1980:218) that 'l'hésitation est
souvent liée aux divers emplois possibles du neutre de la
forrne courte. ' These various uses are as follows:
1) 'prédicat de phrase personelle (emploi adjectival)',
eg 6y.iyujee c6eT10
ii) 'pz-édicat de phrase irnpersonelle (emploi
prédicatif) ', eg B K6MHaTe CBeTJ16;
iii) 'subordonné d'un verbe (emploi adverbial)', eg OróHb
cBeTJlo rOpHT.
He gives the following examples of such contrasts:
adj L
BOJbHbI
rpewHbII'I
66pb&
YMHbIH
XHTpbIFI
adj.	 prod.	 adverb
B6.11bHO	 BOJbHO	 BObHO
rpéLuho	 rpewHo	 l'pe WHO
lo6pO
	 O5po	 Opo
YMHO	 -	 yMHO
XTpO	 -	 XMTPO
From this he concludes the following (p.219):
.l'accent prédésinentiel, identique a celui de la
forme longue, est plus répandu dans l'emploi adjectival;
tandis que les emplois adverbial et prédicatif, qui sont
mains lies a la forme longue, présentent plus souvent
l'accent désinentiel.
Perhaps the major figure in late twentieth-century
studies of word-stress is A. A. Zalizniak. In two early
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articles (1963, 1964), he introduces the idea of ycioBiioe
yapei-ii.ie, (henceforth 'theoretical stress') , in contrast to
eHCTBHTeJ1bHoe yapeiie ('actual stress') , as a way of dealing
with the problems of word-forms with a zero-desinence, eg NSg
CT6J1, and GP1 ëH. Before this time writers had either treated
these forms as having stem-stress, or as having stress as
implied by the rest of the paradigm; Zalizniak examines the
problem in detail and makes his approach explicit.
Rather than treat these word-forms differently from
others, an arbitrary, theoretical stress must be found for
all forms (1964:16):
...6yeM c'*lTaTb, 1110 yCJ1OBHOe yapeiie MMeI-oT ce e3 MCKJ1IOlIeHI-1R
c?1OBocf:1poMbI, 1-10 y Tex CJI08030pM, re o6a KoMnoI-leI-iTa CJloroBble,
ycJloBHoe yapeiie conaae C 1eCTBHTe-,1bMbIM.
Zalizniak makes explicit the following law, allowing word-
forms with a zero-desinerice to be included in the system
(p.26)
...Ka)fcbI HJb 38MHTCR TM 3HdKOM, KOTOPbII4 CTO1-1T B cxee
1e'1CTBMTeJbI-1oro yapen TOrO )Ke CJ1OBd B CT0J16Le iaT. flae)Ka T0I'0
e '*ic.,a.
Thus, for word-forms with syllabic desinences, the
theoretical stress is the same as the actual stress, and for
word-forms with a zero-desinence, it is the same as the
actual stress of dative form of that number. The adjS m and
the past m (as well as some other parts of the verb) are also
given theoretical stress; in these cases this is the actual
stress of the neuter form.
Mustajoki (1981) backs up this position to a large
extent, arguing persuasively on the basis of intuitive,
descriptive, practical, and even historical criteria. He
notes, however, that the 'stol + 0' position, whilst
supported by Fedianina (1976), Red., Coats (1976), Garde
(1965), Sheliuto (1962) , Unbegaun (1957) , Bogoroditskii
(1913) et al., does not have unanimous support. In favour of
the 'stc5l + 0' position are, amongst others, Olechnowicz
(1974), Forsyth (1963), Klepko (1962), and Kiparsky (1950,
1962).
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In a monograph dedicated entirely to nominal inflection
(1967), which expands his article of 1963, Zalizniak lays
out, in a rigorously detailed way, the basis of his treatment
of stress. A data-base of some 55,000 nominals is arranged by
stress class, and he finds that the accentual pattern of a
lexenie can often not be determined from its form, although
there is a link with the initial form, the grammatical
category, the morphological gender, whether it is a plurale
tantum noun, its declension type, and whether the final vowel
is fleeting or not (1967:156-57). Of particular importance in
relation to the stress class is the nature of the stem; stems
are classified in terms of whether they are non-syllabic or
syllabic; if syllabic, whether monosyllabic or polysyllabic.
They are also divided as to whether they are unstressed or
stressed; if they are stressed, according to whether
initially or non-initially; if non-initially, as to whether
stem-finally or stem-medially. On occasion, Zalizniak gives
some indication of what he considers to be the directions of
change in nominal stress; the main points are a move towards
number opposition in nouns, and the elimination of an ASg
differentiated by stress.
This work essentially forms the theoretical
accompaniment to his grammatical dictionary of 1977
(henceforth Zal.). The latter work summarises his approach to
stress for nominals and extends this approach to other parts
of speech, giving a complete account of his system of
classification of stress mobility in inflection, and in the
derivation of grammatical categories such as participles,
gerunds and the comparative and superlative forms of the
adjective. As it is primarily a reference work, however,
enabling the user to discover the full morphology of any
given word, its aim is classificatory economy, rather than
historical explanation, or the investigation of a linguistic
system.
zalizniak's classification system follows a morphemic
approach, discriminating stem- from desinence-stress. Nouns
are divided into six main classes, disregarding their gender
and whether they are monosyllabic or polysyllabic. Classes a
and b display fixed stem- or desinence-stress, class c has
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stem-stress in the Sg and desinence-stress in the P1, class d
is the opposite of class c, class e is stem-stressed except
for the oblique P1 (G, D, I, P), and class f is desinence-
stressed except for the direct P1 (N, A) . Four variants on
these classes are added, which follow the pattern of their
class except for one case: in classes b' and f" the ISg is
stem-stressed; in classes d' and f' the ASg is stem-stressed.
The classification of adjectives follows a system
similar to that of Red., although making significant
improvements. Adjectives are marked with two letters, on the
pattern a/c, where the first letter refers to the adjL (a =
stem-stressed, b = desinence-stressed), and the second to the
adjS as represented by the adjS f, nt and p1. The latter are
given a three-way classification (Ia, /b, Ic: stem-stressed,
desinence-stressed, or stem-stressed except the adjS f),
which is further refined by three variants (Ia', /b', /c')
for adjS with variant stress in one form, and a final one
(/c) for adjectives with variant stress in two forms.
The classification of verbs follows Fediaflifla'S model
(see Fedianina 1976), with pres/fut (first letter of code)
and past (second letter of code) classed in terms of
patterns, and the formation of the participles and gerunds
explained separately in terms of derivational morphology.
Zalizniak includes the imperative in the first letter
patterns. Thus a/ = stem-stressed in the pres/fut and
imperative, b/ = desinence-stressed, and c/ = stem-stressed
except for the lsg pres/fut and the imperative Sg and P1. The
second letters refer to the past: /a = stem-stressed, /b =
desinence-stressed, and /c = stem-stressed except past f.
This is further refined by the addition of class /c' for past
forms which show variant stresses.
The stress of the present and past active participles,
the present passive participle, and the present and past
gerunds are handled simply in morphological terms (as in
Fedianina, 1976) . The stress of the ppp is rather more
complicated, and is explained in relation to zalizniak's
morphological classification of verbs (by their infinitive
forms, lSg pres/fut, and 3Sg pres/fut) into sixteen different
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classes. The stress of the pppS is further linked with the
stress of the adjS.
The placing of stress on particular syllables (rather
than just particular morphemes) is also discussed, and simple
rules for this are given, although, in practice, the
dictionary part of the book has recourse to many diacritics
indicating sub-classes and exceptional cases in order to deal
with all cases of this which are anything other than
completely straightforward. Zal. can also be criticised for
its failure to discuss the stress movement in the formation
of adverbs from the adjS nt, that is, the interrelation in
stress between these forms in their various uses (see above,
on Garde 1980)
In discussing the stressing of prepositions in
preposition + noun and preposition + numeral phrases,
zalizniak is more explanatory (see Zal., pp.71-73). In the
first case, prepositions can be stressed in any of the
following three situations:
i) a set-phrase, eg 66K66OK outside of this phrase,
stress is not retracted;
ii) phrases with a certain set meaning, eg HáOM (=
OMOM ); stress is not retracted if the same combination
occurs with a different meaning, eg the literal nia céiia
Ha Z6M
iii) 3a + A, Ha + A, and no + IJ: the meanings are listed
where the preposition is stressed; with other meanings,
the preposition is unstressed. The preposition is
usually unstressed if the phrase is extended (eg 3a ro.,
but 3a r6Z H flB MéCclUa
In situation iii), Zal. points out that there is variation,
retraction of stress occurring for some speakers but not
others Kespecially in colloquial speech), and also dependent
on factors which he calls THO y!.fllTbIBaeMbIe (p.72), such as
phrasal rhythm and logical stress. The meanings where stress
retraction should occur are given as follows:
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3a + A:
'behind, across' eq yHTFl3apeKy
'the place of application of force' eq B3Tb3ápyKI1
'in the course of a period of time' eq CéJ1aTb3eHb
'a certain period of time earlier' eg 3arO1oLler6-.,1F10
Ha + A, + P (for neuter nouns)
'physical movement in the direction of something, onto
something' eq ynaCTb a no'
'looking at something' (variation occurs here) eg
CMOTpTb Ha OCK or CMoTpeTb Ha OCKy
'the place of touching the point of support' eg BCTaTbHa
HOfli
'for a certain period of time' eg XBaTIITHá3HMy
'measurement of difference' eq HárOCTápWe
no + D:
'movement over the surface of something' eg xoTbn6no1y
'movement within the confines of something' eg XOTb no
RIBOpy.
In a later work, Zalizniak (1985:21-22) expresses this
slightly differently. What he describes as
FW1H cia6o .11eKcF1Kaw13oBaHHbIe co'leTaHH q ('non-lexicalised' or 'weakly
lexicalised' phrases), where there are many possible meanings
of the phrase, tend not to show prepositional stress if the
meaning is an abstract, rarely encountered one, eg O6paTTe
BHHMHHeHar6J1O8y. By contrast, highly lexicalised set phrases
(co'1eTaI-w1 q
 C BbICOKO CTeneHbIO .J1eKcHKam13aLHF1 ) , that is those that
are well-established as expressions, are stressed on the
preposition, where they have one specific meaning, eg 6
cMepTH, where the phrase has been adverbialised to some
extent (cf also HáOK,3MyK, where complete lexicalisation has
taken place).
Preposition + numeral phrases generally adhere to the
following rules (Zal. , p.73)
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i) the preposition is stressed if the noun is omitted,
and no further specification is given, eg pa3ejiiTb Ha
H TpI1;
ii) if the noun is mentioned, stress on the preposition
is still preferred, but this is less regular, eg 3aTpkl
pa3a
iii) if the noun is mentioned and positioned first in
the phrase (ie the number and the noun are transposed),
then the preposition is stressed rather regularly, eg
IH Ha 1Ba, .JleT 3a CeMb;
iv) if the number is part of a longer number, the
preposition is usually unstressed, whether the noun is
mentioned or not, eg 3a CTO nTbecT;
v) if the number is approximate, the preposition is not
stressed, eg 3a .a-Tpii
vi) if, however, c flO1OBF1HOI1 or C flOJTHHOI1 follows the
number, the preposition can still be stressed, eg n6sa/
nO	 C flOJ1O8I1HO.
Zalizniak's study of the development of the stress
system of Russian (1985) contains what is in many ways an
extension of, and improvement on, Garde's theory of the
stress properties of morphernes. It. is noticeable, however,
that Zalizniak abandons Garde's theory for dealing with
inflectional patterns, which, as discussed above, is
ultimately unsuccessful. Zalizniak's theory of stress in
derivation, however, such as the formation of the gerunds and
participles, and the comparative and superlative of
adjectives, as well as stress in affixation generally, is
very clearly a restatement of Garde's principles.
Zalizniak introduces a system of stress types (aKueHTHbIe
ThflbI ), which have regular correlations with his stress
classes (see above) . The stress types are of four varieties:
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i) trivial (TpM5HabHbIt ) - fixed stem-stress;
ii) (non-trivial) desinence-stress;
iii) (non-trivial) adjacent mobile stress (cMeHo-
f1011BH)KHbl)
iv) (non-trivial) marginal mobile stress (MapiHaJ1bHo-
noi,ii
The adjacent mobile type covers words where only penultimate
or desinential stress occurs, eg 8e,'lkV.*lHa, 6eHHbI; the
marginal mobile type refers to words where only desinential
or initial stress occurs, eg 'OJlOBa,rOJlOBy. Mobile stress of
other types is rare, but does occur eg ó3epo, NP1 o3epa. Verbs
and adjectives are only divided into trivial and non-trivial
types. Applying this system to the stressing of prepositions
in preposition + noun phrases, Zalizniak states that this
occurs, with very few exceptions, where the noun is of the
marginal mobile stress type, that is, demonstrating initial
and desinential stress; on closer examination, however, one
finds that this can only be seen in the very few examples
with nouns with polysyllabic stems occurring in such phrases
(eg 3á roJloBy ).
Zalizniak's work contains some discussion of the factors
that can affect, and have affected, Russian word-stress.
These are summarised, and stated with relation to the effect
they have on Russian, in the conclusions that he draws, at
the end of his 1985 study, about directions of change. They
are as follows:
1) an increase in the functional load of stress, in the
following ways:
a. the grammaticaljsatjcn of stress within the paradigm,
eg a polarisatjon between the stress of the Sg and the
P1, or certain cases always stressed a certain way;
b. the semantjcjsatjon of stress; groups of words with a
similar meaning stressed in a certain way;
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c. the pragmaticisation of stress; stress distinctions
dependent on the familiarity/unfamiliarity of the word;
2) stress movement caused by:
a. the length of the stem, ie number of syllables, eg
monosyllabic stems > stress moves right; polysyllabic
stems > stress on the stem;
b. the end-phoneme of the stem, eg the unification of
stress in all words which have one particular ending or
&HaJ1b
3) analogical change where words are linked by meaning
(and often by form) , eg 1éBbI, iiaéo (historically i1eB6,
Ha71e8o) , under the influence of flpâBbWl, HanpaBo; py)K6a
owing to C1y)K6a; Na ceMb, Ha BOCeMb owing to Ha flRTb.
'Grammaticalisation' of stress can be seen in the
polarisation and levelling of stress within the paradigm (see
below, on Khazagerov 1985). Distinction in stress following a
semantic principle can be seen in zalizniak's grouping of
masculine monosyllables in the light of his theory that the
names of objects which are Hc'-iHcJ1eMbIe, ie able to be counted,
are stem-stressed, and those which are He1C'-1i1Ci qeMbie are
desinence-stressed. The nouns are divided into five groups,
according to how strongly they are attracted to particular
stress patterns; he states, for example, that the names of
large masses, including trees, abstract ideas, distances,
surfaces and directions are strongly attracted to scheme c,
eg Cyn, weK, 1M, 6.,ir.
'Pragmaticisation' takes the form of showing the
familiarity (ocBoeHHocTb ) of a word by assigning it non-
trivial stress (ie inflectional, or mobile), as can be seen
historically in the shifted stress of BéTep, 1IM, )KFU, )K<, KMeHb,
et al. (see 1985:376) . Another example, given by M. Shapiro
(1986), is the fact that sports fans give the word ró,i the
stress pattern of CT61, to express familiarity, whereas others
give it fixed stem-stress in the Sg and fixed desinence-
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stress in the P1. A pragmatic distinction is also made in
adjectives, Zalizniak argues, where bookish terms and those
rarely used gain fixed stress, eg T.JleHHbWl,TJ1eHeH 'liable to
decay'.
In the adjL (especially if derived) there is a basic
principle that qualitative adjectives tend towards stem-
stress, and relative adjectives towards desinence-stress.
This principle is expanded and refined in Zalizniak (1989),
which concludes that non-derived adjL forms also adhere to
it, subject to additional 'semantic rules': adjectives (adjL)
describing physical and psychological deficiencies tend to
have desinence-stress (eg r.iyx6ii, HeM6H, c.,ien6I, and even
XOOCTO,MO1OThI ); colour terms tend to have stem-stress (eg
e.Jbw1, '.IepHbIH ); and, despite the basic principle, pairs of
opposites often develop opposing stresses (ie falling on a
different syllable counting from the beginning of the word),
eg BbICOKF1 - HM3KF1II, r1y6oKI1 - MeJ1KF1, WFIpOKMFI - y3K1111, aeK1 - 6J13KH.
This final, perhaps surprising, tenet is well supported with
evidence from the history of the language, dialectal data,
and frequency data from the modern language.
The influence of the/last lcttcr is one important
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morphophonological factor in the stress of some words.
Zalizniak claims, for example, that if the stem ends in a
consonant followed by -T-, then the word may move to class b.
This also occurs in monosyllables with a fleeting vowel.
In the adjS, the number of syllables in the stem is
important: monosyllabic stems are gaining mobile stress,
polysyllabic - fixed. There is also a current tendency
towards an opposition in stress between adjL (stem-stressed)
and adjS (desinence-stressed) "B KPTK1X 4OpMaX MM. -*1CJJ
nepecpoa coepwaec Ha HWHX ra3ax" (1985 : 27) . However, the
adjs nt in -o may sometimes be resistant to change because of
the existence of homonymous adverbs, which have stable stem-
stress, and the relatively rare occurrence of the adjS nt.
There is also, he claims, a syntactic differentiation by
stress, depending on the use of adjS nt: as the 'nominal part
of the predicate' eg Moëc16BoKpénKo, as the 'so-called
predicative', eg Jen<6cKa3ám, or as a 'normal adverb' eg JerKó
oeT (cf Garde 1980:218-19, discussed above)
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Zalizriiak (1985:25, 27) is of the opinion that fixed
stem-stress in the adjS reflects a 'non-assimilated'
(HeocBoeHHbI ) form, that is, one that is unfamiliar or rarely
used in the living language, or has archaic, elevated or
bookish overtones. Forms which can potentially be formed, but
which very rarely occur in the language, also have this
pattern, eg MezIHbI, KpoBHbI.
Familiarity, he believes (p.27) is expressed by patterns
of fixed desinence-stress and by the coexistence of stem- and
desinence-stressed adjS p1 variants. A pattern of stem-stress
in the adjS m, nt and p1, but desinence-streSs in the adjS f
(either as the only possible stress, or as a variant beside
stem-stress), he takes as a transitional stage from
unfamiliarity to familiarity of the adjective.
The overall movement, he argues (p.27), is towards an
adjS-adjL opposition of stress, with stem-stress in the adjL
(especially for qualitative adjectives) contrasting with
desinence-stress in the adjS. This process is seen most
clearly at present in the adjS p1; in the adjS nt, the
transition is hindered by their rarity in adjectival use, and
the stem-stress of such forms when used as adverbs.
In the verbal system, various factors can influence
stress: such as stylistics (bookish, archaic desinence-streSS
in pres/fut eg B0cKpeCFIT, COT8QF1T ) ; external features (non-
pleophonic forms eg OMpa'-IIT, BO3BpâThT ); denominative character
(often desinence-stress, eg 6OM6IT, O3OpO6MT ) ; transitive
versus intransitive (mobile Ba1HT 'he throws down' versus
fixed ajni 'it flocks'). There is, however, an overwhelming
tendency towards mobile stress, which sometimes breaks the
above rules, as in 3B6HHT coil., although it is intransitive.
Zalizniak's theory of stress in derivation is relevant
to the present study only inasmuch as he includes in this
category the formation of the gerunds and participies, and
the comparative and superlative degrees of adjectives. His
approach is essentially an unacknowledged extension of
Garde's theory that individual morphemes have stress
properties, and that certain morphemes may be dominant. The
strength of this approach is that it seems to reflect the
true historical situation of the Russian language. As
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Zalizniak points out, it appears that there are different
systems at work in derivation and in inflection (in contrast
to the system of stress in Old Russian which Zalizniak
describes) , since an application of this system to inflection
necessitates either a great number of symbols marking
morpheme properties, or a system of variable markers and weak
rules governing when each one is used (cf Garde 1980,
discussed above).
zalizniak argues that in the derivational morphology of
modern literary Russian, there are in most cases just two
different types of marker for suffixes, L and -, equivalent
to trivial and non-trivial types in inflection. These, as in
Garde (1980), can be dominant or non-dominant. Moreover,
there are two ways in which suffixes can work: 3aMeHMTeJlbHO, ie
replacing a morpheme of a particular form of the word, or
aMTMBHo, ie added to the stem of the initial form. In other
words, a suffix is either added to the stem of the initial
form, which has certain stress properties, or to the stem of
some other form, which may be identical in form, but have
different stress properties. This allows Zalizniak to
simplify the system considerably, by saying, for example,
that a suffix is added to the end of the stem of the 3P1
pres/fut of a verb, and affected by the stress properties of
that stem.
Zalizniak does not assign stress properties to
individual morphemes, but to whole stems. These can be
strong, that is have fixed stem-stress, weak, with mobile
stress, or intermediate, where strength or weakness is
decided on the basis of the familiarity of the word. If the
stem is strong, it keeps its stress when a non-dominant
suffix is added; if it is weak, it is stressed on the suffix
(which may in turn pass it back to the stem).
For the purposes of this overview, the following three
types of suffix are relevant:
1) L. non-dominant: -eHH-, -OM-, -YLLI-, -ej(e), -ew-, -aw-, -, -HM;
ii) 4-non-dominant: -HH-, -T, BW, W, --71 , ii	 e, -we.
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The suffix -I'lM- is non-dominant only with impt verbs; it can
also combine with perf verbs, to form adjectives such as
nonpaBliMblil, heynep)KHMbu in this case it is dominant, marked LD.
To give an example of how the system works, the
comparative adjectival suffix -ej(e) is marked .. If the stem
is weak, the stress will thus fall on the suffix, eg xoioi-iée,
eée if the stem is strong, however, it will retain its
stress, eg pa3HOOpa3Hee. It should be noted that there are
some exceptions to this system, which Zalizniak lists. The
suffix -ew-, &w . is similarly marked . It can work either
"3aMeH1Te)1bHo", replacing the -ej(e) of the comparative form, eg
eiee - TI KeeHwM1, pacee - KpaCIlBeI'IWHH, or "aI1TMBHo", in forms
such as wiipoiaw , Kpen'-IaHwMFI, where it is added onto the
initial form rather than the stem of the comparative in -e.
Unfortunately, no hint is given as to how to know when this
su-f-f ix ic going to act in the first way rather than the
cond, and again there is an exception - oraTéWHi.
Zalizniak's system of stress in derivational morphology
is arguably simpler than Garde's. Both, however, involve a
fair degree of abstraction from the speaker-hearer's
intuitive knowledge of the language, resorting to the
application of variable laws whose action cannot be predicted
from the form of the word; with Garde, these laws are truly
variable, whilst with Zalizniak they can at least be applied
strictly, allowing for some exceptional forms which must be
listed. Of the two, therefore, Zalizniak's system is arguably
the tighter from a methodological point of view, involving
less circularity of argument.
The relation between word frequency and mobile stress is
examined in articles by Mutajoki (1981b) and Cubberley
(1987), and in a monograph by Tornow (1984), discussed below.
Mustajoki's investigation, which is more satisfactory than
that of Cubberley, leads him to conclude that (Mustajoki
1981b:207)
• . with commonly used words there is a greater need to
distinguish certain word forms, and also more freedom to
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depart from the stress pattern of the basic form without
the risk of making the word harder to identify;
Tornow's study (1984) is on a far larger scale than the
two articles, and his conclusions carry correspondingly
greater weight. He first draws up, on the basis of frequency
dictionaries, his own core vocabulary of 3,223 inflecting
words, and then determines the commonest stress patterns by
statistical means, although without making allowance either
for the relative frequency of different word-forms within the
paradigm, or the presence of defective paradigms (his general
statistical approach is criticised in Kempgen 1986) . He also
looks at variation in his core vocabulary, from the point of
view of its function, its link with frequency, and its link
with mobility, using data drawn primarily from Gorbachevich
(1971, 1973, 1978), Nicholson (1968), Kolesov (1967) and
Krysin (1974). The current development of the system of
stress is placed in its historical context, with data from
Kiparsky (1962) and Vorontsova (1979), and an attempt is made
to determine the future prospects of the stress patterns,
that is, whether they will survive and attract new words, or
lose words to other patterns.
Stress is examined in terms of its link to the number of
syllables in the initial form of the word, when this is
considered along with information about its inflectional type
or conjugational pattern. In his discussion of nouns, he
links mobility to certain 'rhythrnische Voraussetzungen' or
rhythmic preconditions. Preconditions for mobility are
fulfilled, for example, by the following types of nouns:
feminine nouns ending in stressed a, and neuter, masculine and
third declension (i-type) feminine nouns with monosyllabic
stems or with dissyllabic stems and initial stress. Nearly
95% of his core-vocabulary nouns with mobile stress belong to
one of these types, and nearly 60% of nouns in the core
vocabulary fulfilling these preconditions show mobile stress
(1984:297-99). Furthermore, over two-thirds of instances of
mobile stress in nouns in the core vocabulary support the
number opposition (p.300). This leads him to suggest that the
stressed Ia! is the key segment involved, appearing in
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feminine mobility and masculine and neuter plurals; it is
also, he points out, associated with mobility in the past f
of verbs (p.451)
For core-vocabulary adjectives (adjS), mobility as well
as variation is found to be linked to the number of syllables
in the stem; the more syllables in the stem, the more stable
and the more likely to be stem-stressed the word-form. Some
88.8% of monosyllabic-stemmed adjectives display mobile
stress, whilst 86.5% of those with dissyllabic stems and all
those with more than two syllables in the stem have fixed
stem-stress (p.345) . Variation takes the form of an increase
in occurrence of desinential stress for the neuter and, in
particular, the plural short form; in contrast to nouns, no
new patterns of mobility arise, but movement of adjectives
from one pattern to another leads to the variation that is
found (p.349). The reason for this lack of new patterns,
Tornow considers, is the rarity of the short form adjective
in speech, and the lack of an obvious grammatical opposition
similar to the number opposition found in noun paradigms
(p.352) . Future developments he considers likely are an
increase in long forms stressed like the short forms (not
adjS f), a levelling of the adverb and predicative with the
stress of the adjS nt, and an increase in mobility (feminine
desinence-stress versus other forms with stem-stress) for
adjective short forms with monosyllabic stems (p.356)
The basic historical tendency identified in Tornow's
discussion of verbs (p.368-438) is towards the levelling of
stress between the past and the infinitive, possible
divergences from this being forms with prefix or negative
particle stress (eg Há Lla)1, He 6i.ii ), stress on the reflexive
particle (eg
	
) and past feminine desinence-stress (eg
HaLlaJla ) . Whilst there is evidence for levelling in the first
two types, formations of the y6páa type (desinence-stress
replaced by newer stem-stress in past f) are only noted as
colloquialisms; more common is a limiting of the divergence
from the infinitive, as exemplified in the new, 'narrower'
type of mobility found in no3Bá1, noaiá (for previous fl63BaJl,
no3BaJla, ie prefix-stress replaced by stem-stress in past m, nt
& p1). In the pres/fut, Tornow concludes that mobility is
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likely to become more widespread for second conjugation verbs
where stress mobility underlines a contrast of mood (x6iie
versus XOF1T8 ), but less likely for first conjugation verbs,
where this does not occur; this process is hindered for
second conjugation verbs, however, by the presence of Church
Slavonic features, characteristically accompanied by fixed
desinence-stress.
Stress patterns across the word-classes are grouped into
the following types: fixed desinence-stress, fixed stem-
stress, old, phonetically motivated, 'ezweiterte' ( ' widened')
mobile stress (such as in He 6bI1 - He 6blJla; roJiOBa - róioey - Ha
ro.ioey ), and new, grammatically motivated, 'eingeschränkte'
('narrowed') mobile stress (such as in noewi - flO3Ba)la; ó3epo -
o3ëpa ); these usually concur with Zalizniak's marginal and
adjacent mobile types (see above) . The two types of mobility
are expressed differently in the different word-classes; only
the narrowed, grammatically motivated mobility Tornow
considers to have future prospects.
Tornow concludes, from the evidence of his core
vocabulary, that mobile stress has an apparently
contradictory status in Russian inflection; whilst it is
disappearing in favour of levelling in the pres/fut of first
conjugation verbs, the past, and the adjS, it is developing
in nouns and the pres/fut of second conjugation verbs
(pp.458-59)
As far as the link between frequency and mobility goes,
this is firmly established for nouns (pp.296-97) and
adjectives (pp.347-48) by a comparison between the occurrence
of mobility in Tornow's core vocabulary, and its occurrence
in Zalizniak's base material (Zalizniak 1967:172-74); mobile
stress is ten times as common amongst core vocabulary nouns,
and strongly over-represented in core adjS forms. For verbs,
Tornow compares his figures only with those produced by
Vorontsova for her fifth productive class (Vorontsova
1979:230, note 36); mobility is twice as common in such verbs
which occur in the core vocabulary.
Concerning variation, Tornow's initial thesis links
mobility and instability, since it appears that, in his core
vocabulary (p.301):
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Mehr als die Hälfte aller Substantive mit eindeutig
beweglichem Akzentparadigma ist.. . Betonungsschwankungen
unterworfen.
Ultimately, however, he is forced to reject this notion,
since stress mobility in some areas, such as mobility in the
pres/fut, is not accompanied by instability. He concludes
that, in fact, the more common a word, the more likely
accentual doublets are (p.469)
Je öfter em russisches Lexem verwendet wird, desto eher
in akzentuell verschiedenen Formen. Der scheinbare
Zusammenhang mit der Mobilitat erkläit sich durch die
Haufigkeit der Mobilität.
Furthermore, instability is generally due to the
'grammaticalisation' of stress (for example, its increasing
use as a marker of number in nouns), or the gradual breakdown
of the older, 'phonetically' motivated patterns of mobility.
A similar desire to generalise about the system of
stress, by means of a minimisation of the data, is found in
Mustajoki (1980) . In this work, he attempts to formulate,
for the stress patterns found in nouns, a 'minimal
description of their essential linguistic features for
pedagogical application' (p.375). A range of factors are
taken account of in this 'minimisation', which reveal some of
the difficulties of determining what is more significant, and
what less so, in the linguistic system; the factors he
considers include the number of lexemes belonging to each
stress pattern, later weighted to reflect the frequency of
the words following the pattern (the 'weighted lexical
probability'); the productivity of the pattern; its future
prospects, that is, whether it will survive; and even the
probable frequency of occurrence of the words from each
pattern in the style of Russian spoken by Finnish students.
The difficulty, and subjective nature, of any such evaluation
will be readily seen; moreover, such an approach, which
attempts to plane down the awkward edges of the system,
inevitably distorts the data, and is clearly motivated by a
pedagogical, rather than truly analytical, aim.
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Feldstein's examination of Russian stress is based on a
close examination of patterns at a sub-paradigmatic level. In
a series of articles (1980, 1984, 1986), he divides each
inflectional paradigm into two sub-paradigms: for nouns, the
Sg and P1; for verbs, the past and the pres/fut; for
adjectives, adjL and adj5. He identifies six types of sub-
paradigmatic stress (eg fixed stem-stress on any syllable,
stem-initial stress, stem-initial stress alternating with
desinential stress within sub-paradigm, etc), but discovers
that 'three of the six stress patterns are in complementary
distribution with the other three' (1986:45) . His conclusions
initially seem simple and attractive, but the processes
leading to them are highly complex, and, on closer
examination, it appears that to find what the 'external
realisation' of the stress types are, ie what actual stress
occurs, a morphological categorisation is still needed for
nouns and adjectives (p.49) and for verbs (p.53). As far as
verbs are concerned, Feldstein's analysis centres on the
stem-type, and in particular the presence or absence of a
suffix-vowel; patterns found in(pppS are then determined by
whether such a vowel, if there is one, remains in the
formation ofpppS. This approach to the verbal system,
reminiscent of that found in Townsend's exposition of the
single-stem system for the treatment of verbs (1974, cf also
Levin 1978), appears to be a fruitful one; it expresses the
truth captured by classificatory systems such as that of
Zalizniak and others in more explanatory terms. However, it
gains nothing over zalizniak's system in terms of
classificatory simplicity; zalizniak's classification of
stress types, taken in combination with his morphological
categorisation, expresses the same data in a more readily
grasped fashion, and has the advantage of being applied to
the vast array of data contained in Zal.
A more recent article by Feldstein (1993) further
questions the traditional notion of the traditional binary
sub-paradigm (eg sg- pl, pres/fut-past); in its place he
suggests new sub-paradigms based on desinence (grouping forms
with the same ending, eg pyvi - pKH), or case (forming the six
case sub-paradigms NSg-NP1, ASg-AP1, GSg-GP1, and so on).
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However, although such 'new' sub-paradigms allow for some
interesting observations, which are overlooked in the
traditional classifications, far more important
generalisations (such as the Sg-Pl contrast in nouns) appear
to be lost by abandoning the traditional bi-partite sub-
paradigms.
Khazagerov (1973, 1985) has contributed to our
understanding of the processes of change in Russian stress by
his examination of the working of analogy (cf the similar
approach in Hart 1987, examining mobility in the pres/fut of
verbs) . His many examples from historical accentology confirm
his belief in the increasing grammaticalisation of stress as
the motivating force behind such changes, as seen in the
increasing use of stress to differentiate the Sg from the P1
(in nouns, verbs, the adjS), direct from oblique cases (in
nouns), and such like. Analogy is seen as the prime force
behind all change in stress patterns, working via its two
processes of polarisation and induction. Polarisation he
explains as 'external analogy', and it is to be observed
taking place in common words; induction, on the other hand,
is so-called 'internal analogy', and is more likely to be
seen with infrequently used words.
Khazagerov postulates the following view with regard to
polarisation (1985:30)
...noJ1pP13aLu1oHHbII1 npoiecc 6O3HF1KT TOJ1bKO B ciy'-iae OD1HaKOBOIi
peawiaitiii cioBecHoro yapeiii B HCXO1l-ibIX C1OBO4OpMaX :1Byx
8KUHTHbIX cxeM.
For example, a word such as c-rpeJia - cTpé1bI may influence a word
such as
	
- n'. ëJbI, since they share a common stress in the
initial form; cpe	 and n-ie.'iá could not influence	 since
the initial forms are stressed on different syllables. The
second process, induction, works via the mechanism expressed
in the formula below:
HOBbIi - HOB	 - HoBee - HOBek1WH1
CTápbI - X
Hence:	 X	 =	 CTapa - cTapee - cTapeMwl*1
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with cTapee replacing former cTapee.
Khazagerov discusses in detail the process of
polarisation in the category of plurality, in terms of the
changes noted in the history of the language in the following
areas: the stress contrast between Sg and P1 in nouns; stress
in number in verbs (see below); stress in positive versus
comparative forms of adjectives (KpácKbI versus KpaCHee ); and
stress in aspect (eg O6pé3aTb versus O6pe3áTb
In discussing stress in number, he comments on the
feature noted as early as Grot (see Grot 1885), and analysed
in precise terms by A. A. Potebnia, of stress differentiation
be twe en co6MpaTeJlbHa q MHO )K8CTBHHOCTb and HHHBI1yaJ1bHoCTb. This
can be seen in the opposition of the NSg with the NP1 in
nouns, and in verb forms such as flHW - flHWeM, HOWY - HOCIIM.
Stress in aspect refers to the polarisation of the perfective
as signifying HeBo3Mo)KHocTb eeHH q , HeHcKpeTHocTb, ie OHH pa3,
from the imperfective as signifying 603M0)KHOCTb '4J1eHHMOCT1, ie
MHOO pa3. This is seen either in the direct distinction by
stress in pairs such as Hacb'InaTb - HaCblfláTb, or in cases where
stress is an additional distinguishing feature to the
imperfectivis ing infix, eg flOflP1CáTb - flOflh1CbIB8Tb.
The other main area where Khazagerov postulates
polarisation is in the opposition of subject to object. This
can be seen, for example, in areas such as animacy (eg ICb,
NP1 1'CM A/GP]. i'cé which in turn has influenced Jé6e1b,
A/GP1	 earlier .ié6ee ), and stress opposition in
active versus passive participles (eg 3HdHHbI versus y3HaI,
y3HaBWIl
Induction, on the other hand, can be seen in such areas
as levelling to the nominative (eg OBLtá, ASg O8Lt for earlier
óBuy , by analogy with cecTpá ASg ceCTp ) or to the infinitive
(eg p.138 past corpewii, corpewiiia for earlier cóflDeWIl.J1, corpewiiiá,
on the basis of the infinitive corpewTb, although this example
is questionable). He gives a detailed analysis of these areas
and others, with examples of changes in stress-patterns from
the history of the Russian language, and evidence from
present-day instability in the language.
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In a brief but insightful article on nominal
accentuation in modern Russian, Kortlandt (1986) presents
the system of stress from the point of view of the contrasts
which are drawn between word-forms, and classifies the
patterns found accordingly with codes composed of a
combination of the signs + (indicating the absence of a
contrast and stem-stress) and - (indicating the presence of a
contrast). Although the system is presented in outline only,
and difficulties which may arise are not discussed, the
system is notable for the emphasis it places on the contrasts
made by stress, and for the fact that it makes this the basis
of its categorisation of stress patterns.
A significantly different approach from that of other
writers is taken by the semioticist N. Shapiro. His present
position is outlined in an article of 1986 (cf also M.
Shapiro 1980, 1983, 1985), although his stance has changed
noticeably since his earlier work (eg M. Shapiro 1969) . He
rejects theoretical stress as a concept for dealing with
stress mobility, since he believes his semiotic
interpretation explains Russian stress without recourse to
such abstractions. He also dismisses classifications schemes
such as Red., morpheme valency treatments such as Garde's
(1980) and Zaljznjak's (1985), and rule formation approaches.
His approach assigns values of 'marked' and 'unmarked'
to features such as the absence and incidence of stress, the
position of the syllable (stem-final and desinential are
marked), fixity and mobility of stress in the (sub-)paradigm,
and the genders (masculine is unmarked vis-a-vis feminine and
neuter, neuter unmarked vis-a-vis feminine). In his terms,
there is 'isornorphism of prosody and grammar, where the
former is an icon of the latter' (1986:193) . Thus he states
that (p.198)
• . . Russian prosody is a semiotic phenomenon. . . its
explanation (motivation) is to be sought in patterned
congruences between prosody and grammar that are
semiotic in their essence.
As he sees it, the history of Russian accentuation is the
movement away from a phonologically motivated system (in
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Common Slavonic) towards a system 'motivated primarily by the
grammar' (a similar point is made by Tornow, see above); it
is, in other words, a reinterpretation of one system into
another. Thus many accentual phenomena of modern Russian
cannot be accounted for in terms of one system; indeed it is
a distortion to do so, since historical residues from older
systems are also present.
Feinberg (1987) presents a complex analysis of verbal
stress, which argues, in line with much recent work, that
'the accentual system.. .is motivated by the phonological
shape of the suffixes that define its accent' (p.104) . A
similar approach is found in a recent article by Fedianina
(1993), whose morphological classification of verbs is
constructed according to the presence or absence of a suffix
in the pres/fut and the past of the verb in question, finding
that there are correlations between this and the verb's
stress pattern. The difference between the organisation, as
well as the function of stress, in verbs and in nouns is thus
clear: while verbs have different stress patterns according
to structural considerations, nouns are organised according
to differences of gender, or by the distinguishing of
grammatical features, such as the Sg-Pl distinction.
Kempgen's (1989) exhaustive examination of Russian
verbal morphology works within a traditional structuralist
framework, and seeks to do for the verbal system what
Zalizniak (1967) does for the nominal system; indeed, his
approach to stress is largely informed by Zalizniak's work in
this field. Kempgeri usefully separates 'Starnmbildung', or the
construction of stem forms, from 'Forrnenbildung', or the
construction of word-forms themselves. With the former are
associated 'Akzentverschiebungen' or 'stress shifts' of a
syllabic nature, with reference to the infinitive, for
example retraction in the formation of the past passive
participle stem; with the latter, 'Akzentbewegungen' or
'stress movements' of a morphemic nature, with reference to
the other forms within that part of the paradigm, for example
mobile stress within the past. The two processes are
hierarchically ordered, so that the first step in finding a
particular form is establishing the correct stem-form
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(infinitive, present, past or past passive participle - all
forms are considered to derive from one of these four stems)
the formation of which may involve certain 'stress shifts',
and the second step the adding of suffixes and desinences,
incorporating the 'stress movements' that may occur in that
part of the paradigm.
Kempgen's detailed data-led analysis of verbs allows him
to make generalisations about the connection between patterns
of stress and such features as the stem-final element (in
particular whether it is consonantal or vocalic), the
elimination or preservation of a stem-final vowel and the
syllable count, rather than relating stress simply to
inflectional type, as is the tendency with Zalizniak; there
are no new conclusions about stress, however, which cannot be
integrated into zalizniak's approach. Kempgen's work is
commendable chiefly for its rigorously applied separation of
stress shifts in stem-formation and stress movements in
inflection proper, and the comprehensive nature of the
material investigated. lie also refers briefly (pp.539-42) to
a hearer-centred approach to verbal morphology, the central
element of which is the decoding of linearly ordered
grammatical information contained in the segments of
individual word-forms; this idea is not, however, developed.
A different approach to verbal stress is found in a
recent study by Gladney (1995), which takes a rule-based
morphophonemic approach. The examination is characterised by
his particular handling of thematic vowels (eg the -i1- in
OBOPTb ), which he considers to be accentually irrelevant;
stress is not determined by root and thematic vowel
combinations (ie stems, inflectional suffixes), but by roots,
which are considered to have innate accentual properties (cf
Garde), working in combination with the desinences. Even in
this approach, however, the stress property of a root
morpheme cannot really be considered to be constant, since
different rules must be posited which operate on certain
roots when they appear in particular inflected forms; only by
means of these rules, variously applied, can Gladney explain,
for example, the otherwise unpredictable desinence-stress of
past f
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An examination of stress from the perspective of
'functional weight' appears in the work of Lehfeldt and
Schweier. Lehfeldt (1978) introduces a new methodology for
the analysis of verbal morphology, which he calls an
'ana1ytisch-synthetisch-funktone11e .Beschreibung'. This,
applied to the pres/fut and the past of verbs, consists of
identifying three inflectional paradigms (first and second
conjugation pres/fut, and the past), four morphological
paradigms (according to how the 'Basisform' is changed in the
conjugation of the pres/fut), and three stress paradigms
(fixed stem, fixed desinence or mobile) . He then determines
which combinations of these three occur, and how common each
combined pattern is, and on the basis of this information, he
calculates the functional weight - essentially a mathematical
index - of each.
Schweier (1993) draws inspiration from Lehfeldt's
discussion of verbal stress (Lehfeldt 1978, 1985a), in her
calculation of functional weight for nouns. Importantly, she
rejects the concept of theoretical stress, as well as the
collapsing of animate and inanimate noun patterns into a
single scheme (1993:75):
Bei einer rein funktionalen Betrachtung halten wir diese
vereinfachungen für nicht akzeptabel, denn uns geht es
ja urn die an der Textoberfläche zu analysierende
Funktion des beweglichen Akzents beim Ausdruck
grammatischer Bedeutungen.
The mathematical calculation of functional weight which
follows makes many presumptions which are open to debate, and
it is not clear that it represents any great advance on
traditional methods of analysis of stress in nouns; it is
commendable, however, for its attempt to evaluate the
importance of actual stress contrasts between different word-
forms. The author finds, from data in Fedianina (1976), that
three patterns of stress mobility are favoured in Russian: a
sg-Pl contrast (Mópe, BIIHO ), which draws a number distinction
by stress; the pattern represented by ry6á, which is
contrasted with three case-forms (NAGP1); and the pattern of
CJIOH or CT6J1, since these contrast a sole form with all
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others. Problems in the application of a concept of
functional weight appear, however, for the last of these
three, which, despite its favoured status, has a low
functional weight according to Schweier's calculations.
A very different angle on stress is presented by the
metrical analysis proposed in recent articles by Kodzasov
(1989, and in particular 1994a, 1994b) . Kodzasov's approach
takes as its basis the discovery of 'hidden (usually
unconscious) features of Russian words' (1994b:l), which are
the features accent (ie stress), phonation shift (between
modal, creaky and breathy voice), reduction, subsidiary
prominence, and (art.iculatory) openness for which Kodzasov
claims to have experimental evidence. Thus, for example, eiiá
and 6o6á (GSg of	 ) both have a transition from modal (ie
neutral) to creaky voice in the desinence, whilst 8IH6
contains a transition from modal to breathy voice in the
desinence. The occurrence of such features within a word-form
determines the stress of the word-form, and thus the
different stress patterns are correlated not to morphological
or semantic distinctions, but to these hitherto unidentified
prosodic features. Stress is, in this sense, more superficial
than other 1 prosodic features of a word-form, and
historically secondary. It is, of course, difficult to
evaluate Kodzasov's approach without recourse to his
experimental data, and it remains to be seen how this new
approach will be received generally.
One final work on stress merits detailed discussion
here. Nessat (1994) is a study of stress in Russian nouns,
based on material provided by a series of native speaker
tests carried out by the author, both of real and nonsense
words. The analysis is rooted in the field of cognitive
linguistics, and draws in particular on the model of
cognitive morphology proposed by Joan Bybee. Fundamental to
the discussion, Nesset proposes 'classifying the relevant
paradigms only with regard to that part of the paradigm where
the stress falls on another syllable than in the leading [ie
initial] form' (p.28). This leads him to distinguish between
a noun's 'exponence feature' (ef) - the inflectional cases
where stress is in a different place from the initial form
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(thus r6po and Koacá both have P1 as their ef) - and a
noun's 'stress placement in the exponence feature forms'
(speff), or the syllable the stress actually falls on in
these inflectional cases (r6po and Ko6acá thus have
different speff's). Nouns sharing an ef and having identical
speff's belong to the same stress class; Nesset identifies
thirteen such classes. He thus hopes to establish the
separation between ef's and speff's, stating ultimately that
he finds 'no psycholinguistic evidence that specifically
shows that ef and speff are inseparable' (p.117)
Nesset rejects the morphemic approach taken by many
writers, because of the difficulty this model has in
capturing stem-internal stress movement (eg w6joc NIASg,
KoJlocb q
 N/APi, which Messet treats as belonging to a single
paradigm). In its place he takes a syllabic approach,
numbering syllables from the beginning or end of the word,
that is, the left or right word boundary. He identifies three
places of stress (speff's) for nouns with mobile stress: 11
(first syllable), 2r (penultimate syllable) and lr (final
syllable); in dissyllabic word-forms 11 and 2r are, of
course, the same syllable (called 11/2r), and in monosyllabic
forms 11 and lr coincide (forming 11/Zr). Thus 3Bépb receives
the classification Ef: obi p1, spef.f: lr, indicating that the
stress is different to that of the NSg in the oblique P1
forms, and that in these cases the stress falls on the first
syllable from the right, that is, the final syllable.
Whilst the ef - speff separation Nesset proposes allows
him to establish certain connections between nouns
traditionally separated into different stress classes (the
phonological similarity between P'K& peKá and coxá, and the
fact that they all have 'plural' as their ef), other problems
arise from this very juxtaposition; thus, for example, pyKá
and peKá are categorised three times in all, appearing as
ef:P1, ef:NP1 and ef:ASg; the stress variation in peKa is not
captured at all by Messet's categorisation.
The results of Messet's field-work are presented in
three central chapters of the work. On the basis of these
data, he attempts to establish what it 	 that predisposes a
noun to having a certain ef and speff, In other words, the
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correlation between the shape of the noun and the pattern of
stress it displays. His central thesis is that a noun's ef is
linked to its stem-final consonant, and its speff to whether
the NSg ends in a consonant or a vowel. In the course of
arguing these points, however, he discovers that other
information is often of even greater importance in the choice
of ef and speff, such as animacy, the presence of
inflectional suffixes, fleeting vowels, the phonological form
of the stem, stress placement in the NSg, neutralisation of
the 11-2r opposition, the semantics of the noun, its gender
and declension, the absence of Sg forms (for nouns which are
pluralia tanturn), and such like (pp.63-64, 87-88, 113-14).
Since all of these factors must be taken into account,
Nesset's proposed approach does not seem any more economical,
although it may be more psychologically real, than a
traditional grouping of words into stress classes.
Nesset's concluding chapter contains a presentation of
his ten most important generalisations in a form relatively
free of linguistic jargon that he hopes will be 'of help for
at least advanced students of Russian' (p.135) . Certain
truths are grasped in the generalisations; however, whilst
five or so are correctly drawn (Generalisations C, E, F, G
and J), one is more or less self-evident (Generalisation B),
others are incomplete in the information they contain
(Generalisations D, H and I), and they are all ultimately
weakened by the fact that they still admit of exceptions (in
particular Generalisation A) . The student user must, of
course, additionally know in advance that a word has mobile
stress, and that many words which share the phonological
features of those covered in the generalisations do not have
mobile stress at all.
The problem of competing stress variants arises as a
result of the native-speaker tests, and represents a real
problem for Nesset's generalisations. In practice, if the
data from informant tests show stress variants, he interprets
this as the clash of a norm of pronunciation with the rule he
has proposed. This convenient handling of problematic data
leads him to claim that vacillation in Stress supports his
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hypotheses, although this begs the uriaddressed question of
why the norm does not agree with the rule.
Other problematic data are explained by reference to the
frequency of the nouns concerned. The idea that the lower the
frequency of a noun, the lower the likelihood of it having a
particular mobile stress pattern is not new, but here it is
linked to the degree to which a noun fulfils the criteria
identified by Nesset which would lead a noun to have a
certain stress pattern (its 'motivation', see pp.73-4). Any
discussion of frequency in relation to stress is beset with
problems, however, since frequency dictionaries (Nesset uses
Morkovkin 1985) tend not to take account of the relative
frequencies of different case-forms of a lexeme.
His interpretation of the data is open to more serious
criticism; figures are rarely comparable between tables or
even within the same table, making them of limited use to
other researchers, and Nesset is apt to dismiss troublesome
data on variation without further discussion. The
acceptability of data from tests involving nonsense-words
will also be questioned by many (see, for example, Hart
1995:388-90), although these results tend to be used in the
examination of hypotheses otherwise well supported by data
from written sources and tests with real words.
Overall, Nesset's analysis is thus of only limited
value, adding rather little to our knowledge of patterns of
stress in nouns. His field-work demonstrates that variation
is even more widespread than is indicated by the information
contained in normative dictionaries, affecting even nouns for
which no variation is recorded in sources. Regrettably, the
presentation of these new data is sufficiently unclear to
prevent its use in studies such as the present one.
ii) Specific areas of Russian stress
A number of articles shed interesting light on the stress of
Russian nouns. Two articles by Hingley 1952, 1958) discuss
areas of instability in Russian declension and stress; the
first (1952) looks at nouns in -a/- q, and discusses both
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historical trends and likely future developments. From his
examination of the data contained in different dictionaries
for nouns in stressed 	 Hingley concludes that the two
original patterns of fixed desinence-stress (eg xBaJlá ) and
mobility of the pyKa -type (pyKá, ASg pKy, N/APi P?KH ) Dpi
pyKaM ) are being replaced by a new mobile pattern with a Sg-
P1 stress opposition, exemplified by the noun rpo3á (rpo3á, ASg
rpo3y, N/APi IpO3bI, DPi rpó3aM ); many nouns, however, are
presently at intermediate stages between the two older and
the one new pattern, and a large number of transitional
patterns are found. Jirádek (1987), taking the information
contained in Borunova et al. (1983, the first edition of OS)
into account, confirms the movement away from the original
mobile pattern of pyKa; the productive patterns, to which the
nouns in question are attracted, are, as in Hingley, that of
rpo3a (Sg-Pl opposition), but also that of ueHá (LeHá ASg LLéHy,
N/APi UéHbI, DPi uéHaM ), the latter assigned 'transitional'
status in Hingley.
Hingley (1958) is a rather broader examination of areas
of instability in Russian declension, looking not just at
stress, but also at morphological variation. He concludes
that opposite tendencies are found in morphology (fiexion)
and in stress; in the former, there is, he believes, an
increase in regularity; in the latter, by contrast, he finds
an increase in so-called 'irregularity', by which he means
word-forms stressed on a different syllable to that stressed
in the initial form. The latter conclusion is weakened,
however, both by the fragmentary nature of the data he
provides and by this idiosyncratic concept of irregularity in
stress.
An article by Mustajoki (1990) investigates the factors
affecting the readiness with which nouns in
	
level stress
in the Sg or P1 sub-paradigm, on the basis of data contained
in thirteen dictionaries published between 1935 and 1984. He
finds that three factors are of importance: frequency,
phonetic shape and semantic considerations. He points out
that it is not the frequency of the iexeme as a whole which
is significant, but the frequency of occurrence of the
particular inflected form whose stress differs from that of
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the initial form. In the Sg, the phonetic shape of the end of
the stem is also important - of nouns with stem-stress in
ASg, only 3eMJ1 has a two-consonant combination in this
position; in the P1, the number of syllables, combined with
considerations of frequency, affect the likelihood of a
direct-oblique stress contrast: monosyllabic stems with a
high frequency of oblique P1 forms, and dissyllabic and
trisyllabic stems irrespective of frequency show mobility.
Occasionally, semantic considerations are significant, where
homomorphous forms may be differentiated by stress alone
(rp, Koca, cpeá
A brief article by Worth (1983) examines the
phonological conditions found in the stems of certain
masculine nouns, which would seem to predispose them to
acquire plurals in á/& He discovers (p.261) that nouns
which have developed this P1 type have either true pleophonic
stems (eg 6éper ), or stems 'which partially imitate the
segmental phonology of pleophonic forms' (eg T6pMO3 ), or
feature a 'reversal of medial and final consonant classes, as
compared to pleophonic forms' (eg e&-iep, TóflOJlb, C660J1b, and loan-
words wTénce)lb, woMnoJl ) . For these two latter types he devises
the term 'neo- or pseudo-pleophony'.
Jakobson dedicates an interesting article (1957) to the
relationship between the genitive and nominative cases in
nouns, drawing attention to the fact that, with very few
exceptions, either the GP1 or NSg of a particular noun will
have a zero-desinence; this, he believes, points to a
historical trend towards a differentiation of the GP1 and the
NSg. A similar differentiation is seen between the GSg and
the NP1, if the nouns feature mobile stress; the two cases
may be differentiated by stress alone, eg GSg ry6bi, N/APi r?6bI,
GSg 3epKaia, N/APi 3epKaJa, or by desinence and stress together.
The same tendency is seen in the spread of desinence-stressed
masculine P1 forms in	 all of which contrast with the GSg
in unstressed -aI-, eg KOHyKTop, GSg KOH?KTOpa, NP1 KOHyKTOpá.
He concludes that evidence from historical changes confirms
that there is a tendency not just to differentiate the two
forms by the place of the stress, but towards 'confining the
difference between the forms.. .to a mere stress alternation'
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(p.139) . This tendency is also seen in the distinguishing of
LSg from PSg (eg LSg TeH, PSg TeHII ), and LSg from partitive
GSg (eg LSg iec, partitive GSg iécy ); the same tendency is
found in Serbo-Croat and Slovak.
An article by Dingley (1989) examines innovation in the
stress patterns of third declension (-i-) nouns. He believes,
following Bulakhovskii (1954:162) and Kiparsky (1962) that
innovation in the stress pattern of the Sg is linked to the
existence of a second prepositional form (henceforth
locative, LSg) (1989:5), and that combinations of
prepositions and nouns are 'an essential bridge' in this
process (p.8). He argues for the recognition of two new
stress patterns for such nouns (pp.5-6): the first of these
(his PAT 6) has desinence-stress in the Sg (forms such as
CBsI3bI'o he assigns desinence-stress at the morphophonemic
level) and stem-stress in the plural; an example of this
pattern is CB3b. The second (his PAT 7) has desinence-stress
for the oblique P1 as well as the Sg; an example is CTéflb
(again, CTeflb is considered to have desinence-stress) . The
innovation which he identifies for these nouns is the
occurrence of desinence-stress in the Sg (p.6).
He examines all third declension nouns, with or without
a locative form, drawing on the changing information
contained in A&O (1960) and OS (1983). For those without a
locative form, no innovation in the Sg is recorded (p.6)
Twelve of the twenty-nine nouns listed in Strichek (1966:102)
as having a locative form show a clear progression towards
his new patterns when information in the two dictionaries is
compared. He argues that desinence-stress for the locative
(after HaB) spreads to desinence-stress after prepositions
requiring G, D and P (eg c,no 1 o), and hence desinence-stress
is generalised for these cases even without prepositions.
He further contends that, in fact, desinence-stress for these
forms may be 'the continuation of older stress patterns,
which, contrary to the normative handbooks. . . simply did not
die out' (p.11). In particular, it seems that they are
typical of some southern dialects.
Dingley links the changes found in these nouns to the
rise of a
	 sg-Pi contrast in nouns in -á/-c (such as
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and views the pattern of stem-stress in the direct P1 and
desinence-stress in the oblique P1 as simply an intermediate
stage for nouns moving towards a full Sg-Pl contrast (this
follows Hingley 1952:198 and Kiparsky 1962:229-32) . This
contrasts with Tornow's view that desinence-stressed DSg
forms are a relic only (1984:233-35) . Dingley also examines
toponyms in this light, but finds that they provide very
little extra evidence for his contention (p.15)
E'kova (1989) suggests that there is a correlation
between potential forms with a zero-desinence, where stress
is, as it were, forced to move one syllable left (eg adjS m
forms where other adjS forms all have desinence-stress, the
GP1 of nouns in -a and -o with desinence-stress in the P1, and
such like) and the non-existence of such forms, or their
'doubtful' nature. There would appear to be some grounds for
her thesis - she gives examples such as n1cbMetL6, GP1 flHCbMeL
(a questionable form) , Ko'.leprá, GP1 Ko'-lepër (again, formed with
difficulty), Me'-ITá, GP1 conventially suppletive Me'-1TáHH, 6OJIbH-
6, with short forms 6O.2bH, -6, -b'I but anomalous 66J1eH, o1y6ó
which lacks an adjS m form- but there are, of course, a great
number of counter-examples where the zero-desinence forms
present no such difficulty.
Two works not previously mentioned contain information
pertinent to the retraction of stress onto the preposition in
preposition + nouns phrases. Isacheuko's seminal study of
Russian morphology (Isacenko, 1962) looks at retraction of
stress onto prepositions before both nouns and numerals.
Such combinations tend towards adverbial or idiomatic
use, whilst analogous constructions not retracting the stress
are used to express 'free syntactic relationships' (p.106).
Thus a contrast is set up between the retracted 1CnyrâTbC .O
CMePTH, and the unret.racted 6H O CM6PTH npo)KH)1 B 3TOM r6poe.
Isachenko states that the retraction of stress onto
prepositions is to a great extent lexicalized; in addition,
many retractions are written as one word, eg 6éCTO1Ky,z6HM3y
(p.107)
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Isachenko gives full lists of all such combinations and
their possible idiomatic contexts and meanings (pp.106-B
masculine nouns, p.112 neuter nouns, pp.119-20 feminine
nouns, pp.123-24 third declension feminine nouns, pp.536-37
numerals). Combinations which show retraction are variously
described as being used 'adverbially' (eg )KITb3áropOoM,nó
eep ) ' half-adverbially' (eg Bb'uiTMHá6eper ), or 'in
idioms/set-phrases' (eg pOCáTbCJ,O6áHáBeTep ); in 'free
syntactic combinations' retraction does not occur (eg Ctv1OT6Tb
Ha 6éper ) ( p.106)
Isachenko follows Shakhmatov in stating that this
phenomenon is caused historically by the retraction in Common
Slavonic (Urslav.) of a falling tone onto the first syllable
of the noun, or any preceding proclitic. The falling tone of
the words involved in this process (with the exception of the
borrowed 66pT ) can be established by their pleophonic roots,
or by comparison with their Slovenian cognates, which
preserve the falling tone. The same process is at work in the
retraction of stress onto prepositions preceding certain
numerals (eg 3á copoK, no TPII ), and the retraction of stress
onto a preceding adjective observed in the byliny (eg '-IFICT6
noJe, CliMe
	 Ha 6eJly cery ) (pp.107-8)
Retraction of stress occurs with the numerals B,B&TPII
COPOK and CT6, primarily when the following numerals occur
phrase-finally ('absolut gebraucht werden', eg C'-1l'lTáTb I6 CIa),
but also sometimes when the numerals are followed by a noun
(eg OH iIaBáJi Ka)KoMy nO	 KOfléIKH ). The latter type of
combination can no longer be seen as 'free grammatical
combinations' ('freie grammatische FQgungen'), since
retraction may or may not occur - both variants are correct -
and indeed retraction is clearly dying out (pp.526-27). In
his discussion of numeral inversion (p.536), Isachenko gives
the example '1e1oBéKHácTo 'for about a hundred people',
indicating that retraction may also co-occur with inversion;
this phenomenon is not further discussed, however.
A short article by Muzychenko (1971) points out that
this process of HK.Jui3a or 'encliticisation' of nouns
generally only occurs where the nouns have monosyllabic stems
(eg oá ) or pleophonic stems (éper ) and mobile stress, or
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have roots containing fleeting vowels (eg eHb ); only a few
nouns do not fit this pattern (eg ZlBOp, 8é .iep, no)IeHb, flO.)lHOLlb,
nó qc ). Moreover, in order for the stress to be retracted, it
would have otherwise to fall on the first syllable of the
noun (p.66).
Many words fulfilling these criteria, however, do not
display stress retraction; these, Muzychenko states (p.66),
are primarily words whose mobile stress is a new phenomenon
(eg eJ1O,MeCTO ) and borrowed words, which, with the exception
of 6opT, do not show retraction.
The commonest prepositions involved in this process, and
their meanings he considers to be as follows: a + A, with a
spatial or temporal meaning; Ha + P with a spatial meaning; 3a
+ A with a temporal or spatial meaning; 3a + I with a spatial
meaning; no + D with a spatial meaning; no + A with a spatial
meaning, although this is less stable; and combinations
involving non, 13 and o. Some combinations are adverbialised
(eg n6 6oKy ), but the combination may also occur in a non-
adverbialised sense without stress retraction (eg
	
MTbflO
6Ky ); on other occasions, retraction of stress only occurs
in set-phrases (eg có CBT C)KIITb ) . The prepositions Ha, a, o
and no occur most frequently in fixed phrases with stress
retraction, and these prepositions are also the most common
in free combinations where retraction may occur (p.68).
He goes on to state that variation in stress retraction,
however, is found even in the oldest texts (p.67). The
phenomenon of retraction of stress onto the preposition as a
whole further appears to be losing ground in modern Russian,
under the influence of the many fixed-stress nouns, and a
reduction in mobile stress generally (pp.67-S).
We turn now to the stress of the past and pppS of verbs,
reflexive and non-reflexive. This has often been considered
along with the stress patterns found in the adjS, and we
include here articles referring to this topic also.
U].ukhanov (1991) examines the retraction of stress onto
the prefix in the past and the pppS of some verbs, attempting
to determine the motivating factors. For one group of verbs
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(3HáTb, I'?láTb, CfldTb, 6paTb, 5paTb, paTb, )tcTJaTb, )I(páTb, 3BáTb, J1rTb, pBaTb,
CJ1Tb, CTJ1áTb, TKaTb, n-IyTb, TKHYTb ) , their inflectional class (-áTb,
-HyTb ) and the fact of their monosyllabic stem in unprefixed
past forms would seem to determine regular prefix stressing
in pppS. A second group, however, (6biTb, 6Tb, ZáTb, )(F1Tb, K.J1CTb,
rnhTb, -Mepeib, -HTb, -nepéTb, -'áTb ) , do not share
morphophonological features which predetermine their
membership of this class, except the monosyllabicity of their
stems in the past (other verbs, such as WTb, also have this
feature but do not retract stress); retraction is irregular
and occurs, with certain prefixes, in both the past and the
pppS (except f forms)
For the first group, Ulukhanov believes that stress
retraction should be seen as a movement of the stress one
syllable to the left, irrespective of morphemic
considerations; with the second group, it is precisely the
prefix morpheme which becomes stressed. This hypothesis is
confirmed by forms such as nepé6paH,-i, where stress has been
retracted by one syllable, in contrast to népea, He6a1,
where it is clearly the first syllable of the prefix morpheme
which is stressed. Thus, membership of the first group is
determined by accentological, morphophonological,
inflectional and morphological factors; the members of the
second group must be simply listed. The hypothesis appears to
be based on the data as presented in Zal., and is thus
subject to verification in the light of more recent surveys
of the language. It does not explain, or seek to explain, the
phenomenon of stress mobility in the past tense word-forms of
all these verbs.
Ostrogorskaia-Iak ghich (1987) examines the range of
permissible stress forms in the past tense word-forms of
reflexive and non-reflexive verbs, taking a strongly
normative line. Basing her examination on data from various
dictionaries (the most recent of which, regrettably, dates
only from 1977 - Zal.), she makes the neat point that, whilst
prefixes attract the stress in the past of some verbs, the
reverse process is found in their reflexive counterparts, in
which the reflexive particle attracts the stress, eg Hâ'1aJ -
Haac npiii - npFlHcMc& The insight is flawed, however, by
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the existence of the forms 	 which, although
non-normative, are very common. She also, correctly, points
out that prefix-stress is never found in the past of
reflexive verbs correlating with non-reflexive verbs which
have mobile stress in the past, but that desinence-stress is
general in the past f, nt and p1; additionally, stress on the
reflexive particle is normative for Ha.iajiC, oTrIepc, 3anepc,
3aHclJlcq, npMHJ1c	 and HaHJ1C.
An article by Lehfeldt (1987) concerns itself with
changes in stress norms f or the past of prefixed verbs with
mobile stress and the adjS, comparing information from A&O
(1959) with that of Borunova et al. (first edition of Os,
1983), and taking account of descriptions published between
these two dates (eg Zal.; Gorbachevich, 1971, 1978). For the
adjS, he notes a strong movement away from mobile stress
(desinence-stress in the adjS f) towards fixed stem-stress, a
weaker movement from mobile to fixed desinence-stress, and
the development of a new mobile pattern of desinence-stress
in the adjS f and p1, besides stem-stress in the adjS m and
nt (as a variant for adjectives already featuring traditional
mobile stress, rather than as an independent pattern); a few
adjS formerly showing variation between fixed desinence-
stress and traditional mobile stress have also acquired this
new mobile pattern, of the hundred or so adjectives which
were recorded in A&O with traditional mobile stress, only two
appear without possible variants or displaying a change of
stress pattern in Borunova et al. (1983).
Lehfeldt considers changes in the stress of past forms
of prefixed verbs with mobile stress to be less dramatic.
Stem-stress has replaced prefix-stress as the norm for the
past m, nt, p1 for many verbs, but prefix-stress remains as a
variant (eg npnii alongside permissible, older fl)KFV1 );
contrary to this, for a few verbs stem-stress remains a
feature of non-standard speech (eg standard 6ii, but non-
standard osi ) . No account is given, however, of the
possibility of desinence-stress in the past nt, already well
established for many younger speakers (see below, Chapter 5).
Two articles by A. V. Shapiro discuss the stress of
the pppS (1948) and the adjs (1952) . In the latter article,
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he establishes rules for the stress of the adjS m and adjS f
which concern the form of the stem (the number of syllables,
the presence or absence of particular suffixes, and such
like), and then draws on evidence from poetry from the 1920s
to the 1950s to examine variation in the adjS nt and p1. He
gives the number of occurrences of each adjS form in the
corpus of poetry he has examined, on which basis the
approximate relative frequency of the forms appears to be, in
our calculation, as follows (see 1952:101 for Shapiro's more
approximate figures):
adjS m	 7%
adjS p1	 7%
adjS nt	 38%
adjS f	 48%
The existence of newer, desinence-stressed adjS nt and adjS
p1 variants can now be put down to the influence of the more
frequent desinence-stressed adjS f; however, this fails to
explain why desinence-stressed variants gained particular
popularity in the second quarter of the twentieth century.
This phenomenon Shapiro explains by the loss of the "yce'-ëHi-ibie
npiiiaraTeibbie", that is, the apocopated adjective forms as in
Mpa'-lHa HO'.lb, contrasting with adjS f Mpa'*á (see Vlasto
1988:117); these were generally stem-stressed and, he
believes, influenced the adjS forms by analogy. However,
Shapiro believes the main reason that desinence-stressed adjS
p1 forms are developing is that they are subject to the same
trend as is found in the new NP1 forms in i/ or á/ of many
masculine nouns ending in a consonant, eg the new P1 forms
6a.iti, iec.
A short article by Ferrel (1956) treats adjectives
which are formally differentiated in some way from the
participles from which they arise, a subject also touched on,
but examined in less detail, by Simmons (1966) . Ferrel
enumerates some fifteen types of differentiation, some of
which involve distinction by stress; however, for only a
handful of examples is this the sole distinguishing feature,
eg pppL 6FITbIII, 3dBHTb&, Jfl'1TbI, 3HRTbI, 3anepTbwl contrasting with
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adjL B1TOH, 3aBMTOM, J1HTOH, 3aHTc*1, 3anepToIl. Where stress is used
contrastively, he concludes that 'the accent of the
adjectives is rarely more recessive than that of the
participles' (p.150)
The same topic is treated in an exhaustive manner by
Fougère g (1974, henceforth Foug.), who argues that the
process of adjectivalisation of past passive participles
takes place in three stages. These she describes as follows
(p.162)
(1) the participial forms have been partially
adjectivized and function both as adjective and
participle; (2) the participial forms have been
adjectivized but still possess a differentiated
correlative participle, and (3) the participial forms
have undergone complete adjectivization and lack a
correlative participle existing in Modern Russian.
Items at her stage (2) sometimes show a secondary
differentiation by stress of the pppL from the adjL. Foug.
gives all the examples which she has identified in the
Slovar' russkogo iazyka (1957-61). These can be divided into
different types as follows (this is a summary of the relevant
parts of Foug.):
(i) those differentiated by stress only:
- with no resulting vowel change eg np6K1RTbli pppL,
versus flpOKJTbI adjL;
- with an 'automatic' change in desinence vowel in
adjL m, eg 3BbI pppL, 3aBFITOII adjL;
- with an 'automatic' change in stem vowel, eg
fleKJ1ëeaHHbI pppL, versus neKJleBaHHbIFl adjL;
(ii) those differentiated by stress and by suffix vowel
(vowel change is not, considered automatic by Foug.), eg
CJ1óKeHHbI	 pppL, versus CJ1O)KeHHbIH adjL.
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Other forms of differentiation occur, such as by suffix
consonant (s) , eg ep)fcaHHbII pppL, versus ep)KaHbIi adjL; it
I	 /a/wa
should also be noted that the e>ë mutation is notconsideredA
to be automatic, since the language provides examples of
pairs differing only in this vowel, eg COBepWeHHbI pppL (East
Slavonic in origin) versus co5epweHHbul adjL, a borrowing from
Church Slavonic.
With contrasts of stress and desinence vowel in the
adjL m, Foug. notes (p.37) that generally the adjL is
stressed on the desinence, and the pppL on a different
syllable, usually that of the infinitive (except HaJ1IITbIII and
nponHTbI, both of which have stress variants in the pppL as
marked) . ilpo iwr	 is an exception to this, with prefix-stress
in the pppL, and stem-stress in the adjL.
The stem vowel, as well as stress, is contrasted in only
one example, according to Foug. (p.37): here, the adjL
neK)1eBaHHbIi is stressed one syllable further right than its
corresponding pppL neKJ1eBaHHbII1.
When it is the suffix vowel that is contrasted, the pppL
is stressed in accordance with the patterns described below
(see Chapter 3); the adjective which corresponds to it is
stressed one syllable further right. Foug. writes that
(p.38)
.we can assume that the adjective's position of stress
has been shifted to a syllable other than the one under
stress in the correlative participle in order to
facilitate a differentiation between the adjective and
its correlative participle both of which would be
otherwise identical. In all cases the stress has been
shifted.. . in the adjective.
In total, Foug. identifies around 125 examples of
adjectivalised pppL forms contrasting with pppL forms by
various means (p.36), and four further examples where
variants may form such a contrast. Those providing identical
word-forms which may be differentiated by stress alone when
written are listed in Chapter 3, and were investigated as
part of the present study.
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iii) Works with a ijedaooical aim
Pedagogical works on stress generally do no more than, at
best, reflect the advances made in theory contained in more
analytical works, in a form more easily digested by students
of the language. Some also contain useful lists of words. The
following notes cover only the more important or influential
works which have come to our notice.
Sieff's (1919) 'Practical Guide to the Russian Accent'
has a pedagogical aim, and is in fact little more than a
translation of Bystrow's work of thirty-five years before.
Its strength, however, is in its word reference section,
which contains some 4,000 words, each marked according to its
stress category, and accompanied by a reference to the page
on which it is mentioned.
Forsyth's book (1963) is a practical guide, aiming to
facilitate the learning of stress patterns and tendencies by
the foreign language speaker, rather than an attempt to deal
with theories of stress mobility.
Strichek (1966) finds, in what is essentially a
handbook for students of Russian, no less than twenty basic
stress patterns in nouns, four for the adjS and five for the
past of verbs. Whilst the information contained is extremely
detailed - the work examines an enormous number of less
common words as well as those more frequently used and covers
all parts of speech (he includes a discussion of the pppS, an
area neglected by many others) - little attempt is made to
rationalise this information.
Work from America from the late 60s and 70s reflects the
dominance of the morphophonemic approach, as developed by
Jakobson (see Jakobson 1948, introducing the single-stem
approach to Russian verbs) . The application of this type of
system to the teaching of students is seen in works such as
Lipson (1968) and Townsend (1970), which use a set of
diacritics added to base-forms to indicate the stress
behaviour of lexical items. Articles by Levin (1977) and
Steele (1977) essentially offer titivations of these
systems. This approach, however, particularly in its
pedagogical application, can be criticised for the level of
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abstraction it contains; students may resist learning
abstract, 'underlying' forms, which do not necessarily bear
much relation to the actual forms found in the language, as
well as a set of diacritics, before they can construct the
actual forms found in the language. Levin, in a later article
(Levin 1986) examines the stress of reflexive verbs in the
past from a pedagogical standpoint, but adds nothing new to
our understanding of this area.
Schuitz's recent stress-handbook (1987) is a purely
pedagogical work, and introduces no new thinking on stress;
his system is largely inspired by Red., and ignores much of
the true complexity of the system.
iv) Historical accentolomi, other Slavonic 1ancuaes
Work in historical accentology has, until recently, run in
parallel with work on the stress of modern Russian, the two
remaining rather separate fields. The potential contribution
of historical work to modern stress studies is enormous,
however, and the harmonisation of the diachronic and
synchronic approaches of the type found, for example, in
Stankiewicz (1993, see below), is to be welcomed. The limited
discussion which follows seeks to give no more than an
outline of some of the more important historical work from
this century.
Sobolevskij's 'Lektsjj p0 istorii russkogo iazyka'
(1907, reprinted 1962) is concerned with the history of the
Russian language, and contains a chapter on stress. The
account lacks detail, however, and does little to elucidate
our understanding of stress in the modern language.
Shahmtov (1941, 4th ed.; written 1911-12) contains what
seems to be the first mention of the fact that masculine
nouns which are desinence-stressed have a concrete meaning,
with few exceptions (nouns in -ésç eg rpa6ë)K, M qTe)K ) . The idea
is not pursued, however.
Nachtiga].1 (1922) gives a good account of the
historical developments which have created Russian stress
patterns. In so doing, he examines modern stress thoroughly,
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covering just under 2,000 words, and giving full
consideration to such factors as the desinence of words,
foreign words, prefixed forms, fleeting o/e, and so on. He
also considers the adverbial use of nouns in the
instrumental, predominantly with desinence-stress (eg 6eróM ).
Desinence-stress can be used to distinguish a secondary
adverbial meaning from a more direct meaning, as in KPYr6M
'around' versus KpyrOM 'in a circle', BepxóM 'on horseback'
versus BéPXOM 'to the top' (as in Kpy)KKa BePXOM flO.JHa ) . He also
examines the importance of rhythm and rhyme in idioms; a
modern example of this is seen in He BC qKOe J1KO B CTpOK 'one
mustn't be too fussy, one must make allowances'.
Kurylowicz's seminal work on Indo-European stress
(Kuryowicz 1952) makes significant advances in this field. A
chapter dealing with the Balto-Slav language family includes
a discussion of nominal and verbal inflection, but contains
few details relevant to the present study. Bulakhovskii
(1954) examines specifically the Russian literary language of
the first half of the nineteenth century. Amongst other
points, he points to the influence of northern Russian
dialects, and to the increased commonness in this period of
stress retraction onto the preposition in preposition + noun
phrases.
Stang (1957) reconstructs Proto-Slavonic accentuation
by the historical-comparative method, rejecting the
approaches of de Saussure and van Wijk, and certain elements
of Kurylowicz's approach. His work also contains a clear
explanation of intonation, and its effect on Russian and
Slovene.
Sheliuto (1962) is primarily concerned with
demonstrating the influence of Ukrainian, Belorussian and
northern and southern Russian dialects on the norms of
Russian stress. His classification of the stress paradigms of
nouns, pronouns and adjectives shows no advance on previously
suggested systems, and there are some strange omissions, such
as the synthetic forms of the comparative and superlative of
adjectives. In contrast, his examination of the adjS is very
detailed, with many examples from poetry, and comparisons
with related languages and dialects; his aim is to give
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historical explanations for forms, however, rather than deal
with them synchronically.
Kiparsky's (1962, henceforth Kip.) approach is mainly
historical, and his work is chiefly significant in terms of
its new analysis of much material from the eighteenth
century; it is also interesting, however, for its theory and
classification of stress patterns in modern Russian, and
these will be examined below.
Kip. 's approach is, as has been mentioned, a historical
one, relating the modern system of stress to an original
historical three-way differentiation wherever possible. He
thus aims for efficient classification whilst reflecting
historical reality, explaining exceptions in historical
terms.
An example of this approach is the treatment of the
verbal system which appears in his work. Kip. divides verbs
into five classes, following Leskien's (1914) scheme for
Serbo-Croat. A three-way classification of all their forms
(finite and infinite, participles and gerunds included) is
then imposed onto this: that of stem-stress (S), desinence-
stress (E) and mobile stress (W) . This classification is
derived from Bruer (1949). In his analysis, therefore,
Kiparsky may state that verbs of Class 1 belong predominantly
to an E-type pattern, whilst verbs of Class 3 rarely belong
to this pattern - '...warum es so ist, wissen wi.r nicht'.
Exceptions to the patterns and irregularities which occur
within them, for example in the past passive participle, are
explained in comparative Slavonic and historical terms, and
are often seen as the result of the emergence of a secondary
stress pattern, diverging from a historical form that fits
the pattern.
Kip.'s treatment of nouns first divides these into
monosyllabic and polysyllabic nouns. This avoids the
necessity of positing a retracted desinence-stress for words
such as CT61 1 as was done implicitly by many writers before,
and explicitly by many since. Monosyllables and polysyllables
ending in a consonant inNSg are divided into five types,
numbered 1 to 5; polysyllables ending in a/ q are separated,
as are those ending in ole. Nouns ending in a/ in NSg are /
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divided into types I, II, III, A, B and W, and those in ole
into I, II, III and IV. Allowing for identity of stress types
(although Kiparsky himself does not draw attention to the
fact that several of his classes are collapsible) there are a
total of eleven different types. He also includes a detailed
discussion of the historical movement in monosyllabic nouns
from one stress paradigm to another, drawing on his earlier
work in this field (Kiparsky 1950)
His analysis of short-form adjectives again uses the S,
E, W distinction. The W pattern (stem-stressed in the adjS m,
nt and p1, desinence-stressed in the adjS f eg M6J1O.fl,Mo1O.á,
MOOO,M61ObI ) is the most productive, he writes, and
attracts adjectives traditionally belonging to other classes;
some of these are examined in detail. AdjS with variant
stresses (eg é.i6 ) are discussed in detail from a historical
point of view.
Vorontsova (1979) is a part diachronic, part synchronic
study. In contrast to other writers, she uses terms such as
6aPIITOHIIpOBaHHa 2 KU HTLU1OHH8 napaniimia and 0KCF1TOHI1OBHH 2
aKLeHTyaubHoHHa q napaMnv1a (referring to fixed stem- or
desinence-stressed patterns) in her analysis of the system of
modern Russian stress, as well as in her historical
interpretation. She reaches the conclusion that the overall
tendency in nouns is towards mobility and in verbs towards
immobility. This is partly due, she argues, to the
comparative rarity of phonemic alternation (o.iepeoeaHF1e
4oHeM ) in nouns, whilst in verbs this is very common. In
other words, since distinction at a phonemic level is not an
option for nouns, stress mobility is used to make contrasts;
verbs, on the other hand, generally show the opposite
tendency (1979:24) : ".. . BbIK.JWO'.IHTb y.napei*ie H3 '*icJ1 flPO1KT1BHbIX
r.11roJ1bHbIX pa3JwHHi."
This is, however, an overall tendency; Vorontsova admits
that in some groups of verbs, such as the -HTb verbs, just the
opposite can be seen. She goes on to examine the historical
data in detail, and also looks at contemporary statistical
studies, covering in total around 2,500 words. The conclusion
reached is one which does not differ from that of most other
writers on this subject; it is expressed as follows (p.286)
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lIpHHLtMfl rpaMMaTI1'-IeCK0H Ue .)lecoO6pa3HocTh, flOCTflHHO
OPMI1PS'KLUHF1C B cl3bIKe, B1eTC HeCOMHeHNO, OCHOBHbIM OI1HTHPOM
B C./IOM(HOM i HeyCT0M4FIBOM COCTOSH-D*1 copeeion yapeHI1R,...
Garde's contribution to the synchronic study of stress
(Garde, 1965, 1978, 1980) has already been discussed; his
work in the field of historical accentology, as displayed in
his exhaustive, two-volume study of the Slavonic situation
(Garde, 1976), is also of great importance, integrating the
morpheme valency theory underpinning his work on modern
Russian inflection and derivation (see above) into a
historical framework. Garde has also written (1974), somewhat
less satisfactorily, on two of what he considers the
principal tendencies in modern Russian stress: the reduction
of 'old' mobility, that is, mobility of the marginal type, as
seen in rO)1OBá - Ha	 oy and the development of pre-
desinential and pre-suffixal stress. The first tendency can
be seen, he argues, in variants such as copái replacing older
c6pai, and 6opo3? ASg replacing 66po3y there is strong
counter-evidence in the masculine P1 forms in -á however (eg
fláCflopT - nacnopTa ) . The second tendency he sees in the increase
of pres/fut mobility of verbs in -ITb, variants such as BbICOK
f or BbICK, and modern re6or for former reoiór. Although the
evidence presented is not as entirely convincing as Garde
would have us believe, his two tendencies do neatly account
for the coexistence of the variants KOPOTKO - KOPOTKO - KOP6TKO,
the second variant listed indicating a change in line with
the first tendency (cf Kopon<á ), the third a subsequent
change in line with the second tendency.
A key work on Slavonic historical accentology, which
offers a reconstruction of proto-Slavonic stress paradigms,
taking into account recent research in this field, is Dybo's
Slavianskaia aktsentologiia (Dybo 1981; see also Lehfeldt
(1983) for a discussion of this work, and Lehfeldt (1992) for
an excellent up-to-date report on work in the field, with
full bibliography). Dybo is also involved in research aiming
to reconstruct the stress of the entire proto-Slavonic
lexical and morphemic inventory; the first part of this
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research, relating to non-derived masculine stems, appears in
Dybo, Zamiatina & Nikolaev (1993)
A useful comparative Slavonic work is Car].ton's
Introduction to the phonological history of the Slavic
Languages (1991) , which, in the description of Russian
(pp.199ff.) makes the important point that stress variants
(doublets, or even triplets) may well have existed in early
stages of Common Slavonic.
Some articles by Stankiewicz have been discussed above.
His recent monograph The Accentual Patterns of the Slavic
Languages (1993) is to be welcomed for its attempt to combine
his understanding of historical accentology with a synchronic
description of the Slavonic languages which have free, mobile
stress, ie Bulgarian, Serbo-Croat, Slovene, Russian,
Belorussian and Ukrainian, as well as the West Slavonic
Slovincian, a now extinct dialect of Kashubian. He dedicates
a chapter to the description of the stress systems of each of
these languages, and concludes with a chapter on the
development of Slavonic mobile stress patterns, which cannot
be discussed in detail here.
The chapter on Russian offers a broad characterisation
of stress in this language, determining patterns of stress
and their historical origins, rather than giving a detailed
examination of individual items such as that found in
Kiparsky; indeed, he criticises Kiparsky for taking this
approach (1993:186). Basic to his treatment of stress
patterns is his separation of so-called 'automatic
alternations', that is mobility arising where there is a
zero-morpheme, from 'grammatical alternations', that is
mobility such as that between the Sg and P1 in nouns, or
direct and oblique cases in the P1 of nouns (see pp.187-88).
Despite its broad nature, his discussion includes
several points relevant to the present study, concerning the
particulars of stress patterns found in certain word-classes,
and especially his comments on innovating tendencies in the
colloquial language. Thus he states that the need to
distinguish the adverb from the adjS nt has led to 'an
additional, though peripheral pattern' of stem-stress in the
adverb, eg KpénKo, contrasting with desinence-stress in the
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adjS nt, eg KpeflKO. He further points out that a desinence-
stressed adjS p1 variant is not allowed in (prefixed) negated
forms, eg HeeCeibi, IleCTapbI, epénii, despite possible Bece,
cTapbi,KpenK (p.202). Likewise some comparative forms relating
to short adjectives with mobile stress have stem-stressed
(prefixed) negative forms, although their non-prefixed forms
share the desinence-stress of the adjS f, eg HeBK?chee,
HecKpoMHee, HecTpc*lHee, despite BKYCHa - BKyCHee, C}<pOMHa - CxpOMHée,
CTpoII-1a - cTpoIlHee (p.204)
Discussing verbs, he notes the tendency, especially in
colloquial speech (and in many dialects), to stress the root
rather than the prefix in the past of some verbs, eg HaJW1, to
generalise stem-stress in the past f, eg flHq1a,Há!.1a1a, and to
allow desinence-stress in the past nt, eg ianó,pBa.J1ó,npo6pai6.
Concerning the last phenomenon, he writes that (p.219):
Since the latter forms are used mainly in impersonal
constructions (as in paaJló BCO H04b ), we may assume that
they owe their stress to analogy with the corresponding
reflexive forms which they resemble in their syntactic
function.
He further notices that root- or prefix-stress tends to be
generalised for the pppS f in forms such as OTflTa, n61HqTa
(replacing desinence-stressed forms); some pppS nt word-forms
also demonstrate desinence-stressed variants, eg nepeKMT6
(p.221) . The past forms of reflexive verbs may also,
colloquially, be stressed as their non-reflexive
counterparts, eg n6iiHRJ1c, 3ánepc	 (p.220)
Lagrerberg (1992) deals, in a most thorough way, with
stress in affixation from a diachronic standpoint;
Zalizniak's views are accepted as the strongest to date, his
theory of stress in derivation being generally supported by
Lagerberg's research into stress in affixation in Russian
since the eighteenth century. Stress in word-derivation is
also discussed in Berger (1990), who compares the different
function of stress in inflectional and agglutinating
languages. He follows Garde in assigning particular
properties or valencies to morphemes in Russian, and
concludes that the factors at work in Russian derivational
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processes, such as the existence of dominant suffixes, are in
fact more typical of an agglutinating language.
It is interesting to compare the situation in Russian with
that of related languages, and, to that end, a brief
examination of these is included here.
Mobile stress is a feature of Bulgarian, (see Tilkov &
Boiadzhiev, 1978); mobility is seen in nouns, for example, in
the definite form (with postposed definite article) of some
masculine and feminine nouns (eg cói - coiTâ ), the P1 of some
masculine and neuter nouns (eg céio - ce.,iá ) , and the vocative
form of some masculine and feminine nouns (oiéu - óre ).
Zilyns'kyi (1979) reports that great variation in stress
is found in Ukrainian, according to dialect, with some
western regions having the fixed stress on the penultimate
syllable characteristic of Polish, and there being a great
difference between the traditional standard western and
eastern pronunciations. It also appears that the distinction
between stressed and unstressed syllables is not as great as
in Russian, with consequent vowel reduction less extreme.
An interesting parallel with Russian is found in the
stress system of Belorussian (as reported in Srnulkowa,
1978) . There is great variation in stress, but it appears
that (p.155)
• . the principal developmental tendencies of Belorussian
accentuation. . . consist mainly in the morphological
stabilization of stress and the polarization of the
opposition of number at the cost of that of case.'
This view is confirmed in the comparative study of East
Slavonic languages carried out by Neweklowsky (1972)
This latter author, writing on tendencies in the
development of mobile stress in nouns in Slavonic languages
(Neweklowsky 1982) reports that Serbo-Croat, like Russian,
features older case oppositions by stress; it is also
developing a Sg-P1 contrast similar to that found in Russian.
Differences arise mainly in the distribution of particular
patterns amongst roots, and, of course, in the fact that
Serbo-Croat also uses tone distinctively (vowel quantity
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oppositions, which also exist, are more or less predictable).
In Slovenian there are case-distinctions by stress, but no
sg- p l opposition (Neweklowsky does not consider the dual); a
pattern of fixed root-stress is increasing, and generally
stress mobility is highly predictable on the basis of
inflectional type, the number of syllables, and the tone and
quality of the stressed vowel; each noun declension features
a single stress pattern, and there are thus no particular
problems for learners (p.75).
v) Previous surveys of Russian stress
Since the late 1950's a number of language surveys have been
carried out in Russia which have examined stress variation,
either as their exclusive area of research, or as part of a
larger socio-linguistic survey. The chief of these are
reported in Superanskaia (1959), Pirogova (1967), Kolesov
(1967), Gorbacl-ievich (1971, 1972, 1974, 1978), and Krysin
(1973, 1974), the last of these containing the results of the
major survey described in Panov's Russkii iazyk I sovetskoe
obshchestvo, (Panov, 1968) . The most important findings of
these surveys are summarised in Comrie & Stone (1978:56-69; &
Polinsky 1996:71-98) as follows:
1) a movement of words away from the 5O -type (ASg
Bóy ), to desinence-stress throughout the Sg, eg F136á,
ASg	 formerly h36y
2) a levelling in the P1 of nouns, eg the oblique P1 of
oá now stem-stressed like the direct P1 (B611b1, B6,
B6aM, BoaM1, B6.ax ) , where formerly desinence-stressed
(6oáM, 6OFr1I'1, 8OáX )
3) a general tendency for stress alternation to be lost
as a marker of case difference, eg Boã in the P1 (see
above), and a weaker tendency for it to be extended as a
marker of number difference, eg the spread of NP1 forms
in -á for masculine nouns;
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4) a tendency away from preposition stress in
preposition + noun constructions, ie a reversal of the
nineteenth-century trend noted by Bulakhovskii (1954);
5) a tendency for stress on verbal prefixes to be
replaced by stress on the root of the verb, especially
if the meaning of the verb is literally that of the
prefix plus the root, eg oiiiá.ii, traditionally stressed
oT1a,1
6) an increase in the number of 2nd conjugation verbs in
-IlTb showing stress mobility in the pres/fut, eg apTb,
py)s(HTb, both noted by Grot as having fixed stress, but
now usually regarded as mobile;
7) a tendency away from the stressing of the reflexive
particle in the past m of certain verbs, eg poiic,
B3JC, o6H q 1ci, now usually pOl1C, B3J1C, OHJ1Cl
8) an increase in variation between the traditionally
identical stress of the adjS nt and the adjS p1, eg
BO)1bHO - B6.JlbHbI, now also BO1bHb an increase in stem-
stress in the adjS f, eg cK.J1OHHa is normative, but
cK.JloHHa has become common.
Krysin (1974), reporting the Russkii iazyk i sovetskoe
obshchestvo survey, also comments on several other areas
relevant to the present study. He believes that the number of
feminine nouns in -b with a locative form distinguished from
the PSg by stress only (eg LSg B CTfl versus PSg CTéflH ) is
decreasing, because of the absence of grammatical
significance in such a contrast; the two forms are already
distinguished by the presence or absence of the preposition B
or Ha, in itself indicating the locative meaning. this is
reflected in the language by the coexistence of forms such as
B CTenH beside 8 CTeflF. As a general tendency, mobility is being
lost in verbs, and this can be clearly seen in the past of
prefixed reflexive verbs, which are developing stem-stress in
place of earlier desinence-stress, eg co6pá'1Hcb replacing
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co6pancb, and co3a.J1ocb replacing CO3à1OCb. It is also seen in
the unification of stress in the non-reflexive past,
transforming the past f, eg (prefix-stress replacing former
desinence-stress) Ha1aa, lo6bMa, n61iaia, O)KI11a, (stress on the
root replacing desinence-stress) cnáia, 6páia, io6,ia, noáia,
or affecting the past nt and p1, eg (desinence-stress
replacing former stem-stress) noa.,i6, npHa.26, Ii3aj16, oi6,
flpOK1)1ó; such variants, however, are characterised as non-
normative (1974:228)
The Russkii iazyk i sovetskoe obshchestvo survey, begun
in 1959, and distributed between 1963 and 1966, can be
criticised on several scores. It was, as have been most other
surveys of Russian stress, a written questionnaire, with the
concomitant problems of incorrect self-reporting; moreover,
it investigated many areas besides stress, and rather few
word-forms were tested - eleven noun word-forms and nineteen
verbal word-forms. Its strength, however, is in the number of
people surveyed - from 2,000 to 4,500 speakers. The chief
factors affecting the choice of stress variants emerge as age
(older speakers give older variants), socio-professional
status (4n.o.iioni, journalists and writers are the most
conservative), and region of habitation (Ukraine, Belorussia
and the Baltics are innovative, northern Russian towns
conservative); education appears to be less important as a
factor in stress variation.
Kolesov (1967) gives the results of another written,
self-reporting survey of 225 philology students at Leningrad
State University, consisting partly of the questionnaire on
morphology used in the survey discussed above, and partly of
an original list of context-less word-forms. He finds for
nouns that newer stress variants occur most commonly in
'freer' contexts; they are more likely to occur when not
preceded by a preposition, or preceded simply by Ha, thus
BFTb rop?, a rop? contrasting with traditional F1T s rpy, '.lepe3
rópy. When the phrase has an adverbial meaning, eg 3 HO'.lb,
preposition stress is much more likely to occur than when
this appears to be absent, eg o CTéH. His survey also
revealed the existence of non-literary variants not recorded
in dictionaries, eg no6oK? (n66oKy,no6Ky are given in
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dictionaries), nocTó,ly (nócToJ1y,flOCTOJ1? are given in
dictionaries); the impact of these data is lessened, however,
by the fact that not all the informants were native Russians.
In his discussion of the adjS, he believes that the
stress of the adjL influences the Stress of the adjS in
contexts where the adjL would be more common in the
colloquial language; thus the sentence iI&o OieHb OCTPO will
most often have this stress for the adjS, since ócipoe is more
common in this context in the colloquial language. Where the
adjL may not replace adjS, however, for example in the
sentence fl.láTbe Tee y3K0, the stress of the adjs will not be
altered by analogy with the adjL. Where the adjS may also
function as an adverb, this too may affect the stress, eg
BbICOKO.
Kolesov concludes that the following factors may affect
the stress of a word-form: the frequency of the word; the
possibility of semantic differentiation by stress; the
particular word-combination; derivational and syntactic
factors in the colloquial language; stylistic connotations;
the word's relationship to others in its semantic group; and
the possibility of a word changing grammatical category, for
example an adjS becoming an adverb. At the same time, he
identifies a basic tendency for words with inflectional
paradigms to generalise root-stress if monosyllabic (first
syllable stress if dissyllabic, especially loan-words), and
words with no inflectional paradigms to generalise desinence-
stress, eg adverb BbICOK6.
Rozental' & Telenkoira (1971) contains the result of a
survey of over a thousand people, which took place over six
or seven years and employed a range of methods. The subject
under examination was the stress of the adjS and the pppS, in
particular the currency of competing variants in the adjS f
and p1 and the pppS f; the adjS nt and other pppS forms were,
regrettably, not examined. Their results show three clear
tendencies regarding the development of particular variants;
although the variants in question are recorded in some
dictionaries, marked colloquial, the authors discovered that
many of them in fact occur almost universally. These
tendencies are towards adjS p1 forms with desinenCeStreSS
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(replacing original stem-stress), adjS f forms with stem-
stress (replacing original desinence-stress), and pppS f
forms with stem-stress (replacing original desinence-stress).
Gorbachevich (1971, 1972, 1974, 1978), on the basis of
his examination of studies on variation, as well as his own
and others' surveys, concludes that the true reasons for
variation are the workings of analogy and grammaticalisation;
other factors, such as phonological considerations, the
influence of dialects and of Church Slavonic, and socio-
professional differences, he considers to be real, but he
believes that their importance has been exaggerated (see
Gorbachevich 1978:56-60) . At the same time he points to a
'syntagmatic' factor in the placement of stress
(cFiHTanv1m'-1ecKa 3Bk1CMMOCTb MecTa /1apeH1 g" ) , whereby a rhythmic
consideration - that stress generally falls every two to
three syllables in Russian - can be important in stress
variation, for example, drawing stress towards the middle of
a longer word; this is seen, he believes, in the past f of
verbs with monosyllabic stems and dissyllabic prefixes, eg
oopBa,1a > .6opBá1a, pa3opBa.,lá > paopaa (see pp.62-64, 109).
Some of his more interesting theses are examined below.
He identifies two opposing trends in variation in the stress
of the infinitive (1971:45-56; 1974; 1978:92-99) : a movement
of stress away from the root onto the 'suffix vowel' (eg -1.1-
of 2nd conjugation verbs); and a movement from the suffix to
the root, or to a suffix vowel nearer the root (eg -poBaTb
replacing -HpoBálb ) . Variation in the stress of the
infinitive is often accompanied by variation in the stress of
other parts of the verbal paradigm, eg the pres/fut 29g-4- and
the imperative.
Concerning the stress of the past forms of prefixed
verbs with monosyllabic roots (1978:104-8), he finds
differing tendencies according to the structure of the verb.
The following trends are noted, although they are certainly
not proven beyond doubt:
I) verbs with an originally dissyllabic root, and
featuring two consonants at the morpheme boundary:
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stress is attracted to the stem (from the prefix), eg
Ila3BaJl, copaJi, flO71J1 1, OTflhl)1;
ii) verbs with three consonants at the morpheme
boundary: stress remains on the stem, eg OTfl.)1b
iii) verbs with an original monosyllabic root, and a
prefix consisting of a single vowel or ending in a
vowel: stress remains on the prefix, or variation
occurs, eg 6ii, np6ai.
Thus, against an overall background of a movement towards
stem-stress, syllable structure and the extent to which
morphological boundaries are clear are also important; he
notes, however, that older prefix-stress retains its
popularity after a negative particle, eg HenpóaJ1,MeóTaJT
(1978:108).
For the adjS p1 (pp.115-18), the most widespread
variation is in the development of a newer desinence-stressed
variant, eg 6J1M3KH for former 6w3KH. Occasionally, however,
the reverse pattern is found, eg 6é..'1bI for original 6eb'I. The
development of desinence-stress is attributed to the
following factors: the influence of adjectives whose adjS p1
may only be desinence-stressed (o1bHbi, CMWH ); the use of
the desinence-stressed variant with an 'excessive' meaning
(cf adjS nt) , eg pIóKM MaJibI, cf also 8bICOK, BeJW1K, WHOKI1 a
differentiation between predicative and attributive
functions, eg cJlynleMyBepHbl, but BépHbICfl1 (possible in
eighteenth-century poetry), cf also flOJHb '-ler6-TO and the
desire to make a clear phonetic differentiation between Sg
and P1 adjS forms.
Gorbachevich writes (1971:79ff.) that it is generally
accepted that desinence-stress should occur where there is no
suffixal element in the stem, eg y icTa, xpa6pá, or where the
stem ends with a consonant ((Ij/) and the suffix -H-, -1-, or
-K-, eg )1ezHa, 6oMKa, 6JW13Ka. He acknowledges, however, the
widespread tendency in the modern language for stem-stress to
replace desinence-stress for many such adjS f forms.
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Concerning preposition + noun phrases, he points out the
limited number of semantic groups to which the nouns involved
in such phrases belong (see Gorbachevich 1972) . These are as
follows:
a) body-parts, eg Kocá, rooB;
b) distances, spatial concepts, eg BépX,CTOPOHá;
C) time periods, parts of day/night, eg r6,Tpo;
d) natural objects, household items, eg 6eper,8epb.
The modern tendency, as demonstrated by survey evidence, is
towards stressing the noun rather than the preposition, the
cause of which Gorbachevich identifies as the influence of
South Russian dialects, and analogy with other preposition
and noun phrases where stress may not be retracted (eg no
6épery, Ha 6eper?, so H eper becomes i-ia 6éper ) . Prepositional
stress may be preferred, however, where the phrase has an
abstract, rather than concrete, meaning (eg n6.HOCOM
'nearby', but ttapánk1HanozH6coM 'a scratch under the nose'),
and in particular contexts (eg yiipiim nó .y but npoBecTii pyKy
no 6? ); where 'phraseologisation' (eg flCTFTb iió BTP ) or
'adverbialisation' (eg 3áeTo,Háro ) has taken place,
prepositional stress will be resistant to restructuring.
The lexicocranhical sources used in this study
The present study draws on various standard reference works
as its source of lexicographical and accentual data. The
lexical items for examination in the survey were first
established on the basis of information contained in these
'dictionary' sources, and the findings of the survey later
analysed in comparison with the information contained about
the words in these sources.
Red. and Za1. have already been discussed above, and
need receive no further attention here. The most recent
edition of the Academy Grammar (1980, henceforth AG) contains
sections on stress and stress variation, which have been
drawn on as appropriate. Foug. (Fougères 1974) is taken as
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the source for adjL forms differentiated by stress from their
related pppL forms.
Avanesov and Ozhegov's Russkoe literaturnoe udarenie i
proiznoshenie. Siovar' - spravochnik, (1959, henceforth A&O)
is the oldest lexicographical source drawn on in the present
study, and contains approximately 52,000 items; normative
stress is marked for word-forms, and acceptable alternative,
sometimes older, variants are given, as well as variants
which are not recommended or considered incorrect, and the
like.
Information relating to a more current norm is taken
from the Orfoepicheskii siovar' russkogo iazyka (1989,
henceforth OS, first edition Bornunova et a]., 1983), which
is a fairly major reworking of A&O. Begun under the
editorship of R. I. Avanesov, the most recent, fifth edition
contains perhaps the most detailed information on variation
in word-stress found in current dictionaries, with
particularly full information on variation in the adjS, as
highlighted in Lehfeldt's review of the dictionary (Lehfeldt,
1985b) . Some 65,000 items are included, and the work also
includes articles on pronunciation and stress (by R. I.
Avanesov) and on grammatical forms (by N. A. Es'kova)
Ageenko & Zarva's Slovar' udarenii russkogo iazyka
(1993, henceforth Su) is the most recent dictionary source
drawn on in this survey. It contains around 76,000 entries,
including proper nouns, and is based on the material
contained in the earlier Siovar' udarenii dlia rabotnikov
radio i televideniia (Bylinskii, 1960)
A phonetic description of stress in Russian and its
phonological significance is contained in Jones & Ward
(1969), Halle & Jones (1971) , Lebedeva (1975) and Panov
(1979) . These works provide practical data on the acoustic
correlates of stress and corresponding reduction patterns in
vowels; the (broadly concurring) phonetic and phonological
descriptions contained in them forms the basis of the
identification of stressed syllables in the analysis of the
recorded data which forms part of the present study.
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Charter 3
Theoretical Arpach
Introduction
As is clear from the survey of literature above (Chapter 2),
many of the existing systems for the treatment of stress have
been developed to make sense of nominal stress only, and are
not so convincing when appiled to other parts of speech;
nouns have consistently received the most attention in the
history of the study of stress, and even today studies (eg
Nesset 1994) often limit their discussion to this part of the
system. The present study aims at a more holistic approach,
seeking to make as much sense of the verbal and adjectival
systems as it does of the system in nouns.
Indeed, in this study, most time and space is given to
areas of Russian stress less commonly investigated, and the
discussion of areas which have received much attention by
others is correspondingly limited. For example, a thorough
investigation of preposition + noun/numeral phrases is
included, of stress in reflexive verbs, of adjS forms, while
rather less attention is paid to the larger mobile stress
classes in nouns, variation in the pres/fut forms of verbs in
-wrb and similar, well-covered ground.
This study's primary area of investigation is stress
mobility in inflection, including areas traditionally
associated with this, such as the retraction of stress onto
negative particles, prefixes and prepositions. Stress in its
relationship to word-derivational morphology is not examined
in any detail, except where it traditionally forms a part of
studies of inflection, eg the formation of the ppp; the
stress of the adjL is also examined in relation to the adjS.
The morchol p ical aoDroach of this study
This study divides word-forms into the morphological units
stem and (inflectional) desinence. Stems may consist of a
root and affixes (prefix, suffixes, infixes), but not all of
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these are found in all the word-forms belonging to the
different word-classes examined; the occurrence of these
units is summarised below.
The noun is divided into stem and (inflectional)
desinence; thus r1OBá is considered to be composed of stem
roiOB- and desinence -a. The present study does not deal with
compound nouns, eg 6á.I-Macl<apaz.
The verb is initially divided into stem and
(inflectional) desinence; all verb forms are composed of at
least these two elements, although the existence of zero-
desinences is accepted. Everything preceding the inflectional
desinence is considered part of the stem (cf Zal.). Stems
consist of at least a root, and perhaps one or more affixes
(prefix, infixes, suffixes); the reflexive particle may also
be found. If the non-desinential part of a word-form is a
root alone, it may still be referred to as a stem in this
study. Some examples: Bo3bMy is divided into stem BO3bM- and
desinence 
-y 'oopwi is divided into stem roBopv- followed by
a zero-desinence. flpocn1Iicb is divided into stem npocna.i-,
desinence -H and the reflexive particle -cs; the stem can be
further divided into prefix npo-, root -cna-, and suffix -Ji-.
The adjective is made up of stem and (inflectional)
desinence; thus CKpOMH is considered to be composed of stem
CKPOMH- and desinence -a.
This study also deals with two other phenomena which are
interesting from the point of view of stress, and which form
a useful adjunct to the areas already covered: preposition
+ noun/numeral phrases, which consist of a stressed
preposition followed by an unstressed noun or numeral,
together forming one phonological word (a unit containing one
main stress); and negative particle + paat/ppps phrases,
consisting of a stressed negative particle followed by an
unstressed verbal past tense or the pppS, again together
forming one phonological word.
Stress is sometimes used in inflectional morphology to
distinguish word-forms, often reinforcing morphological
distinctions also indicated by the desinence, such as case,
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gender, number, or a combination of these three. This study
takes as its basic unit the parts of the word-form which
occur before the desinence; the desinence (and reflexive
suffix, if there is one) is disregarded. This basic unit,
with its concomitant stress or absence of stress, is called a
stress-form or SF.
Words with mobile stress have different SFs in the word-
forms contrasted by stress; as a result of different
syllables being stressed, the phonetic shape of that part of
the word-form occurring before the desinence varies. (This
may be accompanied by other distinctions, such as consonant
mutation, which is generally disregarded for the purposes of
this study). Thus the forms rO1OBá NSg and r6ioebI N/APi have
the contrasting SFs [1s'v]- and [ ' o l.v1-; the forms 3áHRJ1
past m and 3aFfRJla past f have the contrasting SFs
['zrL1] and [r2 1]-. it will be noted that, although SFs
are phonological units, SFS are given in their various
phonetic realisations, rather than in phonemic transcription;
the reason for preferring a phonetic presentation to a
phonemic one is that, although there is a wide measure of
agreement about the phonetic transcription of Russian, its
phonemic transcription remains highly controversial. In the
transcriptions, the sign ' indicates the beginning of a
syllable bearing stress, and the mark - that the SF is
followed by a desinence.
Thus the theoretical basis of this study is that stress
is used distinctively, to distinguish forms by creating
different, contrasting SFs. This could be called a hearer-
centred approach, since the distinct SFs, heard
chronologically before the desinence, are a clear cue to the
hearer as to the identity of the form, aiding the hearer in
the task of identifying the word-form in question, and
distinguishing it from others occurring in the paradigm. Most
often, stress functions as an additional cue to the identity
of the form, alongside a distinctive desinence; on some
occasions, however, word-forms may be distinguished
phonologically only by a difference in stress; here, the SF
is the only cue to the identity of the word, eg roJiob'i GSg
versus ro1oBbI N/APi.
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SFs point out contrasts made by stress, that is, at the
phonological level. Morphemic distinctions (such as stem-
stress versus desinence-stress) are clearly also of some
importance in Russian stress, since morphemic contrasts are
found for many words from different word-classes. This
receives more detailed discussion in later sections of this
chapter. As a result of the apparent importance of morphemic
contrasts for some parts of the system of stress, the
categorisation presented in this study incorporates
traditional categories based on morphemic stress patterns
within a framework of patterns of SF contrast.
SF contrasts are found in all situations where mobile
stress occurs in forms which can be placed in an inflectional
paradigm. This applies even where there are two orthographic
words but one phonological word; thus, for example, the
negative particle + verb phrase He 6b1.)1 contrasts with He 6bLla
by having two SFs: ['rC'b1] (stressed on the negative
particle) and	 L'b11- (with following desinence-stress)
Mo SF contrasts can be said to occur, however, where a word-
form is not part of an inflectional paradigm, as is the case
with preposition + noun/numeral phrases. Here, stress
retraction would seem to function as part of a different
system of stress mobility, and not one in which contrasts are
drawn within a paradigm (see section (b) below).
Syntactic differences may also be correlated with a
contrast of SFs. Thus for BHTaR, SU gives BI1Ta q for the pppS f,
and BI'ITa q for the adjS f. This contrast of SFs according to
syntactic function can be demonstrated with two sentences:
BepeeKa, BF1Ta MaMO, Jle)f(áJla TaM, with SF ['i4- for the pppS f;
but eTa q J1eCTHHLa BeJlá HaBépx, with SF [v']- for the adjS f.
Likewise for MOJ1'la, SU gives MOJPla for the gerund and MóJ'-ia
for the adverb. The contrast is seen in the sentences no'-leMy-
TO MOJH, OH CMOTp6J1a B OKH6, with SF	 i11 but 6H YWë MOJ'I
H3 K6MH8TbI, with SF ['co1fl-.
SF contrasts may play a similar role in the derivation
of the pppS. Here, for example, the SF [pa5'C011 in
flpO'*1TáJ1 contrasts with the SF [pr	 in npo L*TaH, with
its retracted stress. Thus the past and the pppS are placed
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side by side, as an example of what might be called,
following Vovk (1979:46-53), 'categorial stress mobility'.
An initial survey of stress patterns found in different
parts of the lexicon immediately reveals a similarity of
patterns across the language. The past, pppS and adjS, for
example, each have four word-forms - m, f, nt, and p1 - and
the patterns of stress found appear, from sources, to be the
same: fixed stem-stress, fixed desinence-stress, and m, nt,
and p1 stem-stressed contrasting f desinence-stressed (but
see sections below for discussion of the last pattern) . This
similarity will ideally be reflected in any categorisation of
stress patterns; in the present study, the same system of
numbering of stress classes is used for the different word-
classes.
The morphemic patterns of stress traditionally
identified are fixed stem-stress, fixed desinence-stress, and
mobile stress. In the categorisation presented in this study
the whole number 1 always refers to the absence of SF
contrasts, that is fixed stress, with 1.1 indicating fixed
stem-stress and 1.2 fixed desinence-stress. Whole numbers 2
and above are used for categories displaying SF contrasts,
that is, mobile stress of some pattern or another. Patterns
1.1, 1.2 and 2, as indicated above, are found f or many
different areas within the scope of this study, eg nouns, the
pres/fut of verbs, the past of verbs, adjectives, and the
pppS.
Where SF contrasts appear and there is a zero-desinence,
these are noted by the use of letters following the number
code; words with stress fixed on one morpheme, but with an SF
contrast and a zero-desinence in one form or another, are
naturally included in fixed stress classes (1.1 etc.), rather
than mobile classes (2 and upwards).
In the discussion of nouns, fixed stem-stress is class
1.1, and fixed desinence-stress class 1.2. Classes 2 upwards
represent different patterns of mobility.
In the discussion of verbs, fixed stress of different
sorts in the pres/fut and past (taken as separate sub-
paradigms) is represented by classes 1.1 to 1.3. Categories 2
and 3 upwards represent different patterns of mobility in the
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pres/fut or past. Mobility in the pppS is only found in
category 2.
In the discussion of the pppS and the adjS, fixed stem-
stress is class 1.1, and fixed desinence-stress is class 1.2.
Pattern 2 represents mobility of some sort.
The adjL has only fixed stress, either on the stem
(class 1.1) or the desinence (class 1.2). The pppL has fixed
stem-stress.
The five areas of stress mobility and variation taken as the
object of the present study are examined in the chapters
which follow. The system of stress in each area is discussed,
a categorisation for the different stress patterns
introduced, and elements of variation in the system
identified.
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a) Nouns
Introduction
Two basic types of system exist for the classification of
word-stress in nouns, and in Russian in general. The more
popular of these can be called the morphemic approach, which
views word-forms in terms of which morpheme (eg stem or
desinence) bears the stress. Such an approach follows the
view of Baudouin de Courtenay (quoted in Khazagerov 1985:142)
that:
B PYCCKOM q3bIKe, KK B 3bIK C MOPtiOJ1Oflh t1eCKH flO1IBH)KHbIM H Boo6we
MopoJ1on13HpOBaHHbIM yIapeHI1eM, cieye OBHTb He o6 yziape
C1OrOB, d o6 yapeii MopceM.
zalizniak's classification of patterns of noun stress (as it
appears in Zal.) will be taken as an example of a morphemic
system; the reason for the choice of his system rather than
one of the many others which follow a similar method (eg
Red., SchUtz 1987) is that Zalizniak's system is consistent,
methodologically simple (in terms of the number of categories
of nouns required), and accompanied by a very large number of
examples in the form of the contents of the dictionary
itself.
A different approach is favoured by some other writers;
Superanskaia, for example, writes that the morphemic approach
is "..i-4e RIJlci BC2KOrO HCC)1ezoBaHI1 q cnpaBeJ1F1BO" (1968:21, quoted in
Khazagerov 1985:142). Instead, she favours what could be
called a syllabic approach, which views stress in terms of
which syllable it falls on, counting from the beginning or
end of the word. This approach is particularly relevant where
the data are not readily divisible morphemically;
Superanskaia (1966, 1968), for example, is investigating
proper nouns and loan-words. However, the approach is applied
to nouns in general by writers such as Golenishchev-Kutuzov
(1959, a study of versification), Nikonov (1963, on
restrictions on stress placement in the word-form), and
Nesset (1994). Gorbachevjch (see 1978:61) also deems an
exclusively morphemic approach insufficient, since it
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excludes considerations such as the rhythmic organisation of
the spoken language around syllable-groups of certain
lengths.
A morphemic system is one which accounts for the
movement of stress from one morpheme in the noun to another.
Thus the stress may move from the stem of the noun onto the
desinence, eg
	 N/ASg, .neiá N/AP1, or from desinence to
stem, eg roJio. NSg, r6ioBy ASg. Stress movement in an
example such as o3epo N/ASg, O3ëpa N/AP1 is not readily
captured or accounted for by this system, since the movement
is from stem-initial syllable to stem-final syllable, that
is, within the stem morpheme, and not from one morpheme to
another.
Syllabic systems, by contrast, state exactly on which
syllable the stress falls in terms of its position in
relation to the beginning, or the end, of the word-form
(sometimes called the left or right word-boundary). The word-
form ó3epo NIASg, for example, is considered as being stressed
on the first syllable, counting from the beginning of the
word, whereas o3ëpa N/APi is stressed on the second syllable
from the beginning.
Thus a morphemic analysis will place the noun 11é10 in a
class along with all other nouns that display stress movement
from the stem in all Sg cases to the desinence in all P1
cases; other members of this class would be nt nouns such as
B6CKO, Mope, o61aKo, HMI, masculine nouns with NP1 in -a, such
as &pec, 6éper, npocféccop, and in
	 such as np and 6.,ir.
The noun O3epo N/ASg, o3epa N/APi, on the other hand, would be
classed alongside the many thousands of words that display no
morphemic stress movement, and would either be marked as an
exception to the general pattern of fixed stress for this
class, or simply ignored.
A syllabic system, by contrast, would note the movement
of stress that occurs in O3epo-o3ëpa without difficulty, and
might place the noun in a class with those displaying stress
movement one syllable forward (or to the right) in the P1, or
from the first to second syllable.
Since the beginning of this century, most writers have
chosen the morphemic approach, with a few, such as Zaiizniak,
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attempting to apply further rules for predicting where the
stress will fall within the morpheme, that is, which
particular syllable of a stressed stem or desinence will be
stressed. This approach, which attempts to make up for the
deficiencies of the morphemic approach, could be called an
improved morphemic approach.
Zalizniak formulates rules for finding the position of
stress within the morpheme, stating, for example, that -i-f-,
ac-cording to paradigm (ie stress pattern), a particular word
fcrm should be stressed on the stem, then, if the Hcx6l1Ha
ópMa (the initial form) is stem-stressed, the stress will
fall on the same syllable as in the initial form in all -i-ts.
otherword-forms; in other words, no movement of stress
compared with the NSg would be expected within the stem of
any stem-stressed word-form. The word MaWFIHa, for example, is
stem-stressed in the initial form (NSg), and thus in its P1
forms, where according to its paradigm in Zalizniak's system
stem-stress occurs, the stress should fall on the same
syllable, ie MWIHbI (N/APi)
zalizniak's rule continues that, if the initial form is
desinence-stressed, however, then when the paradigm indicates
stem-stress, the stress will fall on the final syllable of
the stem (or the penultimate syllable, if there is a fleeting
vowel), except f or words belonging to certain classes
(Zalizniak's classes f and f'). Thus the feminine noun KOJ18Ca
has, according to its paradigm, stem-stress in the NP1; the
stress will, according to Zalizniak's prediction, fall on the
final syllable of the stem in this form, giving KO.716kb1,
N/APi. Classes f and f', by contrast, place the stress on the
first syllable of the stem when stem-stressed, as with the
feminine noun eJ1e3á NSg 'gland', )4(éJle3bI N/Api.
For the example 63ep0, which is stem-stressed in the
initial form, we would expect from Zaiizniak's rules that the
N/APi, stem-stressed according to the paradigm, would be
*ó3epa with stress falling on the same syllable as in the
N/ASg. This is not so, however, and Zalizniak is forced,
despite the improvements in his morphemic system, to list
ó3epo as an exception, one of thirty or so words which in
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particular word-forms are stressed on a different syllable of
the stem from that which is predicted by his rules.
All morphemic approaches, whether 'improved' like
Zalizniak's or not, implicitly analyse stress movement from
the point of view of the speaker; they could be called
speaker-centred approaches. They look, as it were, into the
mind of the speaker, and argue that the speaker has a set of
'desinence morphemes', and a set of 'stem morphemes', and
that, rather than worrying about movements from one syllable
to another for certain word-forms belonging to certain
lexemes, the mind contains this information in the form of
patterns of stress movement, which it generalises unless it
receives information to the contrary. Some writers go even
further, and say that the desinence and stem morphemes each
have particular inherent stress values, which interact when
they are combined; this is at the heart of Garde's 'morpheme
valency' approach (see Garde 1980), and is of central
importance to the study of derivational morphology (see
Zalizniak 1985; Lagerberg 1992)
It is interesting, however, to approach the question of
mobile stress from the point of view of the hearer, taking
what might be called a hearer-centred approach. The hearer-
centred approach outlined in this study introduces a time-
dimension into the understanding of the function of mobile
stress. As the mind hears a string of phonetic information,
ordered in a linear sequence, it tries to decode this into
meaningful units; if it is a noun, the mind tries to identify
the lexeme and decipher the grammatical information contained
in its stem, as well as its desinence. To take as an example
the sequence roJloB- : as soon as the listener hears the
phonetic sequence
	
o1v]- he knows that the word in
question can only be the ASg or N/APi. The desinence of the
word-form confirms the case and number (ASg or N/APi), but
the field of choice has already been defined by the phonetic
shape of the first two syllables heard.
This process is of particular importance where the
desinence that occurs is not restricted to one particular
word-form. For example, the word-forms é.Jia GSg and iejiá
N/AP1 (belonging to the lexeme éJ10 ), are homomorPhS,
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differing only in their stress, and thus in the realisation
of the vowels of each word-form. Possible confusion for the
hearer is avoided by stress and the resulting reduction of
vowels, the first syllable being realised either as ('41J-
(if GSg) , or [ci,L'l]— (if N/APi)
This approach gives primary importance to the
phonetically distinct stem forms which result from the stress
falling on different syllables in the word-form; it can thus
be called a distinctive approach. The basic unit involved
in the formation of contrasts is the part of the word-form
occurring before the desinence, the desinence being, in this
approach, disregarded; this basic unit, with its stress, is
referred to as a stress-form (henceforward SF)
Whereas the morphemic approach is concerned with which
morpheme in the word-form is stressed, and the syllabic
approach with which syllable is stressed, counting from the
left or right, the distinctive approach examines which word-
forms are contrasted with other word-forms in the paradigm by
means of stress.
It should be noted that one aspect of the 'distinctive'
role of stress was remarked on by the earliest writers on
Russian. Ludoif's Grarnmatika Russica (1696), the earliest
known grammar of Russian, remarks on the role of stress in
distinguishing homomorphs, giving the example of MyKa
'torture' and M/K	 'flour'; this example is also quoted in
many later grammars.
At the same time, the majority of works which attempt to
give some account of Russian stress are shaped by the
acceptance of an established order of grammatical cases, and
by an emphasis on the NSg as the initial form from which all
other forms are derived, and, by extension, to which their
stress must be related. This approach views the differently
stressed word-forms of one lexeme as movements away from, or
a return to, the stress of the initial form. Thus, the
grammar of Vostokov (1844) talks about words which show
stress movement from the GSg onwards, or from the NP1
onwards, and so on.
Studies of speech disorders (such as aphasia), frequency
studies on the occurrence of the various cases, and analyses
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of inflectional patterns would seem to indicate that the NSg
does indeed have some primacy. Examinations of the diachronic
process of analogical change (affecting both stress and
morphological desinences), on the other hand, whilst
indicating that certain case-forms are favoured over others
as the basis for analogical change, display no unanimity as
to which cases these are (cf Kip., Nesset 1994).
There is little evidence that the mind orders the case-
forms in the way found in traditional grammatical studies.
Our proposed model of how the different stresses of the word-
forms of one lexeme are dealt with is given below. For
clarity's sake, word-forms are generally listed in the order
familiar to many English-speaking students of Russian,
although it should be noted that a native speaker who had not
been influenced by the theories of grammarians, and their
subsequent appearance in text-books, would not, we believe,
place the word-forms in any particular order or hierarchy.
The noun 3Be3a consists of two syllables (apart from the
IPl) in all but one of its word-forms. From a morphemic point
of view, these are the stem 3Be3-, which may be realised as
if unstressed, or [';odJ-/ ['2o.sJ
if stressed, and the inflectional desinences -a, -y, -bi, -e, -OH,
-aM, -aMH, -ax and zero. The word-forms can be divided into those
which begin with the unstressed variants of the pre-
desinential portion, the realisation of SF1, and those which
begin with the stressed variants, the realisation of SF2:
SF1
L' 2-Tt - C 7,Vj t2A 11-
3Be3á
3Be3l6
SF2
3Bé3.bI
38ë3I
3BeaM
3Be3aMF1
3Be3aX
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Replacing the word-forms with their grammatical categories
gives the following pattern:
SF1	 SF2
NSg	 N/APi
ASg	 GP1
GSg	 DPi
D/PSg	 IP1
ISg	 PPi
The two columns contain word-forms sharing the same SF, that
is the same pre-desinential portion as regards the position
of the stress. A further example, ceió, confirms that for
these two nouns at least, the grammatical morpheme
{piurality} is encoded not only in the desinences of the P1
word-forms, but also in the SF:
SF1	 SF2
c. 's,oij-
ce.,i6	 cëa
ce7i	 ceJ
ce	 CeJ1aM
ceJioM	 CeJIaMFI
ceió	 cëjlax
This 'distinctive' approach, then, separates the word-forms
of a lexeme into groups, according to their SFs; word-forms
appearing in the same group have the same SF, and thus
display significant phonetic similarities in their pre-
desinential portions. By looking at mobile stress from the
point of view of SF contrasts, and investigating on this
basis what patterns of contrasting stress-forms in different
grammatical cases are found, which cases are most often
distinguished by a different SF, whether the contrasts are
two-way or three-way, and so on, new light can be shed on the
function of mobile stress in Russian.
Stress is viewed in this 'distinctive' approach as
either the only feature distinguishing two forms, or, more
commonly, an additional cuing factor, aiding perception. The
existence of multiple cues to the grammatical identity of a
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form is unremarkable in itself; such redundancy is found in
many aspects of language. From a pragmatic point of view,
conditions for communication are often imperfect, and thus
multiple cues are to be expected; it is interesting to note
that stress is generally not marked in the written word.
System of stress
The following section examines all the stress patterns found
in modern Russian nouns. Proper nouns and compound nouns have
been excluded; suppletive forms are considered separate from
the rest of the paradigm, as discussed below.
The great majority of Russian nouns have fixed stress;
these are all classed in this analysis as belonging to
category 1. Those with fixed stem-stress are by far the
largest group; the nouns XpdM (masculine), 'wina (feminine),
and 6OJ6TO (neuter) may be taken as representative of this
group, called class 1.1; each has only one SF (with two
phonetic realisations): ['xr. ]/[' rx 1_ [',ip1-/['1i1-
and [biot-/[brt. respectively. Stress is fixed
throughout their inflectional paradigm, and plays no part in
distinguishing the different word-forms which occur.
A smaller group of nouns, class 1.2, displays fixed
desinence-stress. These words may be represented by the noun
npau.iá. The stress falls on the desinence of all word-forms,
and, as before, there is only one SF:
Some neuter nouns such as O'.IKO also appear in this class.
Some words traditionally classed alongside these,
however, in fact appear to have two SFs. The noun KO6ypa has
the following pattern:
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[k'r] / [k'ç1	 [kA'br
Koypa	 KOyp
KO6ypy
KO6ypL
Koypé
KO6YPOH
Ko6ypaM
Ko6ypaMIl
Ko6ypax
Here, recourse is made to the concept of yC.)1ó6-1oe yapéi-nie, or
theoretical stress (also known as conditioned or necessitated
stress) as formulated by Zalizniak (1964) . This concept is
important in the classification of the stress-patterns not
only of nouns, but of other word-classes also. It is a way of
dealing with the zero-desinence forms that occur, for
example, in the N/ASg of masculine nouns, and the GP1 of many
neuter and feminine nouns, such as Koypá above. (Zalizniak in
fact assigns theoretical stress to all word-forms, stating
that this coincides with the actual stress for all except
zero-desinence forms; for the purposes of the present study,
however, the concept of theoretical stress need only be
referred to where there is a zero-desinence). The masculine
noun CTOJi, for example, has a zero-desinence in the N/ASg; it
is thus impossible to know synchronically whether the stress
is on the stem, and the desinence unstressed, or whether the
stress is on the desinence, which since it is zero and thus
non-syllabic, cannot be stressed, and therefore 'passes the
stress back' onto the stem (cf Mustajoki 1981)
Since there is, in Zalizniak's opinion, never a
difference between the stress of the NSg and the DSg, or
between the GP1 and the DPi (although a few exceptions to
this are pointed out by Worth, 1968, and other writers, see
below), Zalizniak proposes taking the stress of the DSg as
indicating the theoretical stress of a zero-desinence NSg,
and the stress of the DPi as indicating the theoretical
stress of a zero-desinence GP1 (a similar approach is found
in Red. and many other writers). It should be noted that the
dative case is not considered hierarchically superior to
other word-forms in the paradigm, or of pre-eminent
importance in processes of analogical change; it is merely
i.27
useful from a classificatory point of view as representative
of the oblique cases in the Sg or P1 sub-paradigm.
Assigning the NIASg or GP1 the stress of the dative of
the relevant number is desirable not least from the point of
view of economy. CT6JI can now be classed as having fixed
desinence-stress in all forms, rather than stem-stress in the
N/ASg, and desinence-stress in all other forms. It can thus
be put in the same class as the feminine noun npaujá. Likewise,
the GP1 of c6Bo can be taken as having theoretical
desinence-stress, stress falling of necessity on the stem,
owing to the zero-desinence. Thus cJl6Bo may be considered
desinence-stressed throughout the P1, as opposed to
desinence-stressed in all forms of the P1 apart from the
stem-stressed GP1. This greatly reduces the number of stress
classes which must be posited.
The special treatment of the GP1 is also justified from
other points of view. The GP1 often seems to have an
intermediary role in the P1 sub-paradigm, floating in
allegiance between the N/APi on the one hand (NP1 for animate
nouns), and the D, I, and PP1 on the other. The assigning of
theoretical stress to forms with a zero-desinence may also be
justified from a historical point of view, on those occasions
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where, in the opinion of some writers, stem-final stress'>has
arisen from the loss of a stressed desinential jer; however,
it should be emphasised that there is no implication that all
word-forms assigned theoretical desinence-stress historically
contained a stressed jer.
Whilst a minority of writers reject or ignore the
concept of theoretical stress (see Chapter 2), and some
accept it partially (eg only in the case of zero-desinence
GP1 forms, or just for the N/ASg of masculine nouns), the
majority of writers accept theoretical stress either openly
or implicitly. It is particularly favoured by those examining
the systematic functioning of Russian word-stress and
concerned with the 'grammatical' function of stress, for
example its distinguishing of direct from oblique cases in
nouns (see below). From this point of view, as 
wellLin its
reduction of the number of different stress classes
identified, it both clarifies and simplifies the presentation
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of Russian stress, and forms an important part of the
classification system presented in this study.
To return to our discussion of data, it will now be seen
that Ko6ypá has in reality fixed desinence-stress in all
forms except the stem-stressed GP1, which has a zero-
desinence. It shows a two-way SF contrast, with SF2 occurring
in the GP1 only. Since the theoretical stress of the GP1 is
desinential, however, Ko6ypa and words like it are in this
study placed in the relevant stress class (ignoring the GP1),
and the code 'G' added after the class number; the letter 'G'
indicates that the GP1 is involved in an SF contrast, being
stressed on the last syllable of the word (the stem-final
syllable) owing to its zero-desinence. Thus KOP is given
the code l.2G, since it follows the pattern of npawá in all
forms except the GP1. Examples are also found amongst neuter
nouns, eg TOpeciBo 1.2G.
CT61 and other masculine nouns are treated in the same
way. As soon as the SF [ls1] is heard, the hearer decodes
this information as indicating the N/ASg; if the SF [tj.1-/
Ls ,3— is heard, on the other hand, the word-form is already
marked as being in a different Sg case or belonging to the P1
number. This is demonstrated diagrammatically below:
['o1]
CTOJ1 CTO1a
CTO1y
CTOJIOM
CTo1e
CTO
CTO.)165
CTO)JaM
CTO1aMI1
cToJlax
Nouns like CT61 follow the same pattern as other fixed
desinence-stressed nouns, except that in the N/ASg they have
a zero-desinence with theoretical desinence-stress. Following
the method used in the above, nouns like ci6i are marked
l.2N, where the letter 'N' indicates that the N/ASg is
involved in an SF contrast, being stressed on the last
syllable of the word (that is, stem-finally) owing to its
3epKaJl3epKa,lo
3épKa?Ja
3épKa1y
epKaJ1oM
3epKa1e
3epKaJla
3epKaJlaM
3PKMM
epax
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zero-desinence. The 1.2N nouns yrOpb and ?roi are stressed,
exceptionally, stem-initially in the N/ASg.
Nouns such as r6po, 6éper, npocéccop (masculine) and nóie
(neuter) show an SF contrast between the Sg and P1. Class
2.1, which contains these nouns, is composed of around two
hundred and fifty masculine nouns, and a few neuter nouns. In
the same class belong words such as ziéiio, marked 2.1G. There
are around twenty monosyllabic-stemmed neuter nouns like zié.10
following this pattern.
The nouns MaC.)1O and K)I(BO are also 2.1G. but with
certain peculiarities: MaCJ1O gains an unstressed fleeting
vowel in the GP1 MkeJ1, and the GP1 KK8B is stressed stem-
initially, as in the Sg, rather than stem-finally.
A few dissyllabic-stemmed nouns such as 3épKaJ1O show the
same SF contrast of Sg and P1 (N/ASg 3epKaJO, N/APi 3epKa,la
Since these words have dissyllabic stems, however, the zero-
desinence of the GP1 3epKa,1 has a distinct, third SF. The SFs
found are thus are follows:
SF1	 SF2	 SF3
';rk1]-f [1, rk V)- 	[rkt..'1] -	 [;i..r'ko..l -J
In line with the approach presented above for the treatment
of zero-desinences, the GP1 is considered to have theoretical
desinence-stress, and assigned to the same class as n6,ie (2.1)
but with the addition of the code 'g', thus 2.1g. The use of
lower case 'g' signifies a three-way distinction, with SF3
found in the GP1; SF3 is a distinct SF, not coinciding with
SF1 (Sg) or SF2 (P1 except the GP1) . Nouns marked with the
letter 'g' either have polysyllabic (most often dissyllabic)
stems, or have a fleeting vowel which appears in the GP1
only.
A small group of words like ó3epo and 3HáM q show the SF
contrasts found in pattern 2.1, but with P1 word-forms
stressed stem-finally, rather than desinentially. On closer
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examination, however, it emerges that all the other words
showing this pattern of stress have suppletive P1 forms, viz
epeBo, K6JOC, 66o, noo3, KáMeNb (with P1 KaMéHb q ), and the Sg and
P1 stress patterns may be considered separately (see below)
Nouns such as 3Be3a and cei6 contrast SFs in the Sg and
P1, like rópoi and n6ie (class 2.1); whereas class 2.1 nouns
contrast stem-stress in the Sg with desinence-stress in P1,
however, these nouns do the reverse, and are given the class-
number 2.2. They are thus treated as a subdivision of the
category of words which contrast SFs in the Sg and P1,
category 2. Class 2.2 contains around one hundred feminine
nouns like 3B3	 and fifty neuter nouns like cei6.
It should be noted, in passing, that the zero-desinence
of the GP1 of 3ea and ceji6 presents no difficulties;
membership of the P1 paradigm is indicated clearly by the [o]
vowel of the stem, and no recourse needs to be made to the
concept of theoretical stress.
Words such as cecTpá stand in a similar relationship to
3Be3a as 3epKa10 does to ié.,io. The GP1 cecTep (this is in fact
A/GP1, but this is ignored for the purposes of this analysis)
has a zero-desinence, and is stressed on the last syllable of
the stem, with a fleeting vowel carrying this stress, thus
creating a third SF; this is despite the fact. that the other
P1 case-forms have stem-initial stress, which would be
expected for the GP1 also. Words following this pattern are
given the code 2.2g. The following words have been identified
(variously by Worth 1968; Shapiro 1986; Nesset 1994) as
following this pattern, or having variants that create this
pattern: KOJiblibO, KpbIJlbLibó, Lib6, 051, rJMHO, OKHO, cecTpa. The nouns
cyb, CeM	 and CBHHb also belong to this group, or have
variants which create this pattern; the GP1 is again stressed
unexpectedly stem-finally, stress falling on a fleeting e,
inserted before the stem-final [j].
A third major pattern is represented by the masculine
noun 3S6. SF1 C' pJf['zu]_/L'*.i]found in the Sg and the
N/AP1, contrasts SF2 [LQ'b\- in the other P1 cases. Again, the
phonetic realisations of SF1 and SF2 differ in their vowel
quality. This group - category 3 - contains approximately
fifty masculine nouns, 120 or so feminine nouns, most of
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which have a zero-des inence in the NSg, eg Béujb, KpéfloCTb, Ho'-Ib,
and the neuter nouns xo and 6K0, if they are taken as forming
one declension with their P1 forms ?WM, 6-11.1 ) which are
originally the N/A dual of the i-stem declension.
Category 4 contains words following the pattern of ry6â
and NO3p. The nouns Ho3flp, ce'-iá and COflJi contrast the SF of
the N/APi (eg [r4ç3 ) with the SF of all other cases (eg
rrA'zdc]- ) . Most other nouns in this category, however, are
like ryá, and have theoretical desinence-stress (by
comparison with the DP1) in the zero-desinence GP1; the SF of
the GP1 is the same as that of the N/AP1 - 	 -
and these words are consequently classed as 4G. Category 4
also contains a few neuter nouns such as TaBpó, pMO, n..ne.ió and
KpbMbuó. Many nouns which have been placed in this class have
variant forms, and are discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
rBo3nb, KoHb, rpy	 and '-lepBb display the same pattern of
SF oppositions, in all cases except the NSg (for animates) or
N/ASg (for inanimates). Like CT61 (l.2N) , they are stem-
stressed in the N/ASg owing to their zero-desinence, and are
considered to have theoretical desinence-stress. For this
reason they are given the code 4N.
Categories 1, 2, 3 and 4 encompass the commonest
patterns of stress in nouns. Five further categories, the
first four of which contain only feminine nouns, each contain
fewer than twenty words. These categories are less
significant in that their membership is small, and that they
are non-productive in modern Russian; a great number of the
words assigned to these groups also show stress variants
which would place them in different categories. It is perhaps
appropriate to regard them as relics of an older system of
stress, now abandoned in the language. By the same token,
they are of particular interest for the present study, since
the high level of variation in their stress can be examined
in an attempt to find trends in the development of stress
mobility. The patterns are also significant from a synchronic
point of view, of course, since many of the words they
contain are of a high frequency (cf Tornow 1984:296-97).
Category 5 is represented by pyâ, which follows the
pattern of ryá (4G) except for the ASg, where the SF is the
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same as in the N/APi. It is classed as 5G, since, as with
ryà, the zero-desinence of the GP1 results in stem-stress in
this form. All nouns in category 5 in fact appear in class
5G, since they uniformly have a zero-desinence in the GP1.
Boá, representing category 6, follows the pattern of
3Be3a except for the ASg, which has the same SF as the P1
word-forms. In each of categories 5G and 6 there are between
fifteen and twenty feminine nouns.
Nouns such as CKcDBOpOa (4g) , rO1OBa (Sg) and 3MJl	 (6g)
like 3épKa71O (2.lg) and cecTpâ (2.2g), display a three-way SF
distinction, with SF3 used in a sole word-form, the zero-
desinence GP1. FoJloBa, for example, has SFs
C9olevIJ-	 and ['y'll; the last of these is an instant
indication to the hearer of the GP1. The stem is further
modified with some nouns, by the insertion of a fleeting
vowel; CKMb (4g) has GP1 CKaMei1, with a stressed fleeting-
vowel inserted before the stem-final [j], and a zero-
desinence; 3etYM2 (6g) has GP1 3eMé1b, with a stressed
fleeting-vowel and a zero-desinence.
The three final patterns which can be identified,
patterns 7, 8 and 9, each contain around five or fewer nouns.
Class 7N consists of the words B6Wb,J1O)Kb,pO)f(b, and 1IO66Bb (and
the derived Heo6oBb, which will not be further considered).
These words contrast the SF of the (stem-stressed) ISg, which
is shared with the zero-desinence N/ASg, with the SF found in
all other (desinence-stressed) cases, Sg and P1, where these
word-forms exist. In all cases except the N/ASg and ISg, the
only stem vowel or, where there are two stem vowels, the
second stem vowel, is lost. The code N is added since it is
considered that the N/ASg has theoretical desinence-stress
(by comparison with the stress of the DSg)
Category 8N (first classed separately by Zalizniak, see
1967:156) contains the words rp11b, 6Cb, CTéflb and r.i s w. They
have the same pattern as class 7N nouns in the Sg, but the
N/APi has the same SF as the N/ASg and ISg; r?wb is only
found in the Sg, but does not feature the stem vowel loss
characteristic of class 7N nouns.
The anomalous ISg form of words belonging to categories
7 and 8 receives a different analysis in the work of Worth
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(1968) and Stankiewicz (1979, first published 1972). These
writers posit a stressed zero in the ISg desinence (ie -'Øju)
which automatically passes the stress to the left, onto the
stem-final syllable. This allows words belonging to class 7N
to be placed in class 1.2 (fixed desinence-stress), and words
in class 8N to be placed in class 4. However, under this
approach one is forced to assign theoretical desinence-stress
to forms which have unstressed desinences; the present study
thus follows Zal. in assigning separate classes to these
words, which are, in any case, the object of special study.
Worth's analysis of the nouns 3aeM, HaeM, and compounds nepeHaeM,
nepe3aeM (see Chapter 2) is also rejected; they are considered,
with nepën, to follow pattern 1.1, with an exceptional N/ASg
form, stressed stem-finally.
Category 9, the final category, contains only the words
eTH and wnii. These may be considered to be the suppletive P1
forms of pe6ëHox and IleJioBéK. It is thus of dubious value to
combine the Sg and P1 stress patterns of these words and
consider the resulting pattern, as many writers do, including
Zalizniak (1963, but not 1975). In the present study, the Sg
forms are treated separately, and placed in class 1.1. The
unusual stress pattern of the P1 forms gives category 9; the
SF in the N, ID and P. which have stem-stress, contrasts with
the SF of the G and I, which have desinence-stress.
Likewise, on other occasions where suppletive Sg or P1
forms are found, the two sub-paradigms should be treated
separately in terms of their stress patterns. Suppletive P1
forms, stressed stem-finally (N/AP1 in 
-b ), exist for a few
nouns such as nIICT, KpI6K, flT and CK; nouns such as KOJ1OC and
epeBo, with suppletive P1 forms, have been discussed above;
suppletive P1 forms (NP1 in -Ta ) are also found for LIJeHOK,
6ecéHoK and '.IePTëHOK; and the noun aaHIii has suppletive Sg
forms, containing the singulative suffix -IH; Me-lTa has the
suppletive GP1 form Me'ITáHHII. It is clearly inappropriate to
design new stress categories to account for the patterns
which are found if the suppletive forms are considered
together with the regular forms.
This completes the survey of most of the nouns of modern
Russian. It will be noted that categories 1, 2, 3 and 4
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contain the great majority or Russian nouns, whilst
categories 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 contain in total under fifty
items.
The logic of the numbering system used in the categorisation
introduced above, and given in table form below, can be
explained as follows: a number is given to each different
pattern of contrasting SFs, that is, each different
category. Category 1 thus contains words where there are no
SF contrasts; category 2 contains words where the SF found in
all P1 word-forms contrasts with the SF found in all Sg
forms; and so on for the other categories. In this way, as
presented above, categories 1 to 9 are found.
The categories are further divided into different
classes, primarily on a morphemic basis. Categories 1 and 2
are subdivided by decimals (.1, .2) into four classes. Nouns
belonging to the class bearing the decimal .1 have stem-
stress in the Sg (or throughout), whilst those belonging to
the class bearing the decimal .2 have desinence-stress in the
Sg (or throughout) . It is thus possible to refer to classes
1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.
The letters 'G', 'g' and 'N', which may appear after the
class number, indicate that the word in question varies from
the pattern of that class in certain word-forms. These word-
forms have an unexpected SF contrast arising in a form with a
zero-desinence. The code 'N' indicates that the N/ASg (in
inanimate masculine nouns) has a zero-desinence and a
contrasting SF (eg CT6.1 ). 'G' and 'g' indicate that the GP1
has a zero-desinence and a contrasting SF; 'G' is used where
the SF found in the GP1 contrasts with that of the D pi, and
the noun thus displays a two-way SF contrast (eg KO6ypá ); 'g'
is used where the appearance of a new SF in the GP1 creates a
three-way SF contrast (eg ro.,'loB )
The categorisation thus works on three levels: the whole
category numbers refer to the distinctive level (of SF
contrasts); the decimal numbers refer to the morphemic level;
and the single-letter codes 'N', 'G' and 'g' indicate SF
contrasts which occur in the environment of a zero-desinence.
1.20
1 . 2N
2.1
2 . 1G
2.2
3
4
4C
4N
5G
6
7N
8N
9
Three-way
Class
2 . lg
2 .2g
4g
5g
6g
SF3
GP 1
GP1
GP 1
GP 1
GP 1
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The system of categorisation is summarised in the tables
below. The first table lists all the classes and their
variants; the SF which has the stress on the earliest
syllable is arbitrarily called SF2; word-forms not listed
have SF1:
Table 3.1. Stress classes in nouns
No SF contrasts:
Class	 Example
1 . 1	 XPM, .JlHna, 60.J1OTO
1 .2	 flpaLUa, O'-IKO
Two-way SF contrast:
Class	 Example	 SF2
Ko6ypa, TOp)KeCTBO
CTO1
r6po.n, n6ie
e'7O
3Be3a, ceJlo
36, ?xo, HO-1b
Ho3np
ry6, nie'-ió
IO3flb
pyKa
Boza
71O)t(b
fl3yJlb
eTF1
SF contrast:
Example
3epKaJlo
cecTpa
CKOBOPO1Ia
roioá
3MJ1l
GP1
N/ASg
All Sg
All Sg, GP1
All P1
All Sg, N/AP1
N/AP1
N/AG P1
N/ASg, N/APi
ASg, N/AGP1
ASg, All P1
N/AISg
N/AISg, N/APi
NDPP 1
SF2
All Sg
NADI PP 1
N/APi
ASg, N/APi
ASg, N/ADIPP1
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The next table lists just the larger categories which
are found according to the distinctive approach; the forms
given as 'contrasted' could, of course, equally be replaced
by those they contrast with:
Table 3.2 Contrasted word-forms in noun stress categories
Category	 Contrasted forms
1
2
	
All Sg
3	 All Sg, N/AP1
4
	
N/APi
5
	
ASg, N/APi
6	 ASg, All P1
7
	
I Sg
8	 ISg, N/APi
9	 NDPP1
The following codes may be added:
C	 GP1 also has contrasting SF
N	 N/ASg also has contrasting SF
g	 GP1 has contrasting, third SF
5 only occurs as 50 and 5g
7 and 8 only occur as 7N and 8N
The morphemic stress of the classes is given below.
Words of certain declensions will have a zero-desinence in
the N/ASg (NSg for animates) or the GP1; where this is so,
the table gives the theoretical stress of such word-forms.
Table 3.3 Morphemic stress of noun classes
daBs 1.1
Sg-------
N	 stem
A	 stem
C	 stem
D	 stem
I	 stem
P	 stem
P1-------
N	 stem
A	 stem
G	 stem
D	 stem
I	 stem
P	 stem
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Class 1.2
- Sg	 -
N	 des.
A	 des.
C	 des.
D	 des.
I	 des.
p	 des.
Class 2.1
sg------ -
N	 stem
A	 stem
G	 stem
D	 stem
I	 stem
P	 stem
Class 2.2
Sg------ -
N	 des.
A	 des.
G	 des.
D	 des.
I	 des.
P	 des.
Class 3
Sg-------
N	 stem
A	 stem
G	 stem
D	 stem
I	 stem
P	 stem
Class 4
Sg-------
N	 des.
A	 des.
G	 des.
D	 des.
I	 des.
P	 des.
Class 5
Sg-------
N	 des.
A	 stem
C	 des.
D	 des.
I	 des.
P	 des.
Class 6
Sg-------
N	 des.
A	 stem
C	 des.
D	 des.
I	 des.
P	 des.
P1-------
N	 des.
A	 des.
C	 des.
D	 des.
I	 des.
p	 des.
P1-------
N	 des.
A	 des.
G	 des.
D	 des.
I	 des.
P	 des.
P1-------
N	 stem
A	 stem
C	 stem
D	 stem
I	 stem
P	 stem
P1-------
N	 stem
A	 stem
G	 des.
D	 des.
I	 des.
P	 des.
P1-------
N	 stem
A	 stem
G	 des.
D	 des.
I	 des.
P	 des.
P1-------
N	 stem
A	 stem
G	 des.
D	 des.
I	 des.
P	 des.
P1-------
N	 stem
A	 stem
C	 stem
D	 stem
I	 stem
P	 stem
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Class 7
- Sg	 -	 -P1	 -
N	 des.	 N	 des.
A	 des.	 A	 des.
G	 des.	 C	 des.
D	 des.	 D	 des.
I	 stem	 I	 des.
P	 des.	 P	 des.
Class 8
Sg	 P1
N	 des.	 N	 stem
A	 des.	 A	 stem
C	 des.	 C	 des.
D	 des.	 D	 des.
I	 stem	 I	 des.
P	 des.	 P	 des.
Class 9
SgP1-------
N	 -	 N	 stem
A	 -	 A(=C)	 des.
C	 -	 C	 des.
D	 -	 D	 stem
I	 -	 I	 des.
P	 -	 P	 stem
SF contrasts are found systematically where there are
forms with zero-desinences. If one ignores for a moment such
SF contrasts, many of which occur 'automatically', since a
zero-desinence cannot be stressed, the simplicity of the
patterns of SF contrast, and the grammatical distinctions
drawn by them, are clearly seen. All but fifty or so nouns
follow stress patterns 1 (fixed stress), 2, 3 or 4 (all
mobile stress) . These three patterns of mobile stress are as
follows: an SF contrast of Sg versus P1 (category 2), an SF
contrast of the Sg and N/APi versus the rest of the P1
(category 3), and an SF contrast of the N/AP1 versus all
other forms (category 4).
It will readily be seen that this pattern of contrasts
can be further reduced to two types: an SF contrast of Sg
versus P1, and an SF contrast of direct cases - N and A -
versus oblique cases - G, D, I and P (cf KhazagerOv 1973:102-
106) . This can be seen in the table below; again, the forms
given as 'contrasted' could equally be replaced by those they
contrast with:
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Table 3.4 Contrasting forms in noun categories 2, 3 & 4
Category
	
Contrasting forms
2	 P1
3	 P1 oblique
4	 P1 direct
Categories 5 and 6 distinguish the ASg also. Category 5
has the same pattern of SF Contrasts as Category 4, with the
addition of the ASg to the group of contrasting cases;
Category 6 is like Category 2, with the addition of the ASg.
These categories can be viewed as a variation on patterns 4
and 2, and account for around forty of the remaining fifty
words.
Table 3.5 Contrasting forms in noun categories 5 & 6
Category
	
Contrasting forms
5	 (= 4 + ASg)	 P1 direct & ASg
6	 (= 2 + ASg)	 P1 & ASg
In a similar fashion, categories 7 and 8 represent
variations on patterns already encountered, additionally
distinguishing the ISg:
Table 3.6 Contrasting forms in noun categories 7 & 8
Category	 Contrasting forms
7	 (= 1.2 + ISg)	 ISg
8	 ( 4 -i- ISg)	 P1 direct & ISg
Category 9 uniquely contrasts the SF of the A/GP1 and
Ipi with the SF of the NDPP1.
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Variation
Many nouns may show variation in their stress, of one of two
types; they may vary between a pattern of fixed stress and
mobile stress, or they may vary in the particular pattern of
mobile stress they follow.
This study, necessarily restricted in size, investigates
instability of both types in the smaller groups of words with
mobile stress, classes 4 to 9. The size of these groups as
found in Zal. (calculated in Ilola & Mustajoki 1989), and
their size as in the lists further below, found by a
comparison of sources and relocation of some words (placed in
brackets to the right), is as follows:
Table 3.7 Noun stress category sizes
Category Example	 No. of words
4	 HO3J
	
48 (64)
5	 pyKa	 21 (19)
6	 BO1á	 15 (15)
7	 J1O)Kb	 5	 (5)
8	 4	 (3)
9	 eTM	 2	 (2)
95	 108
The theoretical membership of these groups was
established with reference to Red.. Comparison was made with
lists contained in Nesset (1994), and some further nouns were
also examined as a result of this. In addition, certain
feminine nouns, which Dingley (1989) suggests are moving into
class 8, are also included, as are all those listed in Red.
as having a special locative case word-form (sometimes called
the second prepositional form), which Dingley considers could
be the 'trigger' for their change of pattern. The locative
case word-form is defined as that which follows B or Ha, where
these prepositions indicate location, not movement; the
prepositional case is typically found after the preposition 0.
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Information about the stress of the various word-forms
belonging to these lexemes was then gathered from OS, Red.,
and A&O. Where one or more of these sources indicated the
existence of stress variation, or where its existence was
demonstrated by disagreement between the sources, word-forms
were placed in short sentences and tested in the survey.
Where variation was recorded for the DPi, IP1 or PP1,
generally only one of these three forms was tested, the data
for one of these cases being taken as representative of all
three; in the case of feminine nouns contrasting the stress
of the PSg and the LSg, the cases for which variation was
recorded were tested.
Research carried out by Nesset (see Nesset 1994)
indicates that there may be variation, even where this is not
recorded in standard reference works. It is not clear,
however, whether his informants are all speakers of standard
literary Russian, and the results of his research are not
presented in a form which allows statistical comparison with
data from the present study.
In the tables below, items have been re-assigned
according to the classification presented above. Some
dictionaries place certain lexemes in different classes from
those below, and the evidence of the survey indicates that
this should, in fact, be so; for the present, however, items
are left in the classes assigned to them by Red'kin. If
Red'kin places them in more than one class, a single class is
chosen below, although no implication should be drawn from
the nature of this choice.
The table below shows the nouns assigned by Red'kin to
category 4, which demonstrate no variation according to OS,
Red., or A&O, and which were not investigated as part of this
study; nouns appearing in brackets are compound nouns. It
should be noted that the pluralia tantum nouns included in
this class by Red'kin, and given in the two lists below,
could equally be classified as belonging to class 3, from a
synchronic standpoint. Some variant stress forms, which would
give a different stress pattern, have been omitted from the
lists below; such variation is examined in detail in Chapter
5:
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
BIIHH
BJ1aCTFI
Zlpó)IOKM
KPCTH
KM
MOWM
6801W1
CHH
Cél-ill
CJII6HII
P1 tanturn
P1 tantum
P1 tantum
P1 tantuin
P1 tantum
P1 tanturn
P1 tantum
P1 tantum
P1 tantum
P1 tantuin
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Table 3.8 Category 4 nouns not showing variation
I, axe in a	 Gender	 C1aBB
80)K)f(á	 f	 4
H3p	 f	 4
cBe'iá
	
f	 4
con'1
	 f	 4
ry6á
	
f	 4G
flT
	 f	 4G
c)1e3a	 f	 4G
npoc4opá
	
f	 4g
(copBMro1oBá)	 f	 4g
rBó3b	 rn	 4N
LIepBb	 In	 4N
The table below shows nouns assigned by Red'kin to class
4, which do demonstrate variation according to OS, Red., or
A&O; this group was investigated in the survey. The six nouns
at the end of the list were also examined in this study, as
Nesset suggests that they either belong to class 4 (cáéHb,
yro1b, CyzIbá ) or have substandard variants which follow this
pattern (66p, r/cb, )1oKoTb ) . The meanings of all lexemes
examined in the survey are given in Chapter 5:
4
4
40
4G
4G
4G
4G
4G
40
40
4G
40
4G
4G
40
40
4g
4g
4g
4g
4g
4g
4g
4g
4g
4g
4N
4N
4
4
4
4
4
4g
4g
4g
4g
4g
4g
4N
4N
4N
4N
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Table 3.9 Category 4 nouns showing variation
Lexeine	 Gender	 C1aIB
o6 )Ka
6oxá
5o1Ha
rpná
KI171a
KOWMa
Me,Ka
CK1P
cKo6a
cierá
CTpc4a
Tpofla
Luená
ne'-ió
TaBpO
)KeJle3a
KonHa
flpOCBIlpâ
I1POCTbIH
CKMbl
cepbra
CKOBOPO
cio6oiá
CyIb
KpbIJlbUO
rpy3llb
KOHb
KJ1eWM
óTpythl
flOMO'-1I1
pobI
LjepBIl
66HbI
eHbn1
IpOBHI1
flOXOpOHbI
ca)KeHb
Cyb6a
Bóp
r?Cb
16KoTb
yroJlb
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
nt
nt
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
m
nt
m
in
P1 tantum
P1 tantum
P1 tantum
P1 tantum
P1 tantum
P1 tantum
P1 tantum
P1 tantum
P1 tantum
f
f
In
In
m
In
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The next table shows the one lexeme assigned by Red'kin
to class 5 which is not subject to variation according to Os,
Red., or A&O:
Table 3.10 category 5 nouns not showing variation
Lexeme
	 Gender	 Class
pyKá
	 f
	
5G
The rest of the members of class 5 are subject to
variation:
Table 3.11 category 5 nouns showing variation
Gender	 Class
f
	 50
t
	 5G
f
	
50
f	 50
f
	
50
f
	
50
f
	 50
f
	
5G
f
	
5g
f	 5g
f
	
5g
f
	
5g
f
	 5g
f
	
5g
f
	 5g
f
	 5g
f
	
5g
Lexame
ropa
KpOXa
Hora
nop
cpeiá
CTeHa
CTpOKa
weKa
6o...'loHa
opoa
6OpO3iia
opoHa
TO 11O a
2oCKa
noJ'oca
CKOpOIa
CTOPOHa
Clase
6
6
6
6
6g
Gender
f
f
f
f
f
Lexeme
prá
ywa
3FIMa
CrwlHa
8ecHa
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The next table shows Red'kin's class 6 nouns, for which
no variation is found according to OS, Red., or A&O:
Table 3.12 category 6 nouns not showing variation
The remaining class 6 nouns, for which variation is
found, are as follows:
Table 3.13 category 6 nouns showing variation
Lexeme	 Gender	 Class
Bepcla
	
f
	 6
BOIa
	
f
	
6
ap
	
f
	
6
H368	 f
	 6
KOCa
	 f
	 6
ilOpa	 f
	 6
peKa	 f
	 6
LeHá
	
f
	 6
6.ecHa
	
f
	 6g
3eMJ1	 f	 6g
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
KéTb
06b
Mb
]IepMb
?yCb
TBépb
T6Mb
t, sg tanturn
f, Sg tantum
f, Sg tantuin
f, Sg tantum
f, Sg tantum
f, Sg tantum
f, Sg tantum
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The next table shows Red'kin's class 7 nouns; no
variation is found for these nouns according to Os, Red., or
A&O. Stress falls on the stem of the ISg, stem-finally for
.W0606b; the N/ASg (NSg for BOWb ) and ISg are the only forms
with a syllabic root for BOWb, J1O)t(b and p6b.
Table 3.14 Category 7 nouns not showing variation
Lexeme	 Gender	 Cla
r.)lywb	 f, Sg tantum	 7
f, Sg tantum	 7
BOWb
	
f
	 7
J1O )f(b	 f	 7
po)Kb	 f	 7
Nesset (from Zalizniak 1967:166, footnote 56, based on
information in ylinskii 1960) adds the toponyms listed
below; these are, however, beyond the scope of the present
study:
Table 3.15 category 7 toponyms
L e xe me	 Gender	 ClaBB
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Zalizniak places riywb and the three nouns below in what
we have called class 8; the three show variation in one or
more of the sources consulted:
Table 3.16 Category 8 nouns showing variation
Lax ama	 Gender	 Class
flDy1b
	
f
	
8
OCb	 f
	
8
CTeflb	 f	 8
These three and the other third declension feminines
listed below are recorded by Red'kin or Nesset as displaying
a prepositional-locative contrast of stress. This contrast is
thought by some (see Bulakhovskii 1954:162; Kip., p.24;
Dingley 1989:5) to be the trigger for innovation in the
stress of the Sg. The list thus also includes some words not
included in Red'kin's list, but examined by Dingley. The
following table shows those for which variation is not
recorded by the sources:
Table 3.17 3rd declension f nouns with PSg-LSg contrast, no variation
Lax ama	 Gander	 Feature
PCb	 f, Sg tantum	 PSg versus LSg
Cehb	 f, Sg tantum	 PSg versus LSg
'IéCTb	 f, sg tantum	 PSg versus LSg
WépCTb
	
f
	
PSg versus LSg
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The next table shows those for which variation is
recorded by one or more of the sources:
Table 3.18 3rd deci. f nouns with PSg-LSg contrast, showing variation
Lexexne
6pOBb
r.?ly6b
r6pCTb
rp q3b
1lBépb
K./IéTb
K6CTb
KPOBb
H6'.lb
Má3b
MéJlb
Mé1b
flét-b
fl)lOTb
CB3b
CTb
TéHb
TI1Wb
ltéflb
'-I8CTb
WéJib
flbiJb
Gender
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f, Sg tantum
Feature
PSg versus LSg
PSg versus LSg
PSg versus LSg
PSg versus LSg
PSg versus LSg
PSg versus LSg
PSg versus LSg
PSg versus LSg
PSg versus LSg
PSg versus LSg
PSg versus LSg
PSg versus LSg
PSg versus LSg
PSg versus LSg
PSg versus LSg
PSg versus LSg
PSg versus LSg
PSg versus LSg
Psg versus LSg
PSg versus LSg
PSg versus LSg
Psg versus LSg
PSg versus LSg
Two nouns form category 9; both show variation:
Table 3.19 Category 9 nouns showing variation
Lax a me	 Gender	 Class
éTM	 P1 tantum	 9
P1 taritum	 9
This concludes our initial examination of variation in noun
stress.
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b) PreDositions
In certain combinations of prepositions followed by nouns or
numerals, the stress may be displaced from the noun or
numeral onto the preposition; the preposition, an otherwise
unstressed proclitic, gains main stress, and the noun or
numeral, otherwise bearing main stress, becomes unstressed.
This movement, with very few exceptions (see below), takes
place from a monosyllabic noun or numeral, or from a
polysyllabic noun or numeral stressed on its first syllable.
Such combinations of stressed prepositions followed by
unstressed nouns or numerals will henceforward be called
'preposition + noun/numeral phrases'; this phenomenon is
usually referred to in Russian as nepeHóc yapéHn Ha npeziiiór.
This can be seen as a reversal of the normal roles of
'clitic' and 'non-clitic' . The proclitic preposition has
become the carrier of main stress, and the noun or numeral
has become an enclitic; the process of de-stressing a noun or
numeral after a stressed preposition will henceforth be
referred to as 'encliticisation'; it is sometimes referred to
in Russian as 3HK.J1F3a.
This process can also be seen as a retraction of stress,
similar to that occurring in the past and pppS of some
prefixed verbs. The similarity between the two processes is
underlined by the fact that a great many verbal prefixes are
cognate with prepositions, and are historically derived from
them.
For this reason, it is interesting to compare the
prepositions which may bear the stress in preposition +
noun/numeral phrases, and the verbal prefixes which may
receive stress in past and pppS of verbs. The following
verbal prefixes may be stressed (list based on Ostrogorskaia-
Iakshich 1987, with some alterations)
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Table 3.20 Verbal prefixes which may be stressed
60-
Ebi- (always for perf verbs, never for impf)
-
38-
-
H8 -
OT -
nepe-
no-
noz-
flPFI -
npo -
03 -
co-
y-
B03- also occurs as a verbal prefix, but is never stressed.
Prepositions which may be stressed are as follows (list
based on Red., with some alterations); the cases they may be
followed by when stressed are also listed. As stated earlier
(see section 3)a)), the locative case word-form is defined as
that which follows e or Ha, where these prepositions indicate
location, not movement; the prepositional case is typically
found after the prepositions o or flM
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Table 3.21 Prepositions which may be stressed, with cases required
Preposition	 Cases required
3a
	
ASg, APi, ISg
Na	 ASg, APi, LSg
no
	
ASg, APi, DSg
113
	 GSg (masculine nouns generally in -y
	
e3	 GSg (masculine nouns in -y
CSg (masculine nouns in 
-y ), GP1
Co
	 GSg (masculine nouns in -)
no
	
ASg, APi, ISg
	
6)
	 ASg
ASg
GSg (masculine nouns in -y01
PSgnpll
GSgy
ASg, LSg
The table below compares the information in these two
tables, and gives all prepositions and verbal prefixes which
may be stressed.
Table 3.22 Prepositions and verbal prefixes compared
Form
BO
:io
3a
113
Ha
(6)
OT
no
noR'
npH
CO
y
6e3
HRI
nPO
nepe
P03
BbI
Prep.
,
4
"I
N'
N'
N'
'I
N'
'1
N'
•1J
Stressable
'I
'I
'I
N'
N'
-+
N'
N'
N'
N'
"I
N'
N'
N'
Verbal
prefix
N'
N'
N'
N'
N'
-+
N'
N'
N'
N'
N'
N'
N'
N'
N'
N'
"I
N'
Stres sable
'I
N'
N'
N'
N'
4
N'
N'
N'
N'
N'
N'
N'
N'
N'
N'
N'
N'
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-rjdv.
Thirteen forms occur as both 'stressable' verbal prefixes and
'stressable' prepositions:
60
:io
3a
H3
Ha
c6)
OT
no
flORI
npM
Co
y
Two forms occur as 'stressable' verbal prefixes, but
'unstressable' prepositions:
npo
Hall
Three forms occur as 'stressable' verbal prefixes but not as
prepositions at all:
nepe-
p03-
BbI -
One form occurs as a 'stressable' preposition, but not,
genetically, as a verbal prefix:
6e3
The degree of similarity in terms of 'stressability' is
clear; all prepositions which may be stressed in preposition
+ noun/numeral phrases also occur as stressable verbal
prefixes. Only the forms Hell and npo occur as both
prepositions and verbal prefixes, but are stressable only in
their latter capacity.
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i) PreDosition + noun ohrases
The nouns which have been identified (by Red., in comparison
with other sources) as appearing in preposition + noun
phrases are as follows:
Table 3.23 Nouns appearing in preposition + noun phrases
L e Xe me
éper
66x
66pT
pOBb
BepCTa
BeCTb
BéTep
Be'-lep
BI1
BOá
B03
B6.JIOC
BOPOT
ria
r6ioc
ro.i1oBa
rópo
ropá
Bepb
BOp
eHb
6M
1OCKa
ywa
3eMJlq
3IlMa
3?6
KOJI
KOH
KÔHb
KOCa
KpoBb
.,,lec
.11eTO
ió6
J1I'ó11
J1e
MI1p
Mope
M6CT
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He60
H3
Hora
H6C
H6!Ib
rMeló
nóji
nó.'ie
flOJTZeHb
fló.1Th1O'-Ib
nopá (6 ciix flop)
nó qc
peKa
po
POT
pyKa
c&
CBeT
cépe
CJ1ÔBO
CMepTb
CMeX
cHer
cóJlb
cóii
CflI-lHá
CTeHá
CT6J1
CTOPOHá
T6JII<
sxo
weK
uJ1
Uéflb
cleTBepTb
Generally, stress would be expected to fall on the first
syllable of the noun if it were not encliticised (see
Zalizniak 1985:21); the only exceptions to this are the
preposition + noun phrases n6BOpy,Ii6CTO.'iY I where stress
would fall on the noun desinence. The nouns occurring in
preposition ^ noun phrases generally display mobile stress in
their paradigms, although for some nouns fixed stress (or
variation in its pattern) has developed.
Encliticisatjon of the noun does not occur in all
possible combinations of the prepositions and nouns above,
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but only for certain combinations (see Chapter 5) . There is
variation between speakers, and between different sources,
for many such phrases, some stressing the preposition, some
the noun; all the phrases for which retraction was recorded
in at least one of the sources consulted were examined in the
survey.
Preposition + noun phrases are divided in this study
into those occurring as part of a larger set-phrase, and
those occurring more independently. Thus the preposition +
noun phrase HayWy occurs as part of the larger set-phrase
KK Bór Ha ywy flO)16KHT 'as the Spirit leads'. In.nó'ib Ha 60K
fall down on one's side', and ynaCTHa6OK 'to lie on one's
side', on the other hand, the preposition + noun phrase
occurs more independently; such occurrences can be grouped
according to the particular meaning of the preposition,
following Zal. (p.72).
Zal. (p.72) points out that stress retraction may only
occur for a specific meaning of a preposition + noun phrase
(eg Ha OM 'to be done at home', eg B3Tb pa6óTy Ha OM, but Ha
OM 'onto the house'). He further believes that retraction
onto some prepositions (3a, Ha and no in certain meanings) is
less likely to occur where the phrase is further extended in
some way (eg 33 ro., but 3a	 ii iie Mecta
Zalizniak (1985:21-22) implies a hierarchy, whereby
phrases are classed as follows: 'non-lexicalised or weakly
lexicalised' (phrase has many possible meanings, and stress
is not retracted if the meaning is an abstract or rarely
encountered one); 'highly lexicalised' (adverbialised
phrases, set-phrases, expressions with one specific meaning);
and 'fully lexicalised' (eg 3aMy)f(
The use of second genitive and specific locative forms
in 
-y for masculine nouns, which may be seen as relic forms in
the modern language, implies a high degree of such
'lexicalisation' . However, it proves rather difficult to
apply Zalizniak's hierarchy, and divide preposition + noun
phrases into those which are 'strongly' and those which are
'weakly' lexicalised. Indeed, contexts where stress would
almost certainly not be retracted can be devised for almost
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all preposition + noun phrases, except a few very abstract
ones.
Some writers (eg Wade 1992:419) believe that certain
preposition + noun phrases are typical of colloquial speech.
This stylistic factor would account for further variation in
the data.
ii) PreDpg itipn + numeral Dhrases
A process of encliticisation may also occur for numerals in
preposition + numeral phrases. The prepositions in question
and the case they require in these preposition + numeral
phrases are as follows:
Table 3.24 Prepositions appearing in preposition + numeral phrases
Preposition	 Case required
3a	 A
Ha	 A
no	 A
no	 A
60	 A
:io	 c
Co	 G
The following numerals (some cardinal, some collective)
have been identified (by OS, in comparison with other
sources) as showing retraction onto a preceding preposition:
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TablQ 3.25 Numerals appearing in preposition + numeral phrases
Lexemo
BoceMb
Bá, 1Bé, lBoe
esqTb
ecqTb
fl Rib
CéMb
COPOK
CT6
TpI, TpOe
WCTb
Once again, the form of the numeral required by the
preposition is always stressed on the initial syllable prior
to encliticisation. The cases required by the prepositions
seems to be unimportant from a phonetic point of view. It
will be noted that the numerals are almost always
uninflected, since the A form is the same as the N form. The
two prepositions requiring the G only occur in certain
preposition + numeral phrases with the numeral ció, G CT.
CT6 also occurs in preposition + numeral phrases with
prepositions requiring A, but both A and G word-forms undergo
post-tonic vowel reduction when encliticised, and become
homophones: sb]
An examination of various dictionaries (those listed in
the summary table) show that a variety of environments are
recognised by different dictionaries; listed below and in our
summary tables are all the different environments identified.
we introduce the following codes to describe the
environments; the symbol % is used to indicate a sentence or
phrase boundary:
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Table 3.26 Key to codes for different preposition + numeral phrases
Code
P+Num+N
P+Nurrt%
P+cpdNum
P+appNum
N+P+Num%
Explanation
preposition + numeral + noun
preposition + numeral (sentence-final)
preposition + compound or further defined numeral
preposition + approximate numeral
noun + preposition + numeral (sentence-final)
Here are examples of each type of environment; due to
considerations of space, the survey tested the environments
P+Num+N and P+Num% only:
Table 3.27 Examples of different preposition + numeral phrases
Code
P+Num+N
P+Num%
P+ cpdNuin
P+appNum
N+P+Num%
Example
Pa3e.,wi TOpT H Ba ceThléNTd!
?a3e.rn TY CMM Nd
5H Kyfll BoKy 3d COOK fl q lb py6.,ieii.
ropo 3d 11BSRTb KF1J1OMTpOB BCTI1 MéTpoD.
M'i yeIeM Nd Ba-TpH 1HI.
Mb'I ye1eM Nd IBd 11)111 TpII
Oi noéxaia TyIá róa Ha
Zal. (p.73) believes that stress retraction before
numerals depends not on the meaning of the prepositions, but
the context. The most regular stressing of the preposition
will occur in environment P+Num%. Stressing of the
preposition is preferred, but less regular, in the
environment P+Num+N. Realisations where the preposition is
not stressed are also possible for these two environments. In
the environment P-'-cpdNum, retraction does not generally
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occur. Both retraction and non-retraction are possible if the
numeral is followed by c norropâ or C noJrriHo.
Once again, full lexicalisation may occur, as is seen in
the adverbs HáBOe, háTpOe. The numerals BeHauaTb, TpHHáam,
nTHaLaTb, weCTHaLaTb, ceMHanLaTb, BoceMNaarb, 1eB qTHáLLaTb and
eBRHocTo also demonstrate lexicalised stress retraction.
This concludes our initial investigation of preposition +
noun and preposition + numeral phrases.
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c) Verbs
As stated previously (see introduction to Chapter 3 for
examples), the verb is initially divided into stem and
(inflectional) desinence; all verb forms are composed of at
least these two elements, although the existence of zero-
desinences is accepted. Everything preceding the inflectional
desinence is considered part of the stem (as in Zal.) . Stems
consist of at least a root, and perhaps one or more affixes
(prefix, infixes, suffixes); the reflexive particle may also
be found. If the non-desinential part of a word-form is a
root alone, it may still be referred to as a stem in this
study. Thus a verb-form may always be initially divided into
stem and inflectional desinence.
For simplicity's sake, verbal lexernes are referred to by
their infinitive forms, as is traditional. As was indicated
in the discussion of the NSg in nouns earlier, however, it is
not necessarily implied that this form is hierarchically
superior to other word-forms belonging to the same lexeme
(although it may often form the basis for analogical change,
see Khazagerov 1985:137-55).
It should first be determined which word-forms stand in
an inflectional relationship to each other, and which are
related by means of derivation. The imperfective and
perfective forms of verbs, although clearly related in many
senses (semantically, grammatically) are treated here as
different lexemes, since they cannot always be related
systematically to each other in terms of stress, or seen as
syrichronically related in terms of their inflection. There
the same stress pattern does apply to the imperfective and
perfective, however, as may becase with a perfective verb 6çtc
formed from the imperfective verb by prefixation, the two
forms are given together in the following manner: (no)TepTb.
The three main inflecting parts of the paradigm are the
pres/fut (note that this convenient label is used
consistently to refer to either present or future, as
appropriate), the past and the pppS. These three parts of the
verbal paradigm may be referred to as sub-paradigms. Often, a
similar patterning is found(the stress of the four forms of
i.61.
the past sub-paradigm and the four forms of the pppS sub-
paradigm; this is examined in detail, for certain verbs, in
Chapter 5.
Writers such as Red'kin (see Red.) set out to classify
verbal stress patterns by comparing the stress found across
all the word-forms belonging to one verbal lexeme. The
resulting scheme would be highly complex, and so it is
simplified by assigning stress classes according to the
pattern occurring in certain word-forms belonging to the
pres/fut and past sub-paradigms, and creating subclasses to
indicate the stress in other word-forms. One recent study
(Schütz 1989), whose approach is largely inspired by that of
Red., even ignores the stress properties of non-conjugated
verbal word-forms (participles, gerunds and infinitives).
Zal.'s system represents a considerable improvement on
this in terms of classificatory simplicity. As in Red., verbs
are assigned codes on the basis of the patterns of stress
found in the pres/fut and the past sub-paradigms; the two are
kept separate, however, by the use of a two-letter
classification. The stress of the non-conjugated verbal word-
forms is then predicted according to the morphological
category to which the verbal lexeme belongs, often simply
whether the verb is first or second conjugation.
This approach contrasts, at first sight, with that of
writers such as Stankiewicz (1979), Halle (1973), Feldstein
(1986), and, in her more recent work, Fedianina (1993). The
primary aim of these writers is to account for certain
restrictions on the distribution of patterns of mobile
stress, which they relate, for example, to the form of the
verb-stem, the presence or absence of a suffix vowel. Their
approach is different from that found in Zal., and from that
of the present study, in that they concern themselves not
with the function of mobile stress, but with formal
restrictions on it. The findings of these writers, however,
are to a certain extent incorporated into the present
investigation, and contribute to the development of an
economical and accurate classification of mobile stress
patterns.
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The present study follows the 'distinctive' approach
outlined in relation to nouns (see section 3)a) above) . Verbs
are categorised primarily according to their SF contrasts;
different categories are set up for verbs which show
contrasts in different sub-paradigms (pres/fut, past, and
pppS), or which show different patterns of stress within a
certain sub-paradigm. SF contrasts arising between the forms
of the pres/fut and those of the past are excluded from
consideration, since the two sub-paradigms do not stand in an
inflectional relationship with each other; indeed, the past
stem is typically formed by the addition of word-derivational
suffixes to the root. Moreover, as well as the addition of
the past tense suffix in the formation of the past, the root
is often subject to further alteration, as can be seen in the
example ep- (lSg pres/fut) versus 6pa-i-á (past f). This type
of alteration between sub-paradigms - relatively uncommon in
nouns, and very rare in adjectives - is typical of the verbal
system.
SF contrasts arising between the pppS and the form from
which it is derived are also considered to be subsidiary to
the contrasts found within sub-paradigms. One pattern which
regularly occurs for some types of verbs is the retraction of
stress by one syllable in the formation of the pppS. Here,
the SF, as well as the suffix and desinence, is a cue to the
fact that the word-form is a pppS form. Whilst not forming
the basis of the categorisation of stress patterns, the
stress movement occurring in this particular derivational
process can be indicated in the stress code given to the
verbal lexeme; this is explored in detail further below.
A comprehensive morphological classification of the data
is a necessary precursor to any analysis of verbal stress
mobility, as can be seen from the work of writers with very
different approaches (cf Zal., pp.T7-l42; Garde 1980:287-366;
Fedianina 1993:221; Gladney 1995). The present study makes
reference to the morphological classification proposed by
Zal.,, consisting of sixteen basic verb classes. This
morphological classification is chosen because it neatly
captures many of the distinctions of verbal stem-type which
are drawn attention to, albeit expressed in different terms,
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by writers such as Townsend (1968), Feldstein (1986) and
Fedianina (1993); indeed, many of the insights of these
writers are contained implicitly within Zal.'s system.
Sterns may differ between the pres/fut, past and pppS
sub-paradigms, as well as within these sub-paradigms. The
following types of alteration, some of which co-occur, may be
identified:
(i) a change of final consonant as a result of
palatalisation or final devoicing of obstruents, eg
past/fut lSg Ep-, stem Cvr']- versus 2Sg Bp-ewb, stem
['vS]-) past m ër, stem L'1,ok1, versus past f .er-i-á,
where stem consists of 	 and past suffix -[1]-;
(ii) a change of final consonant as a result of
processes of transformational palatalisation, ie
consonant mutation ('-1epeIoBáHIie COr.)1aCHbIX ), eg pres/fut
lsg cTpiir-y, stem	 versus 2Sg cTpM-ëwb, stem
[c r-L]-.,
(iii) the addition of a word-derivational suffix, eg
past f i1Ivá-1-a, with past suffix -[1]-, or pppS p1
npo-Mrpa-H-bi, with ppp suffix - [n] -;
(iv) the addition of a vocalic element, eg lSg roop-ió,
stem	 and past rn	 op-ii--D, where the stem
consists of tvA.'c1]- plus past suffix -[1];
(v) the addition of a consonantal element, eg pres/fut
lSg Kpa-I-?, stem Ckr,\'d]- versus past m Kpa-Jl, where the
stem consists of the root ['krc— plus past suffix -[1];
(vi) suppletion, eg pres/fut lSg 6ep-, stem [CrJ-,
versus past m pá-.'i-Ø, where the stem consists of C'br-cC\-
plus past suffix 
-[1]; pres/fut lSg )KM-?, stem [rn}
versus past rn icá-i-ø, where the stem consists of
plus past suffix 
-[1]; pres/fut lSg	 where the stem
is simply the root LL'-versus past f w-'i-á,where the
stem consists of the root [']- plus past suffix -[1]-.
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Alterations of type (i) and (ii), which are regular, and
often occur automatically, can be disregarded for the purpose
of this study. A mutation of the final consonant of the stem
may occur where there is fixed stress, eg pres/fut lSg cTpnr-?,
stem CsbrL'g]— cf 2Sg CTp1-eWb, stem CçC;J- or it may
coincide with a change in stress, eg pres/fut lSg HOW-,stem
versus pres/fut 2Sg HOCIIWb, stem
Alterations of type (iii) - the presence or absence of
word-derivational suffixes - are of great importance in the
process of interpreting a series of speech-sounds. They give
a clear indication to the hearer of the identity of the form
heard, its membership of a particular sub-paradigm. Thus it
is considered that SF contrasts occurring in word-derivation,
such as the formation of the pppS, are of a secondary nature
compared to those arising within the sub-paradigm.
Alterations of types (iv) and (v) are of some importance
from the point of view of the distinctive approach. A word-
form's membership of a particular sub-paradigm may be
established to the hearer by the presence or absence of a
particular stem vowel or consonant. Within the sub-paradigm,
also, the presence or absence of a s-tent- vowel may indicate
the person and number; in the pres/fut of the verb rOBOpTb,
thetem L3v'c-]- appears in lSg and 3P1 only, whilst the-
T	 (JOV	 .Ct'	 tcm [ v'ç-1-i€is found for the other forms. Stress,
however, functions independently of such alterations, drawing
no contrasts (as with the pres/fut of rOBOpFiTb above), or
contrasting pres/fut lSg with the remainder of the pres/fut
forms, as exemplified by the verb p3e.J1I1Tb, lSg and 3P1 stem
both lacking the thematic vowel -ii-, but differing in stress:
versus [fl-
Changes of type (vi), the appearance of suppletive
forms, occur with many verbs, and provide further evidence
that it is incorrect to construct a categorisation of verbs
on the basis of SF contrasts appearing between forms from
different sub-paradigms. The verb 6páTb, for example,
contrasts the stem in the infinitive and past,
with the pres/fut stem [L'r-]-/CbJCS--. In syllabic terms,
however, past f pa is stressed on the same syllable,
counting from the left, as pres/fut lSg 6ep?. This coincidence
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of syllabic stress is not important, and is disregarded in
this analysis.
In the case of ep? versus pa4'iá (type (vi)), and of
pa	 versus KpâJl (type (v)), the most significant cue to the
identity of the word-form is the stem used. At the same time,
the stress may give further information, or back up the
identification of the form. The pres/fut is distinguished
from the past primarily by the morphological shape of the
stem; having established that the word-form is part of the
past sub-paradigm, the SF and/or the desinence may be used to
indicate the gender and number. The SF in this instance
functions as an additional cue to gender and number, rather
than to tense.
System of stress
It will be recalled that the distinctive approach, as
presented in the discussion of nouns above, identifies
different stress forms (SFs); the morphemic approach, on the
other hand, contrasts desinences with stems. The
categorisation of verbs presented here follows the
distinctive approach, but is later extended to incorporate
elements of the morphemic approach. Examples are given below
of both imperfective and perfective verbs; perfective verbs
predominate, however, in order to allow comparison with
common pppS forms.
The distinctive approach assigns categories on the basis
of SF contrasts that occur within the pres/fut, past, or pppS
paradigm. The three patterns that are found are as follows:
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Category 1: no SF contrasts within the pres/fut, past or
pppS. Examples: ceiam, npo-IHTaTb, COCaTb, yKpáCTb.
pres/ fut:
past:
pppS:
ciéjiaio
céJ1aeWb
cfléJlaeT
cjéiai
czié.'iaia
céia'io
ceJ1aH
ce,.71aHa
cne.)laHo
Category 2: SF contrasts within the past (singling out the
past f), sometimes accompanied by SF contrasts within the
pppS (singling out the pppS f) . Examples: CO6P8Tb, 38aTb, 3aHm.
pres! fut:	 3OBy
3OBeWb
3oBeT
past:	 3BaJ1	 3BaJ'a
pppS:	 3BaH	 3BaHa
3BaHO
Category 3: SF contrasts in the pres/fut (singling out the
pres/fut lSg) Examples: MaIWlCáTb, CrIpOCHTb.
pres/fut:	 hanMw?
anwe
past:	 HanI1caJ1
HanhlcaJla
Hanhlca)10
pppS:	 HflI4CH
arwicaa
HflF1CHO
The past m and pppS m always have zero-desinences. As with
zero-desinence forms in nouns, these word-forms may be
assigned theoretical stress (see section 3)a) above), which
is taken to be that of the past nt or p1, and pppS nt or p1,
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respectively. Thus Han1caJ1 is interpreted as HanlicáJ1- 0, by
comparison with aniicaio, whilst HéC is interpreted as HeC- '0,
with theoretical desinence-stress, by comparison with Hec..'io
likewise, HeceH is assigned theoretical desinence-stress, by
comparison with HeceHo, roBOpeH is assigned theoretical
desinence-stress, by comparison with roBopeHó, and BO6ëH is
assigned theoretical desinence-stress, by comparison with
BJII06)leHo. Again, it should be remembered that there is no
implication that all word-forms assigned theoretical
desinence-stress historically contained a stressed jer.
Accepting theoretical stress allows us to place verbs such as
ecii and roaopm in category 1, beside CeaTb and flpo'*lTáTb,
and BJ1FOHTb in category 3, beside HanhlcaTb and CnpocMTb.
Information which is captured by a morphemic approach
such as Zal.'s can easily be added to our categorisation, by
a further division of the three categories described above
into different classes. Zal.'s approach assigns a two-letter
code, the first letter of which indicates which morpheme or
morphemes are stressed in the pres/fut, and the second of
which indicates which are stressed in the past. The pattern
of stress in the pppS is not reflected in these two-letter
codes, and is likewise ignored here for the time being;
information relating to which morphemes are stressed in the
pppS can be added at a later stage.
Category 1 verbs can be divided into three separate classes:
- class 1.1 contains verbs with fixed stem-stress in the
pres/fut and past, eg céJ1aTb
- class 1.2m contains verbs with fixed desinence-stress
in the pres/fut and past, eg HCCTF the letter 'm' is
added to indicate that the SF of the past m has a zero-
desinence, and contrasts the SF of the rest of the past;
- class 1.3 contains verbs with fixed desinence-stress
in the pres/fut, and fixed stem-stress in the past, eg
roBopHTb.
St em Dasinence
all
past
past m nt p1
*past m nt p1
pres/fut 2Sg+
all
pres/fut
pres/tut, past f
pres/tut, past f
pres/fut lSg
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Category 2 verbs have desinence-stress in the pres/fut, and
mobile stress in the past. Two types of mobility are found in
the past, giving two separate classes:
- class 2 verbs show stress movement in the past between
the root and the desinence, eg 3B8Tb
- class 2Px verbs show stress movement in the past
between the prefix and the desinence, eg 3HTb the
letters 'Px' are added to indicate this.
Category 3 can be renamed class 3, since all verbs in this
category have mobile stress in the pres/fut and stem-stress
in past, eg HarIIICaTb.
The following table suinmarises which morpheme is stressed in
the different word-forms, for each of the six classes.
Theoretical stress is referred to for the past m of l.2m
verbs.
Table 3.28 Morphemic stress in different verb classes
C1aSB	 Example
1.1	 C1é?1aTb
1.2m	 HCTF1
1.3	 rOBOpHTb
2	 3B8Tb
2Px	 3aHflTb
3	 Hanl1CaTb
*stressed on prefix
The following table sunimarises information as to which forms
have SF contrasts within a sub-paradigm:
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Table 3.29 SF contrasts in different verb classes
Class	 Example
1.1	 ceJaTb
l.2rn	 HCTI1
1.3	 roBopHTb
2	 3eaTb
2Px	 3HTb
3	 HanI4CaTb
SF'
past nt f p1
past rn nt p1
past m nt pl
pres/fut 2Sg+
SF2
past m
past f
past f
pres/fut lSg
Examples of each of the classes, drawn from the morphological
tables contained in Zal., are given below:
Table 3.30 Verb classes: examples
Class
1.1
1.2m
1.3
2
2 Px
3
Examples
e-, (c)ê1aTb, Tpe6oBaTb, TP6HyTb, (no)cTpóHTb, 0614.flelb,
(c)npTaTb, BbITb,	 rpeTb1 (Ha)éTb, OCTTb, 3a6b'ITb,
(npo)'.4I.iTáTb, (no)TepTb, (Ha)pvicoBám, (3a)TyweBáTb
(B)HeCT, (y) LlécTb, (c)6epi-ib, nepeTIi
ryTb, (3a)wTb, fl1Tb, MTb, MCáTb, COCaTb, noBepHyTb,
(no)xopoHTb, (3a)KpH LláTb, (no)BIlcéTb, (no)cJiáTb, TepeTb, yWM6MTb,
rOBopIlTb, (o)cMo . wTb, (co)KpywTb, (y)ToMTb, (no)w.nTb,
(y)KP8CTb, CTP'-1b, (pa3)rpb'I3Tb, flpCTb, fleTb
(co)6pám, (co)psáTb, 3BaTb ) B3Wrb, 3a'.ialb, (F13)Tb, (y)n1IiTb,
CJTb, (3a)KJ1scm
3aHm, nepéTb)
 Mepem, Naiam, 3)KF1Th
rHyTb, (H)ni1cáTb, (y)epáTb, (pac)cMolpém, (no)cTTb,
(y)Ko.Jlóm, 5JW06iTb, OC/HTb, â3JflTb
As indicated above, information relating to which morpheme or
morphemes are stressed in the pppS should now be added. The
pppS is first examined in terms of the patterns of stress
that occur in its formation (a derivational process)
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The formation of the pppS is often accompanied by a
process of stress retraction; verbs forming the pppS in this
way are given the code 'r'. This retraction may be of a
purely syllabic nature, bearing no relation to the lexeme's
morphemic structure; in this case, the stress of the pppS
falls one syllable further left (nearer the left word-
boundary) than in forms with a similar stem, eg flpO'-lHTaTb -
npoTaH, co6páTb - c6paH. On some occasions, however, the
retraction seems to be of a morphemic nature, -and stress
being retracted from the stem to the first syllable of the
prefix, eg nepeI-Tb - r1épeHT (see Ulukhanov 1991)
Most verbs with infinitives in -áTb/-m, and most
category 3 verbs (that is, those with mobile stress in the
pres/fut) show retracted stress in the pppS; a small group of
category 3 verbs are exceptional, showing desinence-stress in
the pppS, eg B1FO61Tb 3 (1 2m), giving B.JWo61eHa, SJ1F06.JleHó.
Some writers have suggested that the motivation for
stress retraction in the formation of the pppS is to enable a
clear distinction between the pppS and the past indicative
word-forms (see Khazagerov 1973:107); this is also seen as an
opposition between forms expressing the active voice and
forms expressing the passive voice (see Khazagerov 1985:106-
17) Such contrasts do indeed occur, as can be seen from the
following examples npo'-IHT - npoL1ITaH, HaflhlCa/1 - HarW1CaH. For many
verbs, however, this is not the case: retraction often does
not occur at all, eg
	
- 3aT, or retraction occurs in both
the past and the ppp5, eg 3aHJ1 - 3aHqT.
Three patterns of stress are traditionally identified
for the pppS sub-paradigm, as exemplified below:
1.1: fixed stem-stress:
CZIeJ18H
cnéJlaHa
ce.,1aHo
cé,1aHbI
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1.2m: fixed desinence-stress; the zero-desinence pppS m has a
different SF, and is assigned theoretical desinence-stress,
indicated by the letter 'm':
Hecell HeceHa
HeceHo
HeceHI
2: desinence-stress in pppS f, contrasting stem-stress in
pppS m, nt and p1; the SF of the pppS f contrasts that of the
other forms:
3BaH	 36aH8
3BÔHO
3BaHbI
Pattern 1.1 may occur where the pppS has been formed by
retraction; in this case, the letter 'r' is added to the
code, giving 1.lr:
I1POYHTaH
flpO'-IHTaHa
flpQ'IFTãHO
flpO'-iIlTaHbI
The same pattern l.lr may be found where stress has been
retracted onto the prefix:
co6paH
co6paha
CopaHo
có6paHbI
Pattern 2 also occurs where stress has been retracted onto
the prefix, in which case stress falls on the prefix in pppS
m, nt and p1, and on the desinence in pppS f; the code 2r is
used:
3aHqT	 3HT
3aHqTO
3aHqTbI
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The following table su.rnmarises which morpheme is
stressed in the different word-forms, for each of the three
patterns. Theoretical stress is referred to for the pppS m in
pattern l.2m:
Table 3.31 Morphemic stress in different pppS stress patterns
Pattern	 Example	 stem	 Desinence
(1.1)	 céJiaH	 all
(l.2m)	 Hecell	 all
(2)	 3BH	 pppS m nt p1	 pppS f
The next table suinmarises information as to which forms
have SF contrasts within the pppS sub-paradigm:
Table 3.32 SF contrasts in different pppS stress patterns
Pattern	 Example	 SF1
	
SF2
(1.1)	 C1éJ1aH
(l.2m)	 HeCëH	 pppS f, nt, pl	 pppS m
(2)	 3BáH	 pppS m, nt, pl	 past f
As stated above, category 2 verbs show stress mobility
in the past (singling out the past f), sometimes accompanied
by mobility in the pppS (singling out the pppS f). These are
the only verbs which may show mobility in the pppS, and thus
pattern 2 in the pppS is only found with verbs belonging to
classes 2 or 2Px.
The codes referring to the pppS may be placed in round
brackets, and given after the verb's stress class number, eg
Ce)aTb 1.1 (1.1), flpo'-lIlTaTb 1.1 (l.lr) , HeCTH l.2m (l.2m)
OrOBOpFTb 1.3 (l.2m) , 3BôTb 2 (2), 3HTb 2Px (2r) , B,71IO6MTb 3
(l.2m), HaflklcaTb 3 (l.lr), and so on. An examination of the
data contained in Zal. and other sources reveals that there
is no obvious correlation between the occurrence of stress
retraction in the formation of the pppS and mobility in the
sub-paradigms (pres/fut, past, and pppS). This confirms our
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assumption that stress mobility in the formation of the pppS
is of a different nature to that occurring in the inflected
sub-paradigms, being derivational in character.
Only the verbs eCTb, aTb and XOTeTb, and verbs with these
roots, have an irregular pattern of stress contrasts in a
sub-paradigm, in this case the pres/fut. The verbs Ko1e6áTb,
Ko1bIxaTb (Ko1biwy), and a1KáTb (áv.iy) stress a different syllable in
the pres/fut from that which is expected; b"iTb, fllaTb, Mó'-lb, 1élb,
npI1HTb,oTHTb, and some others with the same roots, have an
unusual combination of pres/fut and past patterns, but the
pattern within each sub-paradigm is not unusual. The
formation of the pppS is unusual in OC6él0MMTb - oCEe1oM1ëH.
This completes our categorisation of the patterns of
stress found in the inflected verbal sub-paradigms.
The corresponding reflexive forms of category 1 and category
3 verbs (including their subdivisions) show the same pattern
of stress. Reflexive forms of category 2 verbs (including
2Px), however, in contrast to their corresponding non-
ref lexive forms, often behave like l.2m verbs in the past,
displaying fixed desinence-stress, with certain variations.
The commonest pattern of stress, which will be referred
to as pattern i, is as follows: past f, nt, and p1 desinence-
stressed, and past m stressed on the syllable preceding the
reflexive particle. The past m can be assigned theoretical
desinence-stress, as in the non-reflexive past m of l.2m
verbs:
- pattern i
npoicq
npo1aJ'1acb
npoa,'1ocb
npozlalwlcb
This is taken as the basic pattern in this study; it is that
generally recommended by sources for most category 2 verbs.
Many reflexive category 2 verbs have stem-stressed
variants in the past nt and past p1. For some verbs, a stem-
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stressed variant is also found for the past f, although this
is considered colloquial (see AG §1622) . Their pattern is
thus as follows:
6pá?1c
5paJlaCb
paJ1OCb
paJ1F1Cb
The survey carried out in this study demonstrated that past
nt desinence-stress only occurs as a variant if past p1
desinence-stress also occurs (see Chapter 5)
The past m of a few verbs is stressed on the reflexive
particle, eg 3aHJ1C, although stem-stressed variants also
exist, considered permissible by AG, eg 3aH&1C q (see AG
§1621) . For many other verbs, a past m variant stressed on
the reflexive particle is considered obsolete (see AG §1621),
eg paJc5, now replaced by páic. Variation may even occur in
all four forms, as in the verb PO1TbC - pOZ?1C, pO1J1aCb,
POZIFIJIOCb, pO1 1F1Cb (see AG §1622)
The basic pattern given above, but with the past m
always stressed on the reflexive particle, is thought to be
original for all pattern 2 verbs when reflexive (see Kip.,
p.334)
Ha'laJlccl
Ha'-iaJlaCb
Ha.1aJlocb
HaLla.,wlcb
However, this pattern was not found for any of the verbs
included in the survey.
Whilst there is no universal agreement as to whether or not
the motivation for a verb's particular stress pattern is its
inflectional and morphological characteristics, with very few
exceptions the stress of the parts of the verbal paradigm not
yet discussed can be predicted simply on the basis of whether
the verb is first or second conjugation, sometimes with
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reference to its stress pattern in the pres/fut, past or pppS
sub-paradigms.
Rules for predicting the stress of word-forms belonging
to other parts of the paradigm according to their
morphological class are generally simple and admit of few
exceptions; those given below are largely taken from Zal.
(pp.84-86), quoted here with some alterations.
Several important points have been noted by various writers
regarding the stress of the infinitive, and its relation to
the stress of other word-forms. These are summarised below:
- the stress of the infinitive always coincides with the
stress of some other verbal form;
- if the verb has fixed stress in all other word-forms,
then the infinitive will be stressed on the same
syllable as these;
- if the verb has mobile stress in the pres/fut
(category 3), then the infinitive will be stressed on
the final syllable.
The stress of the infinitive can be linked to that of other
forms by saying that it is always stressed like the past nt
and p1 (normative variants, if there is variation). The only
exceptions are as follows:
- the infinitive ends in --1b the infinitive is stressed
on the same syllable as the past m, eg eper - epé'-ib CTPL
- CTp-1b;
- class 2Px verbs; the infinitive is stressed one
syllable further right than the past m, eg 3H1 - 3äHTb;
- reflexive class 2 verbs; the infinitive is stressed
like the past m, eg p.Jic q - pBTbc. If the past m is
stressed on the reflexive particle -c, the infinitive
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is stressed on the syllable preceding the reflexive
particle, eg Ha-iaJ1c - i.ia'-1áTbc.
However, there is variation in the past forms of category 2
verbs (see below and Chapter 5)
The stress of the imperative is almost always unproblematic,
generally falling on the same syllable (from the left) as in
the lSg pres/fut, eg I'oBopii5 - roBOpF L*1TaO - '-*1TdI4 nepecTáHy -
nepecTâhb; 308y - 3OB1 aió - aBaM. The 2P1 imperative is formed by
the addition of -Te, which does not affect the stress.
The past gerund in -6(wIl)/-wH and the past active participle in
wii/wii are stressed as the infinitive (see above). If the
infinitive is stressed on the desinence -T, the past gerund
and past active participle are stressed on the syllable
directly preceding the desinence, eg nepeHecT, nepeHecwHi.
anepeTb and oTnepéTb are stressed as the past m (but see
Chapter 5 for discussion of the past m forms of these verbs).
If the verb is first conjugation, the present active
participle is, with very few exceptions (eg MOryUJIlIl),
stressed as pres/fut 3Sg, eg '. IklTâTb, LIHTáeT, '-lIlTaIOWMII. If the
verb is second conjugation, this form is stressed as the
pres/fut lSg, eg CMOTpeTb, CMOTpIO, cMoTpwI1k1. There is no stress
mobility between the different word-forms belonging to the
long present active participle.
If the verb is first conjugation, then the present passive
participle in -eM-/-MM- is stressed as the pres/fut 1P1, eg
éaTb, e1aeM, e1aeMbi. If the verb is second conjugation,
then it is stressed as the pres/fut lSg or infinitive
(although there is no derivational link) eg npocTb,flpOW?,
flpOCMbI. Verbs with the suffix -ba- are exceptions, being
stressed as the infinitive, eg y3HaeáTb - y3HaBaeMbIH. There is
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no stress mobility between the different word-forms of the
present passive participle, short or long.
Many writers (eg Zalizniak), treating the stress of the past
passive participle forms, misleadingly derive first the past
passive participle long form (pppL), and thence the pppS.
This approach must be rejected. The pppL is, in fact, derived
from the pppS m, and retains the actual stress of this form,
as noted by writers such as Garde (1965) and Feldstein
(1986). Even where the pppS in is considered to have
theoretical desinence-stress, the pppL retains the actual
stress of the pppS in, despite the fact that the pppL has a
desinence. For example, the pppS in OKpy)KëH is assigned
theoretical desinence-stress, by comparison with OKpy)KeH0;
nevertheless, the stress of the pppL OKpyëHHbII is the same as
the actual stress of the pppS in.
There is no variation in stress between the different
word-forms of the pppL. Sometimes the pppL may be
adjectivalised, eg pppL ci6eHHbu, adjL C1O)KeHHbII. This is an
area where stress variation occurs, and is discussed further
below.
The present gerund in aIR is stressed as the pres/fut lSg, eg
CMOTpeTb, CMOTpF6, cMoTp& The present gerunds of verbs in -a5áTb,
-3HaBáTb, and -claBaTb are exceptions, being stressed as the
infinitive, eg flaBalb - aá; the gerunds iëfa, CTOR and	 are
also exceptional, being stressed on the first syllable (see
AG §1643). Stress variation occurs for some forms, and thIs
is discussed further below.
To suinmarise, there are three major patterns of inflectional
stress mobility in the verbal system:
- category 3 verbs contrast the SF of the pres/fut lSg
with the SF of the rest of the pres/fut sub-paradigm, eg
XOHTb - X0$Cy - X6.ZHWb;
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- category 2 verbs contrast the SF of the past f with
the SF of the rest of the past sub-paradigm, eg
6paiá - páiwi
- some category 2 verbs, marked with the pppS code 2,
contrast the SF of the pppS f with the SF of the rest of
the pppS sub-paradigm, eg 3aHlTb - 3aHT - 3aHRT. This only
occurs where there is an SF contrast in the past also.
There is also stress movement found in derivation:
- verbs with the code 'r' retract the stress in the
formation of the pppS, compared to forms with a similar
stern. Most verbs with infinitives in -aTb/-Tb, and most
category 3 verbs retract the stress in the pppS.
This concludes our initial examination of stress patterns in
verbs.
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Variation
i) Past indicative
Instability is found in the stress of the past of some
category 2 verbs; in particular, stem-stress may be found in
place of expected desinence-stress in the past f, and
desinence-stress in place of stem-stress in the past nt, and,
to a lesser extent, past p1. These category 2 verbs, in their
unprefixed infinitive forms, are as follows (see Kip., p.334
-37; AG §1615); the meanings of all lexemes examined in the
survey are given in Chapter 5:
Table 3.33 Category 2 verbs
Lexeme	 Category
páTb	 2
6bTb	 2
B3Tb	 2
BHTb	 2
BpaTb	 2
fliaTb	 2
FHTb	 2
2
1paTb	 2
)scaTb	 2
)KI4Tb	 2
)f(pdlb	 2
3BaTb	 2
K4'l qCTb	 2
.1llTb	 2
J1Tb	 2
-HTb	 2
flITb	 2
fl.)lbITb	 2
pBáTb	 2
CfláTb	 2
CJlbiTb	 2
Ha'1aTb 3d1Tb )
 flOLiaTb	 2
MepéTb	 2
nepeTb	 2
To this list may be added the vulgar CpaTb, which was not
investigated in this study. Certain of these verbs, and some
prefixed forms which are derived from them, may show certain
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further characteristics, such as stress on the reflexive
particle -c or on the vowel before -Cb, and, on occasion,
retracted stress onto the negative particle e before the
past forms, except the past f (see Kip., p.334)
The following verbs are also assigned past tense
mobility (that is, placed in category 2) by at least one of
the sources examined in this study:
Table 3.34 Verbs which may belong to category 2
LQXOmQ	 Category
CO31áTb	 2
POZIHTb (perf)	 2
npCTb	 2
TKTb	 2
All the unprefixed verbs listed in the two tables above were
examined in the survey, as well as certain of their derived
prefixed forms (see below)
The survey clearly demonstrates the emergence of a new
pattern in the past for many of the verbs listed above, and
their prefixed forms; in particular, a pattern of desinence-
stress in the past nt as well as the past f was found to be
common. This has been indicated in a verb's stress code by
the symbol 0, giving the codes 2° and 2Px°.
ii) Past passive rarticiDle short form
Verbs assigned to category 2 are also susceptible to
variation in the stress of the pppS forms. The survey tested
such forms for unprefixed verbs, where variation was
identified in Os.
In the case of derived prefixed verbs, prefix-stress is
generally expected in the past (except past f), but some
verbs show stem-stressed variants (see AG §l6l6-l6l9);
variation of other types is also found. Individual entries in
OS imply that variation is found according to certain
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patterns; in each pattern, certain variants are marked
correct, others are marked incorrect, obsolescent,
permissible, and so on. The different prefixed and unprefixed
forms can be grouped according to the pattern of indications
given in OS, as shown below. Thus the verb IOZ1aTb, for
example, has the following entry in OS: zi6a.'innon. ZIolaJI,
ioanà,	 6a.'wi H flOP.	 o.áJn.1; oaH, o.aHa H flOP.
1olaHa, ZIózIaHo, 11oaHbI !i-ie peK.	 ,-ienpae. 6ia..na,	 jOiHbL
The same indications are given for 3aáTb, O6Tb, OTTb, etc,
but a different set of indications are found for HaaTb
and H3ZTb, and a different set again for nepeáTb. The various
prefixed and unprefixed forms have been grouped below
according to these sets of indications. One example of each
set was taken for investigation in the survey; the findings
Cfl for each example should to some extent be representative of
other members of the same set. Thfull data from OS is given
further below.
Some verbs are recorded in OS as showing no variation in
the past tense; these all have stable stem-stress in the past
tense, and were not examined in the survey. Some verbs are
recorded as showing no variation in the pppS; these have
stable fixed prefix-stress or stem-stress in the pppS, and
were also not examined in the survey. , yerbs prefixed with
stressed - have fixed stress, and are excluded from
consideration.
Table 3.35 Sets of category 2 verbs given same indications in OS
fláTb
Set a:	 aTb
Set b:
	 O-, 3d-, o6-, OT-, no-, non-, npe-, npo-
Set c:	 Han-, 113-
Set d:	 riepe-
Set e:	 flpH-,pa3-
CO3aTb
Set a:	 CO3aTb
Set b:	 8oc-,nepe-
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3BaTb
Set a:
Set b:
Set C:
8rDam
Set a:
Set b:
3BaTb
3a-, Ha-, 060-, OTO-, nO-, flOO-, flpH-, npo-, co-
803-
Bpalb, CO-
Ha-, nepe-, flpM-
)fcDaTb
Set a:	 )KpaTb
Set b:	 no-, co-
1raTb
Set a:
Set b:
p8aTb
Set a:
Set b:
Set C:
TKaTb
Set a
Set b
6paTb
Set a:
Set b:
Set C:
JlrâTb, CO-
na-, o6o-, npFl-
pBaTb
830-, 0-, 1130-, Ha- (1), o6o-, OTO-, nepe-, no-, noio-,
npe-, npo-, pa3o-, co-, y-
Ha- (2)
TKaTb
CO-, 80-, Z0-, 3a-, 1130-, He-, nO-, flpO-, pa3o-, CO 3 y-
6páTb
no -
60-, 0-, 3a-, 113-, Ha-, o6o-, OTO-, nepe-, noJo-, 11P11,
npo-, pa3o-, co-, y-
nDaTb
Set a:	 páTb, y-
Set b:	 3a-, 1130-, Ha-, o6o-, OTO-, nepe-, no-, npo-, pa3O-, CO-
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rH aTb
Set a:
Set b:
rHaTb
so-, rio- • 3a-, H3-, o6o-, OTO-, nepe-, no-, noo-,
npM-, pa3o-, co-, '-
Set a:
Set b:
CnaTb
Set a:
Set b:
,fcIaTb, o6o-, noo-
npo-, nepe-
CriaTb, O-, nepe-, no-
npo-, 3a-
Ha'-lam. 3a'-laTb. flO'-laTb
Set a:	 Ha-
Set b:	 3a-
Set C:	 no-
e3qTb
Set a:	 BTb
-NSRTb
Set a:	 non-, o6-, OT-, nepe-
Set b:	 npH-, 3a-, Ha-, flO-
Set C:	 o-,npo-
Set d:	 C-
Set e:	 y-
KJ1CTb
Set a:	 KqCTb
Set b:	 npo-
flDCTb
Set a:	 npCTb
Set b:	 B-, O-, Ha-, OT-, C-
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6HTb
Set a:	 BHTb
Set b:	 o-)pa3- (literal), nepe-
Set C:	 pa3- (fig.)
Set d:	 3a-
)$(IITb
Set a:	 )f(IlTb
Set b:	 npo-, no-, Ha-
Set C:
Set d:	 0-
Set e:	 0-,0T-,flepe-
J1MTb
Set a:	 fl1Tb
Set b:	 npo-, 3a-, Ha-, no-
Set C:	 nO-,06-,OT-
Set d:	 nepe-, non-, npii-
flFlTb
Set a:	 flhlTb,flepe-
Set b:
Set C:	 flpO-,OT-
Set d:	 3a-(1),o-
Set e:	 3a-(2)
Set f:	 no-
fl-I FITb
Set a:	 rHFTb, no-, 3a-, ii-, oT-, nepe-, no-, non-, npo-, C-
Set a:	 ponIlTb (perf)
Set b:	 POnHTb (impf) , B03-, 3d-, Ha-, nepe-, no-, y-
MTb
Set a:	 6IlTb, 6-, 63-, no-, 3a-, 113-, Ha-, Han-, 0-, OT-, nepe-, no-,
non-, npn-, npo- (1), pa3-, C, y-
Set b:	 npo-(2)
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6biTb
Set a:
Set b:
Set C:
Set d:
Set e:
Set f:
6bTb
3a -
01-, flpH-
npo-, no-
flTb
Set a:
Set b:
CJTb
Set a:
MeDeTb
Set a:
Set b:
Set C:
Set d:
nepeTb
Set a:
Set b:
Set C:
Set d:
fl.J1Tb, no-
B-, BC-, io-, Ba-, Ha-, o-, oT-, nepe-, non-, np-, npo-, c, 
-y
CJ1Tb, flDO-
y-, no-, o6-, OT-
Ba-
nepe-
MepéTb
3a-, OT-
B-, p0-, Ha-, no-, ripil-, npo-, pac-, C-, y- (1)
0-
noi-, y (2)
pr
d
pr
p, r
(r)
[r]
<r>
r
d< r>
dr
-awi	 r
-H r
d
d
-aHbl	 d
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The data from OS is given in summarised form below. The
following abbreviations are used:
Table 3.36 Key to abbreviations in summarised OS data, category 2 verbs
AbbreviationMeaning
unprefixed verb
stress on prefix
stress on root
stress on desinence
prefix-stress n root-stress
prefix-stress nvon. root-stress
root-stress .VOfl YCTaP.
root-stress !i-iepeK.
root-stress HeripaB.
root-s tress ipyo Heripae.
The data contained in OS is shown in the table below:
Table 3.37 Summarised OS data on category 2 verbs
fláTb
io, a, o6,
OT, no, flOe,
npe, npo
p, r
d<p><r>
p, r[d]
p, r
p
d,p
p
p<d>
HaI, 113
r
d< r>
r[d]
r
p
d,p
p
p<d>
riepe1
r
d<p><r>
r[d]
r
p
d,p
p
p<d>
npi.i, pa 2
r(p)
d<p><r>
r(p) [d]
r(p)
p
d,p
p
p<d>
= népe nepé occurs, marked HenpaB., for all eight forms
= O3
r
r
r
r
r
d< r>
r[d]
r
p
p(d)
p
p
-38aJ1
-38a.11a
-aio
-3BaJlM
-3BaH
-3BaHa
-3BaHO
-3BaHbI
r
d< r>
r[d]
r
r
d
r
r
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CO3naTb
80C1, nepe'
-co3aJ1
-co3la)1a
-co3IaJ10
-co3aJ1H
-c03)aH
-c03IaHa
-0O31aH0
-co3laHbI
p, r
d<p><r>
p, r [dl
p, r
p
d,p
p
p<d>
r
d< r>
rEd]
r
p
d,p
p
p<d>
= CO3-, r = iia-
38Tb
-	 3a, Ha, o6o,	 803
OTO, no, flpH,
fl0, Co
BTb
-, Co	 Ha, nepe 1, npFl,
-Bpa11	 r	 r
-BpaJla
	 d< r>	 d< r>
-Bpa,lo	 r[d]	 r[d]
-Bpain	 r	 r
-BpaH	 p
-BpaHa	 p
-BpaHo	 p
-8paFbI	 p
'p = nepé
r
d< r>
r[d]
r
-pBaJl
-p8aJla
-p6aio
-pBa1I1
-pBaH
-pBaHa
-pBaHo
-pBaHbI
630, O,
1130, Ha (1), o6o,
OTO, nepe 1, no,
noo, npe, npo,
pa3o 1, Co, y
r
d< r>
r[d]
r
p
p
p
P
Ha (2)
r
d< r>
r,d
r
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no, Co
-pai
-)Kpa.Jla
-)KpaJ1O
-pai
-wpaH
-)f(paHa
-)KpaHo
- )KHbI
.JlraTb
-ra'
-.j1ra.a
-irai
-1raH
-JlraHa
-JlraHO
-JlraHbI
r
d<r>
r[d]
r
-, CO
r
d< r>
r[dl
r
r
d< r>
r[d]
r
p
p
p
p
a, o6o, npn
r
d< r>
r[d]
r
p
p
p
p
OBTb
HapBaTb(1) 'to pick a quantity of something'
HapbaTb(2) 'to fester, suppurate'
= nepé, no6, pa3o
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TKaTb
CO. 60, flO, 3a, F130 1, Ha, no, flPO, pa3o', CO, y
-TKaJl	 r	 r
-TKaJa
	 d,r	 d, r
-TKaJI0	 r[d]	 r[d]
-TKaJwl	 r	 r
-TKaH	 p
-TKaHa	 p
-TK8HO	 p
-TKaHbI	 p
:Lp = P130, pa3o
6áTb
no	 eo, no, 3a,
P13, Ha,
0T0 1, nepe', nono1,
npH, npo,	 1,
cc', y
-6pai	 r	 r	 r
-6pa,ia	 d< r>	 d< r>	 d< r>
-6pa,io	 r[d]	 rEd]	 r[d]
-6pawi	 r	 r	 r
-6paH	 p	 p
-6paHa	 p	 p(d)
-6paHo	 p	 p
-6paHbI	 p	 p
= c'6o, OTO, nepé, nonó, pa3o
nJaTb
-, y
	 3a, P130, Ha, O01, 0T0 1, nepe 1, no, npo, 3O', Co
-npaJi	 r
-npana	 d<r>
-npa..'io	 r[d]
-npa.'wi	 r
-npaH
-ilpaHa
-npaHO
-npaHbl
r
d< r>
rEd]
r
p
p
p
p
= o6o, OTO, nepé, pa3ó
-, o6o,
flORlO
r
d< r>
r[d]
r
-, 1O,
nepe, no
npo, nepe'
-)KaJ1
-)KI8Ja
-aJ'o
-ai
-wzaH
-)KaH8
-)KaHO
-
'p = nepé
CnaTb
r
d< r>
r[d]
r
p
p
p
p
npo, 3a
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fl-I aTb
-niai	 r
-nia.a	 d<r>
-niajio	 r[d]
r
-rHaH
-fliaNa
-fl-IaHo
-fllaHbI
so, O, 3a, fl3, 0O-, 0T0 1, nepe', no, flOO, flpl'l,
p830 1, co, y
r
d< r>
r[d]
r
p
p
p
p
= o66, OTO, nepé, noii6, p830
)Knalb
-cnai	 r	 r
-cnaia	 d< r>	 d< r>
-cnaio	 r[d]	 r(d]
-cna,.,iii	 r	 r
-cnaii	 p
-cnaHa	 p
-cnaHo	 p
-cnaHbI	 p
nO (obsolete/dialectal)
r
d< r>
r
r
r(p)
dr
r(p)
r(p)
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-'1Tb
a	 3a
-'-iai	 p<<r>>	 r
-'-ia1a	 d<p><<r>> d<r>
-'-iajio	 p[d]<<r>> r
p<<r>>	 r
- '.laT	 p<r>	 r
-'•4aTa	 d[p]<r>	 d,r
-iaTo	 p<r>	 r
-'laTbi	 p<r>	 r
B3lTb
63 IJ1	 r
63IJ1	 d< r>
631)10	 r,d
631J1H	 r
631T	 r
B31T
	 d
63 ITO	 r< d>
B3ITbI	 r<d>
-HRTb
noi, o6, OT npH, 3a, a no	 O, npo	 C	 y
nepe 1
-HIJI	 p,r	 p<r>	 p<<r>>	 p<r>	 r	 r
-H q )Ia	 d<p><r>	 d<p><r> d<p><<r>> d<p><r> d<r> d<r>
-H1J10	 p,r[d]	 p[d]<r>	 p<<r>>	 p[d]<r> r(d]	 r[d]
-HcMH	 p,r	 p<r>	 p<<r>>	 p<r>	 r	 r
-HIT	 p<r>	 p<r>	 p<<r>>	 p<r>	 r	 r
-HITa	 d[p]<r>	 d[p ] <r>	 d[ p ] <<r>> d[p ] <r> d[r]	 d(r]
-HITO	 p<r>	 p<r>	 p<<r>>	 p<r>	 r<d> r
-HITbI	 p<r>	 p<r><d> p<<r>>	 p<r>	 r<d> r
1 p = népe; nepé variant occurs marked HeripaB. for all eight
f orrns
-KJlcM	 r
-KJ11a
	 d< r>
-KJlqJ0	 r[d]
-KJlq,w1	 r
-KJ1T
-,<JlqTa
-KJ1T0
-KJ1 TbI
flDCTb
-flpJi
-npia
-flpRJ0
-flpJ1F1
-np ci.fleH
-npIeHa
-npcl.zIeHo
-np qeHbi
-611)1	 r
-5F1J18
	 d< r>
-611)10	 r
-611)111	 r
-BuT
-BuTa
-BIITO
-BI1Tb1
- )KIIJ1	 r
-)KHlla	 d<r>
-*11)10	 rEd]
-*11)111	 r
-*HT
-)KulTa
-*MTO
- )KIITbI
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KJ1CTb
HTb
npo
p<r>
d<p><r>
p[d]<r>
p<r>
p<r>
d[p]<r>
p<r>
p<r>
o6,riepe	 pa	 (fig.) 3
pa3 (lit.)
r	 r<p>	 r
d<r>	 d<r><p> d<r>
r	 r<p>	 r
r	 r<p>	 r
r	 pr	 pr
d,r	 d[p][r]	 d[p][r]
r	 pr	 pr
r<d>	 pr<d>	 pr<d>
-	 B, 0, Ha, OT, C
r	 r
d,r	 r,d
r	 r
r	 r
dr
dr
dr
dr
)I(HTb
flpo, 0, ua 3a	 0	 o6, OT,
nepe (1)1
p,r	 p,r	 p[r]	 pr
d<p><r> d<p><r> d<p><r> d<p><r>
p,r[d]
	
p,r[d]	 p[d][r]	 pr[d]
p,r	 p,r	 p[r]	 pr
p,r	 pr
d[p ] [r]	 d[p] [r]
p,r	 pr
p,r	 pr
npo, 3a,
a, no
p,r
d<p><r>
p, r [dl
p,r
p,r
d[p ] [r]
p,r
p, r<d>
pr
d<p><r>
pr[d]
pr
pr
d[p ] [r]
pr
pr<d>
r
d<r>
r[d]
r
r
d[r]
r
r<d>
o, o6, OT	 nepe, nozI, npIl
npo, OT	 3a (1), 0 3 (2)	 no
pr	 pr	 r	 p	 pr
d<p><r> d<p><r> d<r>	 d<p> d<p><r>
pr[d]
	
pr	 r	 p	 pr
pr	 pr	 r	 p	 pr
pr	 pr	 r
	 pr
dr[p ]	 dr[p]	 dr
	 dr
pr	 pr	 r
	 pr
pr	 pr	 r	 pr
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nepe (2)1
-)KIIJ1	 r(p)
d<p><r>
-i.,io	 r(p) [dl
r(p)
r
d[r]
-)KFITO	 r
-)KHTbI	 r
nepeKMTb(1) 'to experience'
nepeMTb(2) 'to live through, outlive'
= népe; nepé occurs, marked HenpaB., for all eight forms
JWiTb
-.)1HJ1
-iJia
-J1I1J'o
-JfllJ1M
-J1IIT
-JW1Ta
-W1TO
-1WITbI
flTb
-nHi
-nil
-niiio
-flhl.J1H
-flilT
-nMTa
-nilTo
-nIlTbI
r
d< r>
r[d]
r
-, nepe
r
d< r>
r
r
3anhlTb(1) 'to wash something down'
3anhlm(2) 'to take to drink'
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rHI1Tb
-, O, 3a, I'13, OT, nepe, no, flOi, flpo, C
-t'HHJl	 r
d< r>
-nIH	 rid]
-1IM1H	 r
POZfllTb
- (perf)	 - (impf), 803, 3, Ha, nepe, no, y
-pOM1	 r	 r
-pOHJ1a	 d< r>	 r
-pOIH4'1O	 rid]	 r
-pojinJwi	 r	 r
No variation in the following:
-p0 )KeH
-p0 scea
-p0 )s(eHo
-p0 )K1H
6Tb
npo (2)-' 8, 83, O,
3a, H3, Ha, Han,
0, OT, nepe, no,
non, npii, npo (1),
pa3, C, y
-6ii	 r	 pr
-6Mi1a	 r	 r
-F1J1°	 r	 pr
-6iijni	 r	 pr
-6HT	 r
r
-6HTO	 r
-6IlTbI	 r
flpO6IlTb (1) 'to make a hole through'
flp06ITb (2) 'to strike (a time, an hour)
r
d
r
r
3a
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r(p)
d[rJ
r(p)
r(p)
r,p
r
p,r
p, r
-bI.J1
-6 bLl Fl
-6bIT
-6bITa
-6bITo
-6bITbl
p
	 p,r	 r
d<p>	 d[r]	 r
p[d]	 p,r	 r
p
	 p,r	 r
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bITb
y	 OT, np
p<r>	 p(r]
d<p><r> d<p><r>
p<r>	 p[r]
p<r>	 p[r]
pro, po
p,r
d<p><r>
p,r
p,r
flTb
-, no
-fl)lbM	 r
-nJIbMa	 d<r>
-n.jibiio	 r [dl
-fl1bI41I1	 r<d>
CJI1Tb
e, ec, o, 3a, Ha, 0, OT, nepe, non, npFi, npo, C, y
r
d< r>
r[d]
r
-, npo
-CJbM	 r
-cJ'b'Jla
	 d< r>
-C.)lbMO	 r[d]
-C,JbIJ1H	 r
MeeTb
y, no ) o6,
OT
-Mep	 p
-Mepia	 d<p>
-Mep10	 p[d]
-Mep)1H	 p<d>
1 p = népe
3a	 nepe'	 -
r
dr
r
r
r
dr
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r[d]
r
r
r
r[d]
r
r
p
d<p>
p<d>
p<d>
p
d<p
p
p
-nep
-nepJia
-nep.Jo
-nepJlM
-flepT
-flepTa
-nepTo
-flepTbl
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neeTb
3a, OT	 -, B, O, Ha,	 0	 non, y (2)
no, npIl, npo,
pac, C, Y (1),
ynepeTb (1) 'to steal'
ynepéTb(2) 'to give strong support'
iii) Past indicative of reflexive verbs
Category 2 verbs are susceptible to variation in the past
forms of their corresponding reflexive verbs (AG-5l6l5,
1620-21); there are, of course, no pppS forms. Evaluation of
the status of variants differs from source to source, and
verb to verb; AG considers stem-stressed f variants
colloquial, whilst stem-stressed nt and p1 variants for some
verbs are either equal or colloquial alternatives. Again, on
the basis of the information in OS, representative examples
were chosen for further examination in the survey; this
information is summarised below. The full information
contained in individual entries in OS is presented further
below.
It should be noted that the following verbs are the only
ones for which no variation is recorded; they are marked as
having stable fixed stem-stress in past, and were
consequently not examined in the survey:
- 6MTbC and all prefixed forms;
- 
po1HTbCR (except perf) and prefixed forms;
- nepeTbc and all prefixed forms (except 3a-(1) 'to lock
oneself in' and noRl-).
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No reflexive forms are listed in OS for -flpRCTh, -fl-lIlTb, -CJTb,
and -MepéTb.
Table 3.38 Sets of category 2 refl've verbs with same indications in OS
áTbCq
Set a:
Set b:
Set c:
CO3naTbC R
Set a:
3TbC R
Set a:
-5pTbCq
Set a:
-)KDaTbCq
Set a:
aTbCq
3a-, o5-, OT-, no-, noii-, npe-, npo-, nepe-
p83-
CO3flaTbC, BOC-
3BaTbC2, p0-, Ha-, OTO-, npo-, CO-
RIO-, 38-, 1130-, npo-
3a-, Ha-, oSo-
q
Set a:	 3d-, 1130-
BaTbC q
Set a:	 pBáTbC, BO-, B30-, 0-, 3a-, 1130-, Ha-, HaIO, o5o, 010-,
nepe-, no0-, no-, npe-, p830-, CO-, y-
Set b:	 npo-
TKaTbCR
Set a:	 TKaTbCc1
DaTbC
Set a:
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6raTbcR
Set a:
fl-1dTbC
Set a:
6pá-rbcR, 50-, o-, 3a-, Ha-, nepe-, noo-, npii-, npo-,
pa3o-, co-, y-
paTbcR, 3d-, i'to-, He-, o6o-, OTO-, nepe-, no-, npo-,
pa3o-, co-
x'HaTbC, y-
-)t(aTbCq
Set a:	 1:10-, 3a-
CfláTbCR
Set a:	 CnaTbC
Set b:	 3d-, Ha-, OTO-, flpo-
Set C:	 p830-
Ha'-laTbCq
Set a:	 Ha'laTbccl
Set a:	 B3qTbCq
-HqTbCq
Set a:
Set b:
Set C:
KJlqCTbCq
Set a:
Set b:
o6-, OT-, non-
38-, Ha-, npFi-
y-
KJ1 qCTbC q, flO-
3a -
BHTbCI
Set a:	 BMmCR, 63-, 3a-, H3-, iia-, o6-, nepe-, non-, p83-, C-
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)KhTbC
Set a:	 )$U1TbC1
Set b:	 B-, flph-, pa3-, C-, y-
Set C:	 a-, na-, o6-
1nTbCq
Set a:
Set b:
flHTbCl
Set a:
Set b:
flO'1TbC1
Set a:
Set b:
6I.TbC
Set a:
,7w1TbC q, B-, 113-, riepe-, flOI-, pa3-, C-
ZO, 3a-, Ff8-, Os-, no-, npo-
flh1TbC, B-, 0-, Ha-, o-, nepe-, C, y-
npO-
OflHTbCR (perf)
poHTbC	 (irnpf) , B03-, 3a-, Ha-, nepe-, pa3-, y-
6Tbc q , no-, 3a-, Ff3-, Ha-, OT-, nepe-, no-, npi.i-, npo-,
pa3-, C-
C6TbC ci
Set a:	 C6TbC
-flTbC
Set a:	 pa3-
Set b:	 C-
neeTbCR
Set a:	 nepémc, B-, O-, 38- (2), Ha-, flO-, npFl-, npo-
Set b:	 a- (1)
Set C:	 nolI-
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The data from OS is given in summarised form below.
Abbreviations are as above, with the addition of the
following:
Table 3.39 Key to abbreviations in summarised OS data, reflexive verbs
Meaning	 Abbreviation
stress on c	 c
stress on root i-i.onycrap. on c 	 r(c)
stress on C ii stress on root	 r
stress on c HOfl. stress on root c, r
The data from OS is as follows:
Table 3.40 Summarised OS data, reflexive verbs
naTbC
-ziaJlacb
-aocb
-aJ'w1cb
- 3a, O, OT, no,
noi, npe, npo,
nepe 1
r(c)	 r(c) <p>
d	 d<r><p>
d,r	 d,r<p>
d,r	 d,r<p>
pa
r(C )
d'zr>
d,r
d,r
1népe; nepé occurs, marked HenpaB., for all four forms
CO3flTbC
BOC
-CO3aJ1C	 r2(c)
-co3aJacb	 d<r>
-co3aocb	 d, r
-co3zaJ1Mcb	 d,r
variants with c63-, marked HenpaB, are also given.
2 r = CO3ZI3J1-
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3BTbC q
-, 0, Ha, OTO, flpO, Co
-3BaJ1C q	 r(C )
-3BaJlacb
	 d< r>
-3BaJlOCb
	 d,r
-3BaJlHcb
	 d,r
-6paTbCq
10, 3a, M30, npo
-BpaJicR	 r1C )
-Bpa.JlaCb
	 d<r>
-BpaJlOcb
	 d,r
-BpaJwlcb
	 d,r
-)t(rDalbcq
3, a, o6o
-paicc	 r(C )
-),cpaJ"acb	 d< r>
-)Kpa)locb	 d,r
- )IcpaJ'lFlcb	 d,r
-1raTbc
3a, M30
-jiraic I	 r
-JlraJlaCb	 d<r>
-11ra1Ocb	 rd
-.JraJw1cb	 rd
DBaTbC I
-' 60, 630, O, 3a, 1130, Ha, HaO,	 npo
o6o, OTO, nepe, noo, no, npe, pa3O,
co, y
-pBaJccl	 r(c)	 r(c)
-pBa1acb	 d<r>	 d[r]
-pBaJocb	 d,r	 d,r
-pBaJlHcb	 d,r	 d,r
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TKaTbCci
TK8J1Cci	 r
TK)Cb	 d,r
TKa.)loCb	 d, r
TKJW1Cb	 d, r
-paic ci
-6pa1acb
-6paJ1oCb
-pa1w1cb
-, 80, iio, 3a, Ha, nepe, noio, flpM, npo, pa3o, co, y
r(c )
d< r>
d,r
d,r
rnaTbCci
-paic ci
-paJ1aCb
-pa1ocb
-paJn1Cb
-, 3a, F130, Na, o6o, OTO, nepe, no, npo,	 Co
r(c )
d< r>
d,r
d,r
rHaThCg
-, y
-niaic ci	 r(c s)
-n-laJlacb	 d< r>
-IHalocb	 d,r
-nla)lFlcb	 d,r
- )KnaTbC ci
o, 3a
-aicci	 r(c)
-)KIa.J1acb	 d<r>
-)sca1ocb	 d,r
-)KZ1a11Hcb	 d,r
d[r]
3, Ha, OTO, pa3O
npo
r	 r
d<r>	 d
rd	 rd
rd	 rd
-cnaic I
-cflaJaCb
-CflaJlOCb
-cnaJwlcb
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CnaTbcq
Ha1aTbCI
Ha'.la)lcI	 c <r><p>
aiajiac	 d<r><p>
Ha'IaJOCb
	 d<r > <p>
HlJ1HCb	 d< r> <p>
B3ITbCI
B31)1CR	 r(c )
83 cl.Jlacb	 d<r>
83 IJ1OCb	 d, r
B3 IJlllCb
	 d,r
-H TbC I
-HIJ1CI
-HIJlacb
-HRJIOCb
-H I1HCb
K11CTbCI
-KJJ1CI
-KJ1 L18Cb
-KJIRJ1OCb
-X.?1 I1HCb
o6, OT, flOp
c r<p>
d<r><p>
d, r<p>
d, r<p>
-, no
r(c )
d< r>
d,r
d,r
3, Ha, flpM
csi, r<p>
d[r]<p>
d[r]<p>
3a
r
d[r]
r
r
y
r(C )
d< r>
d,r
d,r
BMTbCI
-, 83, 3a, H3, Ha, o6, nepe, flOp, pa3, c
-BFIJ1CI	 r(c)
-BI1,acb	 d<r>
-BHJIOCb	 d, r
-BHJ1HCb	 d,r
-, B, 143, nepe,
non, pa3, C
r(c )
d<r>
d,r
d, r
-, B, 0, Ha,
0, nepe, c, y
r{c )
d< r>
d, r
d, r
- (pert)
c r
d,r
d, r
d,r
O, 3, H, o6, no, npo
rc) <p>
d<r><p>
d, r<p>
d, r<p>
npo
r(C) <p>
d<r><p>
d, r<p>
d, r<p>
- 
(impt), B03, 3a, a, nepe, pa3, y
r
r
r
r
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d[r]
-)scHJlccl
- )$u1Jlacb
- )KH10Cb
- )$(MJIHCb
.J1TbCR
-,)1I.1J1cq
-JW1.Jl8Cb
-.)fl1JlOCb
-IM1I1Cb
flI1TbC
-nMJcq
-nHJlacb
-flHJ1OCb
-flM)W1Cb
0fl1TbC
-poT1M.1c c
-p0F1J1acb
-poHJ1oCb
-p0fl1J1F1Cb
6HTbCR
B, flpH, pa3,
C, y
r(c )
d< r>
d, r
d,r
3a, Ha, o6
r(c) <p>
d<r><p>
d, r<p>
d, r<p>
-, io, 3a,	 ha, OT, nepe, no, np14, npo, pa3, C
-6ii.,ic q	 r
-6u1acb	 r
-6Iv1ocb	 r
-6HiHcb	 r
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CTbC
CbIJ1C q	 r(c )
C6bMaCb
	 d< r>
C6bI11OCb
	
d[r]
CbI1W1Cb
	
d[r]
-flJTbC R
pac	 C
-flJ1bIJ1C ci	 r(c)	 r(csi)
-nJlbMaCb
	 d<r>	 d
-fl.JbMOCb
	 d,r	 d,r
-flJlbIJlMCb
	 d,r	 d,r
nepeTbC q
-, B,. o, a (2),	 3a (1)
	
no
H, no, npil, npo
-nepcci	 r	 c [p]	 r
-nepJlacb	 r
	 d<p>	 rid]
-nepJlocb	 r	 d[pJ	 r[d]
-nepwlcb	 r	 dip]	 rid]
3aflepéTbC2(1) 'to lock oneself in'
3anepeTbc (2) 'to be obstinate'
iv) Ad-j ectivalisation of past passive participle long form
Adjectivalised pppL forms may be differentiated from their
corresponding participial forms by various means, including
stress. Foug. (p.36) identifies around 125 examples of
adjectivalised pppL forms which differ from their
corresponding participles, and four further examples with
variants that show a difference of stress. Of these, only the
examples below provide identical word-forms which may be
differentiated by stress alone when written; for these
examples, syntactic differences are correlated with a
contrast of SFs. This can be demonstrated with two sentences:
5epeBKa, Ta MMOF1, eáia TaM, with SF (.]_ for the pppS f;
contrasting BHTa q J1eCTHHua eia aépx, with SF C\L]- for the
adjS f.
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It should be noted that examples where there is a vowel
change as well as a stress contrast could be included in the
investigation since, in the case of differences in desinence
vowel, this is only found in the adjL m (eg 3aBMTbI versus
3aBHToi ), and a different form was therefore tested, eg
3aiiTa q . In the case of differences in other vowels, ë
generally appears in print as e this convention was followed
to advantage in the survey, informants supplying [e] or [o]
as they considered appropriate on reading the test sentence.
The tables below were compiled on the basis of
information contained in Foug. (pp. 28, 37-39, 57, 153), in
comparison with AG, the four-volume Slovar' russkogo iazyka
(1957-61, Foug.'s primary source), and tjshakov (1935-40). The
following forms are differentiated by stress only:
Table 3.41 PppL & adjL differentiated by stress alone
pppL	 adjL,
npé3peHHbIIl	 npé3péHHbI
np6K1TblI	 flpOKJ1TbIIl
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The following are differentiated by stress and vowel:
Table 3.42 PppL & adjL differentiated by stress and vowel
pppL	 adjL
- stem vowel affected:
fleK.11eBaHHbIH	 fleK1eBaHNbM
- desinence vowel in adjL m affected:
6I1TbI
3aBFITbIM (3aBr-o-bI, arn1Ta)
3aM qTblH
HH ITbIM
o6MTbIH
OTflepTbIt
pa3BMTblM (p3T-o-bI, pa3BMTa)
CM RTbIM
H8.)1MTbM
nponHTbwl
BMT6FI
3aBFITOH (3áMT-o-bI, 3aBnTa)
3H qTOIrl
HaHqT0FI
06)KFITOFI
oTnepTOH
pa3BMTOM (pá3BI'IT-o-bI, pa3BMTá)
CHqTOII
HaJwlToIl
flporwlTO'l
- suffix vowel affected:
3ac11y )KHHbII1
3aco,leHHbul
CJo)KeHHbII (CJ'i6sceH-a-o-bI)
HI4 )KHMbI (yHi )KH -a -o -bi)
acy )KeHHbIII
3aCOJleHHbIkl
CJ1OKeHMbRI (coëH-á-ó-bi)
yHF1KëHHbI (yHHëH, yHH)KeHHa-o-bI)
All of the above were tested in the survey. Each word-
form was tested in two environments, to see whether the pppL
versus adjL distinction was, in fact, upheld in the language.
AG (l98O:	 1631, 1634, 1635) indicates variation in
stress without differentiation of syntactic function for the
three lists of examples below; these words were not examined
in the survey:
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Table 3.43 Variation in pppL, no differentiation of syntactic function
oKpoBaBeHHbIH, OKpOBaBJeHHbII1
ocBéoM.11eHHbIH, oCBeOMJ1eHHbII1
8C- 3- Ha- néHeIlHbwl, -neHéHHbIFl, -neHëHHbIM
pa3rpor4)1eHHbIM, pa3rpOMJleHHbIH
pa3BoeHHbIM, pa3B0eHHbII1
3a- nepe- no- pa3-30J10'IeHHbRI, 3OJ1OL1eHHbM
He- nepe-KoweHHbRl, -KoweHHbIIl
Fl3peWe LleHHbIM, Il3pewe'-leHHbIFl
3aTeép)s(CHHbIH, 3aTBep)KeHHbIII
- nepe -zpá3HeHHbR1, -lpa3HeHHbIH
BcKopMJleHHbIFl, BCKOpMJ1eHHbW1
nepe- no- flOI- npii- C- y-MaHeHHbRI, -MaHeHHblll
np0HZeHHbIH, npoHzleHHbIH
Hal1eHHbIH, HaH2eHHbIF1
- 
same variation in stress is found in the pppS m, from which the pppL
is derived:
o6TbIM
10 )KHTbIII
O6BIITbIH, O6BHTOII
3aBI'ITbIH, 3BHT*1
pa3BHTbul,
npHeIlTbul, npFIBHTOII
o6 )KHTbIFI
I'1)f(MTbIH, H3)KHTOH
(functional difference according to Foug.)
(but pa3BHT6FI is an adj only)
Ha)ICIITbIH, Ha)KHT0FI
népe)KIITbH, nepe)KFITOII
npMwi.1TbIH, flpHKHTOI1
np6HTbIF1, flpO)KHTOFI
á,11HTbII4, 3aJ1FITOH
npoJwlTbIH, npOJIIITOH
6JW1TbIH
ó6iuTbI
6TiiiTbIi
pa3JwlTbIM, pa3J1HTOII
6nTbI
óTflI'lTbIIl
flpOflMTbll.1
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- variation in stress is found in the pres/fut forms also:
-KJw1HeHHbI, -KJW1HëHHbIII
-OflOpo )KHeHHbU.1, -OflOpo )KHeHHbII
yMéMbweHHbIIl, yMeHbWeHHbwl
ycyr?61eHHbII4, ycyry6J1ëHHbI
-rp )fcHeHHbwl, -rpy )KHeHHbW1
nOrpKeHHblI1, flOrpy)tceHHbwl
-Kp )KeHHbIH, -Kpy )s(eHHbwl
B3MaHeHHbRI, 63MaHeHHbI
Jly)KeHHbIH, J1y)I(eHHbI
-flpy )(eHHbIF1, -npy )KëHHbI
3ap)KeHHbIM, 3apR)KeHHbIkl
HaTpy )KeHHbII, 	 )KeHHbW1
-npcl.zIeHHbI, -npieHHbIi
-ce-IeHHbw1, -ce-IeHHbII1
v) Present gerund
It was stated above that the present gerund in a/i is
stressed as the pres/fut lSg, with the exception of verbs in
-IaBaTb, -3HaBâTb, and -cTaBáTb and the gerunds ié*a, cT6 q
 and ci
(see AG §1643). Some present gerunds may also function as
adverbs (eg MO1a), and others may occur in quasi-
prepositional phrases or set-phrases (eg cyino,riqno,a
Ho'-1brJ1 qq ); occasionally sources indicate a difference of
stress according to the word-form's syntactic function. Thus
a contrast of SFs may appear in the sentences cinonor6e,Mb'I
CX6flFIM J1H B 1PK, )1M B KI.1H6, with SF [vd.,)- compared with cy
J1IOeH 3HaKOMbIX II He3HaKoMbIx, OH flpOflyCKa ce6 q
 !.lepe3 caMoe MeJlKoe cTo
(example from Dimitrova 1994:38), with SF [sc&,Th. The
opposition of SFs creates a phonetic cue to the syntactic
distinction between the two forms.
The following word-forms, which have unexpected stem-
stress, were tested in the survey, to see if variation
occurred:
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Table 3.44 Present gerunds with unexpected stem-stress
Lexeme	 Pres/fut lSg	 Present gerund
.Jle)s(áTb	 ie	 iëa
CMlleTb	 CH)s(S'	 CH7
CTo qm 	CTO1O	 CToq
Variation, potentially related to syntactic function, is
recorded in sources for the following word-forms, also tested
in the survey:
Table 3.45 Present gerunds with stress variation
Word- form
riii
noyie a
Mo11'-la
cyii c
XOT q
The form XOT appears as a conjunction, with the same
stress as is expected for the gerund; however, the adverb
HeXOT q (written as one word, with stress on the negative
particle), should form a contrast with the gerund XOT
preceded by the negative particle, viz HeXOTR, and this was
tested in the survey.From a phonological point of view, He
XOT q and exoi are both single words, because the negative
particle He must be followed by a word, with which it must
form a phonological unit. The gerunds cy 	 and ri qq, as
mentioned above, also occur in quasi-prepositional phrases
followed by the preposition no.
The word-forms in both lists were tested in two
differing syntactic environments: first, where possible, in a
purely gerundial use; and second, as adverbs or in quasi-
prepositional phrases, as applicable. In this way it was
investigated whether a distinction in syntactic function was
accompanied, for these forms, by a distinction in SFs.
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vi) Other variation
The areas below have not been included in the present study,
generally either because they have been treated extensively
elsewhere, or because the variation found reflects variation
found in parts of the paradigm which have been investigated.
Variation is found in the pres/fut of certain 2nd conj
verbs in -Tb, such as 3BOMIITb. These show instability between a
class 3 pattern (36oHIó-366HI1T) and a class 1.3 pattern (360H1ó
- 3BoHT). This area is treated rather fully by several writers
(eg Vorontsova 1959, 1979; Kip., pp.299-319; Krysin 1974:224-
65; Gorbachevich 1978:99-104; Fediariina 1976:228-30)
AG records variation in the present active participle
for a small group of verbs (AG l626), eg xBá u.1I'i beside
XSa1U4HI. If there is a corresponding reflexive participle, it
will have the same stress as the non-reflexive variant where
stress falls later in the word. The forms in question are as
follows:
Table 3.46 Present active participles with stress variation
Word- form
66.,i lWF1H
6écwH
BáJ1WHM
6áp WMM
rác
1aBwI1I1
é?1 2UJFIH
pá3H WF1
p(aWHI	 (no reflexive form)
KonLL1I1
C?U1M
TKáWF1	 (no reflexive form)
XSaJWH
There is a difference of stress between reflexive and non-
ref lexive participles for
	
niUi'i - .)iyfliWiC, MO'-laLUIl Il -
MO'-1aLUMiiC, and TaLUaWI1 - Tawau.w1k1c. JIéH q UJHFIC q shows variation as
marked.
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Variation is recorded for the past active participle and
past gerund of some verbs (see AG §1628, OS), eg 3aMepwIlIl
beside 3aMépWIlIl AG gives the following examples, although OS
identifies variation for other verbs also:
Table 3.47 Past active participles with stress variation
Word-form
3aMépwIlIl
6MépWHH
6TMépwF1
flOMépWFlM
yMepwHIl
There would appear to be a growing tendency for the
imperative of certain verbs to have stem-stress, rather than
their traditional desinence-stress, due to apocopy of the
final vowel; the truncated, stem-stressed variant is
generally considered to be colloquial:
Table 3.48 Past active participles with stress variation
Imperative forms
KOF1Tb	 KpOH, KpOM
C.J1OMTb	 C41011, C1OI1
IOI1Tb	 lOM, OM
flOHTb	 foil, fOil
Variation is also found in the infinitive; some examples
are flp M C Tp?HlTb , npF1HHTb, fpIlryilTb, p)KBéTb, Hl1eBéTb, and some
verbs in -IlpoBaTb. This variation is often accompanied by
variation in other parts of the paradigm, eg the imperative,
the pres/fut 2Sg+ (see Gorbachevich 1974, 1978:92-99).
Variation in the infinitive is not investigated in this
study.
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d) The necative particles He/I-IH + ast/S
For some category 2 verbs, sources record that stress may be
retracted onto the negative particle he or MM immediately
preceding the past m, nt, p1 or pppS m, nt, pl , eg He6bM,He
IaH. A contrast of SFs is set up between negative particle +
past/pppS m, nt, and p1 phrases and negative particle +
past/pppS f phrases. Thus, for example, He6bI./1, with its SF
C'c.T'b4.1j contrasts with He&Má, with SF CL''b'f-
The verbs in question, with a full list of forms which
are affected, are as follows:
Table 3.49 Stress retraction in He/MM + past/ppps phrases
Infinitive SF1 (retraction)
bITb	 He 6b1J1, He 6b1J10, He 6bL7111
Hil 6bM, MM bIJ1O, HM 6bIJ1M
ilaTb	 He	 He aio, He awi
MC	 He llaHo, He IHbI
)KMTb	 He )KFIJ1, He )KMJ1O, He )KMJIII
flMTb	 He flH.J1, He flHJ1O, He flMJ'lH
e3qTb	 He B3clJl, He B3J1O, He B3J1F1
SF2 (non-retraction)
He bMa
MM 6bIJla
He
He aHa
He )fGl.)la
He fliV1
He eiia
Retraction with the verb e3 qTb is considered archaic, and the
forms of this verb listed above, preceded by the particle He,
were not investigated in this study. The other forms listed
above as showing possible retraction were tested in the
survey, to determine whether this does in fact occur.
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e) Adjectives
System of stress
Stress is used distinctively in the four forms of the adjS in
very much the same way as in the past and the pppS of verbs,
which likewise have four forms each. In order to capture this
similarity of patterning, the adjS is considered first
separately from the adjL, which itself shows no stress
mobility in its forms; again, the similarity with the pppL,
which shows no stress mobility, is noticeable. Stress codes
are assigned to the adjS in the same way as with the pppS,
with the stress of the adjL discussed afterwards in terms of
its relation to the stress of the adjS forms. The stress of
the synthetic comparative form is easily derived from the
adjS, and this is also treated below.
Three basic patterns of stress are found in the adjS.
Examples of each pattern are given below:
1.1: fixed stem-stress:
MftrepeceH
MHTepeCHa
HHTepécHo
MHTepeChbI
l.2m: fixed desinence-stress; the zero-desinence adjS m has a
different SF, and is assigned theoretical desinence-stress,
indicated by the letter 'm':
yMeH	 yMHa
yMHc'
MH
2: desinence-stress in the adjS f, contrasting stem-stress in
the adjS m, nt and p1; the SF of the adjS f contrasts that of
the other forms:
M0LUeN	 MOWHa
MOLIJHO
M6WHbI
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The following table surnrnarises which morpheme is
stressed in the different word-forms, for each of the three
patterns. Theoretical stress is referred to for the adjS m in
pattern l.2m:
Table 3.50 Morphemic stress of the different adjS classes
Class	 Example	 Stem	 Desinence
1.1	 IlHTepéceH	 all
1. 2m	 yMëH	 all
2
	 MoweH	 adjS in nt p1	 adjS f
The following table summarises information as to which
forms have SF contrasts:
Table 3.51 SF contrasts in the different adjS classes
Class	 Example	 SF'
	
SF2
1.1
	 FlHTepeCeH
l.2m	 yMëH	 adjS f nt p1	 adjS m
2
	 M6WeH	 adjS m nt p1	 adjS f
The pattern of mobile stress in the adjS can be seen, in
its simplest terms, as a distinguishing of the adjS f from
the other forms of the adjS. Where there is a zero-desinence,
the adjS m may also be distinguished by stress; stress falls
stem-finally (eg yMeH ) except for with the following nine
adjectives (see Ilola & Mustajoki 1989:131, based on Zal.):
66lIeH - BoJiHa, paBeH - paBHa, cBeTe1 - cBeT.)la, TëMeH - TeMHá, Tefle11 - Teflá,
'.iepeH - LiepHa, oJDKeH - ODKH, 6OJeH - 6obHa, J1ëroI< - .,ieIl<á.
The synthetic comparative in -eeor -e is stressed like
the adjS f, eg TeMHa - TeMHee there are nine or so exceptions,
where the adjS f is stem-stressed: e1bHee, 3OpO6ée, w1J1oBée,
po3oeée, pOcJlée, cHocHee, cpo'-lHee, xFlLuHee, peeHee. Around forty
adjectives (see Ilola & Mustajoki 1989:115) have special
comparative forms ending in -we, -we, -u.je or - Lie, eg 'iáwe, puce.
These comparatives are stressed on the syllable before this
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ending; the ending is thus best seen as derivational, with
its own pattern of stress (see Zalizniak 1985:89), rather
than conforming to a pattern of stress associated with the
inflectional system.
Stress is always fixed in the adJL, on the stem if the
adjL rn NSg ends in -bIi/-M, and on the desinence if the adjL m
NSg ends in -oI. The inflected word-forms belonging to the
adjL never show mobile stress.
Since there is no contrast of SFs, stress not being used
distinctively, both types of adjL are given the code 1. Those
with stem-stress, eg I.lHTepeCHbIIl, MHbI, MOLLIHbM, are given the code
1.1, and those with fixed desinence-stress, eg CMeWH6,6OC6,
the code 1.2. All three patterns of stress are found for the
adjS where the related adjL is stem-stressed. The following
patterns are found for the adjS where the related adjL is
desinence-stressed:
cMewHoFl
adjS: pattern l.2m
CMeWHa	 cMewoH
cMewHo
CMWH
6oc6
adjS: pattern 2
66c	 6ocá
6óco
6oCbI
For the sake of compactness, it is often desirable to
relate the stress of the adjL to that of the adjS. The adjS
is the primary object of interest here, since it may use
stress contrastively between its different word-forms; its
code is therefore given first, and the code for the adjL
given afterwards in brackets, eg I1HTepécI1b& 1.1 (1.1), where
the second, bracketed code number refers to the adjL, and the
first to the adjS.
The patterns found when taking the stress of the adjS
and the adjL together are given in the following table.
Classes are not numbered on the basis of a comparison of the
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adjS and adjL forms, since the latter never use stress
contrastively; in the verbal system, by contrast, the past
may use stress contrastively, and so separate classes are
assigned to verbs that make use of such a contrast:
Table 3.52 Stress patterns of adjS and adjL taken together
Code	 Example
1.1	 (1.1)	 FlHTepeCHbul
1.2m (1.1)	 yMHbIIl
1.2m (1.2)	 CMeWH6I
2	 (1.1)	 M6LLIHbII'I
2	 (1.2)	 6occ*i
Of the six patterns which could theoretically arise when
the adjS and the adjL are taken together, only five are
found; 1.1 (1.2) is the only combination which does not
occur. Pattern l.2m (1.2) is rather rare, since many adjL in
-ó lack adjS forms altogether. Halle (1973) gives only the
following l.2m (1.2) adjectives: 3.,'1O1, pOHo1, !.1yJH6
'strange', 6.'1aKHóI 'capricious', CMeWHOII, WaJbHóH 'mad',
xMe1bHoI'I, O.)1bHc*1; of these, 6ah6, Wa71bHOM and pozH6Ii lack
adjS m and nt forms, and 6oJ1bH6 has the unexpected adjS m
6JeH (Halle 1973:323).
The following generalisations about the morphemic stress
of the different word-forms can be drawn; the second and
third generalisation overlap:
(a) if the adjL is stem-stressed (1.1), the related adjS
may follow any of the three patterns: fixed stem-stress,
fixed desinence-stress, or mobile stress;
(b) if the adjL is desinence-stressed (1.2), the related
adjS will also display desinence-stress,e-ither in all
its forms,, -e- just in the adjS f;
(C) if the adjL is desinence-stressed, the adjS £ will
also be desinence-stressed.
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The patterns which use stress contrastively, if the
concept of theoretical stress is accepted, are as follows:
Table 3.53 Forms contrasted, adjS and adjL together
Code	 Rxaixxple	 Contrasted
l.2m (1.1)	 ?MHbIH	 adjL
2	 (1. 1)
	 M6WHbUI	 adj S f
2	 (1.2)	 oc6	 adjL, adjs f
In this light, 2 (1.2) could be seen as the combination,
in stress terms, of patterns l.2m (1.1) and 2 (1.1) . In
patterns 1.2rn (1.1) and 1.2m (1.2), the adjS m has a zero-
desinence, and is also distinguished, either having the same
SF as the adjL, eg Md1bl1-M1 (if these two are taken
together), or a third SF3 (stressed stem-finally), eg CMeWH6
-cMew6H -cMewHa. Seven dissyllabic-sternmed pattern 2 (1.1)
adjectives have a different SF in the adjS m, nt and p1 from
that of the adjL. These are as follows (from Ilola &
Nustajoki 1989:131, based on Zal.)
Table 3.54 Pattern 2 (1.1) adjectives with contrasting adjL stress
SF1	 SF2	 SF3
BeceJlbIFl	 Béce	 BeceJa
roJ1oIHbwI	 r6.i1ofleH	 ,oJiotia
3eJ1ëHbI	 3éJleH	 3eJeHa
CO1eHbI	 COJ0H	 COJ1OHa
XOJ1OII1bW1	 xoJ1o1eH	 XOJ1OZThá
ewe6bII1	 zIeweB	 ewe6á
KOpOTKMH	 KOPOTOK	 KOpOTKa
The adjective c'-iacT Bt&i 1.1 (1.1) has different SFs in the
adjL and adjS forms: C-1aCTJll bIVl cf C'1CTJ1H6.
To summarise, there are three basic patterns of mobility if
the adjS and adjL are taken together, and the concept of
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theoretical stress is followed: distinctive contrasts occur
involving either the adjS f, or the adjL, or both. No other
types of mobility are found; there is no mobility between the
different inflected forms of the adjL.
Variation
Variation is particularly common in the adjS; Zal. contains
195 adjectives with stress variants for one word-form or
another (cf Ilola & Mustajoki 1985:118), and this is clearly
an area of considerable instability in Russian. Variation
occurs in the forms of the adjS f, nt, p1 and, to a certain
extent, the adjS m; these forms are discussed below.
Variation is extremely rare in non-derived adjL forms (see
Gorbachevich 1978:109, footnote 88). Variation in derived
adjL forms, eg 3aBOl1CKV1I1 - 3aSOCKOH, is not discussed in this
study; the differentiation by stress of certain
adjectivalised pppL forms from their motivating pppL forms is
discussed in section 3)c)iv)
Variation is to a large extent restricted to adjectives
which may display pattern 2 (the handful of adjectives
belonging to other classes for which variation is recorded
are also examined below) . The first group of these waver
between pattern 2 and 1.1, eg á1bl
a,,1
á,ia	 or	 aá
a.)1Q
aJlbI
The synthetic comparative, as stated above, is with very few
exceptions stressed like the adjS f. If stem- and desinence-
stressed adjS f variants exist, the synthetic comparative is
always desinence-stressed.
Some class 2 adjectives are recorded as showing
variation in the adjS p1, eg 6KMH, KpyTOII
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6óeK	 oI1Ka
661Ko
6óK1	 or
Other class 2 adjectives are recorded as showing
variation in the adjS nt and the adjS p1, eg 6ejlbIit
6éio	 or	 6e,ió
6é1bI	 or
Accepting that the adjS m, with its zero-desinence, does
not show mobility, the following categories ofstress
contrast and types of variation are found for the adjS; the
form(s) that are subject to variation are listed in brackets:
Table 3.55 Variation in contrasts of stress in adjS
Example	 Contrasted
aJlbIH	 (adjS f)
MOLUHbIFI	 adjS f
6OFIKFIH	 adjS f (p1)
6éJlbIIl	 adjS f (p1, nt)
It is clear that if stress is, or may be, used
contrastively in one form then this form will be the adjS f,
which will be distinguished by desinence-stress. If two forms
may be distinguished by desinence-stress, these will be the
adjS f (compulsorily) and the adjS p1 (optionally). If three
forms may be distinguished by desinence-stress, these will be
the adjS f (compulsorily), the adjS p1 and the adjS nt (both
optionally).
The following hierarchy may be constructed:
adjS f
adjS p1
adjS nt
1
1-f a form is distinguished by desinence-stress, all the forms
above it in the hierarchy will also be distinguished by the
same stress. The adjS p1 will not be distinguished unless
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the adjS f is distinguished; the adjS nt will not be
distinguished unless the adjS f and the adjS p1 are also
distinguished.
In terms of SF contrasts in the adjS, the hierarchy can
either be seen as above, whereby the contrasting SF has
desinence-stress, or equally as below, where the contrasting
SF has stem-stress:
adjS m
adjS nt
adjS p1
i) Feminine short form
The following list contains the commonest class 2 adjectives
(from Red.) which show no variation in any of their forms
(according to Red. and Zal.):
Table 3.56 Common class 2 adjectives showing no variation
Lexeme
66p3bI
BeTXI4FI
raIK 1111
nI6KHII
Ip6MKMI
r1KHH
ép3KF1H
IeWéBbIM
F1KMH
oJ1n1
1 p qXJlbIH
iIYWHbIFI
Fó)KH
)KaJ1KIIH
)KHKHI1
KpaTXIIH
KpOTIG1II
J1aIHbII1
JlOth<FIH
1bICbUl
JIOTbIH
MéP3KHI'l
MeTKI1H
HarJlbIM
HIIWMII
Class
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
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flObIH
flOCThblil
flO WJIbIFI
fipaBbiM
flpbITKFlIl
flWHbI
PO6KHH
pbD(.1
bIXJ1blIl
CO6HbIk1
CépblIi
CFI3bIH
CHHH
CKJ1aHbI
CXOpbIM
CJ1aBHbIFI
CM5THbI
CnopbIH
CTpáHHbI
CbITHb&
CbITbI
TOMHbI
TOWHI
T R )KKI1H
XpnKMF1
ueJlbIH
Lte,JlbHbWl
'-IaCTbM
WH6KI1
IOHbIIl
IOpKIlIl
6nar6i'i
6oc6i
opor6
ip nHHoci
)KHB6
KPHB6H
,wix6
MO1O6
Har6
HeM6I
pa36MT6
p6o
CBRTO
ceó
c.ienó
CbIpOH
Tyró
XOJ1OCTO
XPOMOII
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
._,	 (1	 ••
'.
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
-	 Il	 -
.	 L.L.
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
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The lists below contain adjectives which in at least one
source, and in at least certain of their meanings, show
variation in one or more of their forms. In other meanings,
different sources, or certain forms, they may belong to
classes other than those stated below, or indeed show no
variation. The lists are thus comprehensive in their
inclusion of all forms which may show variation. The lists
were compiled initially on the basis of information contained
in Zal. and Red., which was then compared with other sources.
All forms showing variation were tested in the survey.
The eighty or so adjectives in the first list below are
those assigned by some sources to class 2, and showing
variation in the adjS f. They do not show variation in other
adjS forms. If the adjS f is desinence-stressed they belong
in class 2; if it is stem-stressed they fall into class 1.1.
There is no semantic differentiation for the majority of
cases; a few, however, were tested in different meanings, or
with a regular and then with an 'excessive' meaning, ie BeJwlKa
'big' versus 'too big'.
Zalizniak (1985:25-27) believes that rare or unusual
adjS forms, as well as those that have archaic, bookish or
elevated overtones, will have fixed stem-stress in all forms.
Common, fully assimilated words, by contrast, will have
desinential stress in the adjS f; he gives the examples '.IeCTHá,
KpenKa'.iHcTa. The existence of variants in the adjS f
indicates, he believes, a transitional stage, as a word-form
becomes more or less assimilated. The possible role of
frequency or familiarity, however, was not examined in this
study.
These, then, were the adjectives whose adjS f were
examined in the survey; the meanings of all lexemes examined
in the survey are given in Chapter 5:
Clas.
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (i.i)
2 or 1.1 (i.i)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (i.i)
2 or Li (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (i .1)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (i.i)
2 or i.i (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (i.i)
2 or l.i (i.i)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or i.i (i.i)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (i.i)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (i.i)
2 or 1.1 (i.i)
2 or 1.1 (i.i)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or i.i (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (i.i)
2 or 1.1 (i.i)
2 or i.i (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (i.i)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or 1.]. (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (i.i)
2 or i.i (i.i)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or i.i (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (i.l)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or i.i (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
2 or 1.1 (1.1)
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Table 3.57 Adjectives showing variation in adjS f
Lexeme
aJlbIH
pOCKMH
6yFlHbIM
6pHbI
6?pbIi
BaPKMI
BaJ1KMFI
BeJW1KFIM
BepTKHM
B3POCJJbIM
B'1aCTHbIH
Bq3KHII
1'HeBHbIM
r6HKM
ZIp6HblI
zip c6.bIH
)ICeCTOKIIH
3HO6KHFI
36PKMFI
3bI6KMM
3R6K1111
KáTKHFI
KBéJ1MFI
KOBKHM
KO1KMI1
Ky'.lHbIIl
.)léBbIH
JOMKHH
JDOZIHbRI
Ma3KMII
MapKIwl
MOZIHb&i
MbL1KHM
HOCKHII
flapKIlM
flJáBKM
flJ1áHbI
n.16cKH
flPH clTbIM
flPIlflOZIH TbI
pa3BMTbI
C8ZIKMM
CI-1BbWI
Cfl.)1bR
CMpbII4
CKJW13KHH
CK6J1b3KH
CJfl3K1
CM8'iHbI
CM5PbI
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C6BKH
CT3THbIM
CT6KM
cx6HbI
CflKHM
TépflK ViM
TOflKI'IM
Tp?XJ1bIIl
T CKV1
XBaTKMI-1
XBOpbhl
X.J1bIM
X1eCTKFIV1
XWiflKM
XJWCflXMI
XJKHuI
XM?pbI
x6KI1I
XpIlflJlbIH
XP?CTKMF1
xp RCK VIM
LaflKI1M
LI.éHHbWI
ueflKMul
LIeTKHH
'ftHHbIIl
WTKMM
LUyfl1bIH
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.].
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
2 or 1.1
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
The following adjectives are assigned by some sources to
class 2, and have variable stress in the adjS f and adjS p1;
different stress variants are thought to occur with different
meanings (see chapter 5)
Table 3.58 Adjectives showing variation in adjS f and p1
L.xeme	 Class
BJ1MKMI1	 2 or 1.1 (1.1)
BV1HbIIl	 2 or 1.1 (1.1)
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ii) Neuter short form
A comparison of various sources reveals around forty-five
adjectives for which variation in the adjS nt is recorded,
the majority of which are class 2 adjectives. The choice of
one stress variant over another is thought to be linked to
syntactic factors; this is examined below. When used
adjectivally, factors such as the stress of the corresponding
adjL, as well as stylistic (literary versus non-literary) and
semantic factors, are important.
Four distinct syntactic uses can be identified for the
adjS nt:
(a) adjectival use;
(b) normal adverbial use;
(c) predicative use (also called the category of state);
(d) use in set phrases.
Zalizniak (1985:26-7) states that only forms found in the
adjectival use should be placed in a paradigm with the other
adjS forms, since only these forms are comparable.
Zalizniak (1985:26) and Garde (1980:218-9) believe that,
in their adjectival use, in the literary language, the adjS
nt is most often stem-stressed. The use of a desinence-
stressed variant may be linked to one or more of the factors
below. It should be noted that the adjS in its adjectival
use is often replaced by adjL, especially in the spoken
language.
Where the adjL is desinence-stressed, Zalizniak
(1985:26-27) believes that desinence-stress may also be found
in the adjS nt, eg 6oibH6,1yzwi6; where desinence-stress is
traditional, this may also be retained, beside stem-stressed
variants, eg MepTBo, ocTpo, MHO, XHTpO.
Stylistic factors concern the degree of familiarity of
the word, and whether certain variants are considered
archaic, elevated, bookish, colloquial, and so on. Zalizniak
(1985:25) and/or OS give stern-stress as literary, and mark
desinence-stress as non-literary (colloquial, typical of
popular speech, 'incorrect') for U13XO, Ba)KH0, Bece,o, )KeCTOKO,
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Hy)s(Ho, cIVlbI-iO, xMe1bHo the situation is reversed for enio and
TeMHO.
One semantic factor is that the adjS nt from certain
adjectives, typically those of dimension (such as Y3K0,W1IIHHO,
MJ1O ), may be used with an 'excessive' meaning, that is, with
the meaning 'too x', where x is the meaning of the adjective.
Where both desinence- and stern-stressed variants exist, it is
possible that stress is used to distinguish the regular
meaning (stem-stressed) from the 'excessive' meaning
(desinence-stressed) of the adjS nt; Zalizniak (1985:26)
believes that desinence-stress is typical of this 'excessive'
meaning, and this was therefore tested in the survey.
Zalizniak (1985:26) further states that the adjS nt
forms of adjectives from the semantic field of colours and
the like may have desinence-stress, eg eio, epHo, KPaCHO, )fce.,lTo,
necTpo, CBeT.J1O, TeMHO.
Opinions differ on the stress occurring in the adverbial
use of the adjS nt. Zalizniak (1985:26) considers the stem-
stressed variant to be normal, eg EOJlbHO, 66bHo, r16.J1HO, MáJ1O,
ciá6o. Garde (1980:218-9), by contrast, expects the desinence-
stressed form to be that most often used as an adverb.
When used as predicatives, Garde (1980:218-9) again
believes that desinence-stress will be most common. Zalizniak
(1985:26) states that there is no norm, but that a large
group do indeed have desinence-stress, with little variation,
eg TeflJlO. Colour terms such as .1epHó, he believes, fall into
this category when used as predicatives, eg HaEOpe'.lepH6;
this stress is also found in 'reinforced' forms such as
'.lepHIM -'lepHo.
No regularities apply to the stress of the adjS nt in
set-phrases. Forms in such usages may be preserved,
historical relics, contrasting with modern forms found
outside these contexts. In other instances, their stress be
affected by rhyme or the rhythmic elements of the phrase.
The following list contains the class 2 adjectives which
the dictionary sources consulted record as having adjS nt
stress variants (some of which may be restricted to
particular syntactic uses); all these adjectives also show
variation in the adjS p1, as discussed above, and the adjS p1
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forms were therefore also tested in the survey. No variation
is recorded for the adjS f, which is desinence-stressed as
expected. For some lexernes, the adjS m also shows variation,
and it, too, was tested in the survey:
Ta1e 3.59 Adjectives showing variation in adjS nt and p1
Lexem.
éHbII1
6eJbIM
6J1eF1bIM
6w13KMM
66pbI
BeCeJlbIM
BOJ1bHbIII
BOCTpbIP1
BbICOKMH
rJly6o KM 11
FOJ1OHbIH
ró1bI
rpewHbIIl
aJ1ëKF1I4
flW1HHbIH
o6pbII.i
)KeJ1TbIII
WeCT6KIIH
KOPOTKMH
KpaCHbIFI
MepTBbII.1
MOKPbIM
Hy )tCHbIM
owI1
óCTpbIIl
rIeCTpbIH
flOHbIH
CBeTJ1bIM
C)1bHbR1
C.71abIH
CTapbRl
TeMHbIM
TeflJbII1
TeCHbIII
yMHbIH
XIITpbIH
xo?i6HbI
'.lepHbIM
wI4p6KHI1
XMeJ1bHOH, XMeJ1bHbIII
p qHHOFI
Clasg
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1) or (1.2)
2 (1.2)
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The following class 1.2 adjectives are recorded as
showing variation in the adjS nt only:
Table 3.60 Adjectives showing variation in adjS nt only
Lexeme	 Class
1OJ1)KHbIH	 1.2 (1.1)
Má.JlbIIl	 1.2 (1.1)
60J1bH014	 1.2 (1.2)
3eMHOH	 1.2 (1.2)
iii) Plural short form
Approximately 150 adjectives show variation in the adjS p1.
These are mostly class 2 adjectives, a considerable number of
which (see above) also display variation in the adjS nt.
No semantic distinction is generally found for stress
variants in the adjS p1. For a few adjectives, stress may be
used to distinguish regular meanings from 'excessive'
meanings; this was examined in the survey.
Zalizniak (1985:25) considers stem-stress in the adjS p1
to be the earlier, that is, original, pattern; at the present
time desinence-stress is, he considers, making gains,
primarily in the colloquial language, but also in the
literary standard. Zalizniak further believes (1985:27) that
patterns of fixed desinence-stress or the coexistence of
stem- and desinence-stressed adjS p1 variants expresses
familiarity.
OS does not indicate any stylistic or semantic
differentiation between the two (exceptionally three, eg
KOPOTKH ) adjS p1 variants, for the majority of words
admitting of such variants; both are generally marked as
equally correct. If one is recommended, it will usually be
the stem-stressed variant. In only a few words is the stem-
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stressed variant marked obsolescent and the desinence-
stressed variant preferred.
The list below contains class 2 adjectives which show
variation in the adjS p1 alone; note that tables 3.58 and
3.59 (see above) give adjectives showing variation in other
word-forms as well as the adjS p1. No variation is recorded
for the desinence-stressed adjS f or the stem-stressed adjS
nt for the adjectives below:
Table 3.61 Class 2 adjectives showing variation in adjS p1 only
Lsxems
66KM
CTpbIM
BepHbwl
BHbIFI
BKyCHbIH
BJla )f(HbIH
6péHbIH
rni
rHyCHbII'I
r6HbI
rOpbIH
ropbl<FIH
rp63Hbt
rpy6bIH
rp?3HbR1
rpyCTHbIIl
1'P R3HbIH
)KHbIH
)scIlpHbIM
3BYLIHbIH
3eJeHbII4
3HaTHbIM
KC.11bIM
KpeflKIlM
KpyrJlbwl
KpyflHbIH
J1OBKMI1
MeJ1KIDI
MHJ1bIM
MpaLlHbIIl
MpbIM
MyTHbwl
MRI<HH
he )f(HbIM
HII3KI.1I1
hOBbill
HyW1bIM
C1as
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
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flJ1OTHbIH
flpeCHblfrl
flpO'-lHbIIl
flb HbII1
peKI1'1
pe3BbIH
pe3KI'wl
pOBHbIIl
CK8epHbwl
CKJ1OHHbIH
CKpOMHbRI
CKSHbIH
CKyLiHbIFI
CJ1O )tCHbIH
CMeJ1bIII
CMIipI1bIH
CMyrbIM
COJIeHbIH
c6!.1HbI
CfleJlbIIl
CTpaW1IbIH
CTPOflIII
CTPOHHbIH
CyMHbIM
TBepzlbIIl
THXFIM
TóJ1CTbI
TOHKFIII
TQLIHbIM
Tpe36bII1
TpHbI
TyCK.11bwl
TylHbu1
xpa6pbIH
'.lëpCTBbIIl
'1éCTHbII
L4IICTbIII
'-is? )f(bI
WyMHbIM
WyCTpbII-1
WépbIM
PKHI
RCHbUI
ya1bIk1
riyxó
rYCTOFI
1ypHoI1
KOCOII
KPyTOII
Jw1xo
flPOCTOH
nJ1oxo
flpRMoIl
flyCT6
CKYflOH
cyxó:i
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1)
2 (1.1) or (1.2)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
2 (1.2)
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Tyf1011
	 2 (1.2)
xy6
	 2 (1.2)
The following adjectives from class 1.2 are also
recorded as showing variation in the adjS p1 only:
Table 3.62 Class 1.2 adjectives showing variation in adjS p1 only
Lex.na
	 Class
J1ën<hi
	
1.2 (1.1)
CBe)KI1I1
	 1.2 (1.1)
The adjectives below, which belong to other classes,
show variation or stress contrasts in all four adjS forms, or
all forms except the adjS m:
- '.1yHbaI1 1.1 (1.1) 'marvellous' contrasts by means of
stress with '-1yH6H 1.2 (1.2) 'strange';
- C'-IaCTJW1BbIII 1 . 1 (1.1) shows variation between stem-
initial stress, ie C'-lkTjlHB-, and stem-final stress, ie
c'-1acTJw1B-
- MynpeHbM 1 . 2 (1. 1)
This completes our categorisation of stress patterns
occurring in Russian words and identification of areas of
variation.
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Chanter 4
Dictionary and Summarised Survey Data
MethodoloQv of the survey
The survey looks at variation in mobile stress and certain
other features of stress movement or differentiation of forms
by stress in Contemporary Standard Russian.
Data for inclusion in the survey was- established
primarily on the basis of the information contained in Red.,
Zal., and OS, with further reference to AG and other sources
where appropriate (see discussion of variation at the end of
each section of Chapter 3). If there was disagreement about
the stress of a word-form or group of word-forms in two or
more of the main reference sources, or if variants were
indicated in any of these sources (with or without normative
markings), this was taken as evidence of variation.
Evidence from Nesset (1994) would suggest that, for
nouns at least, this approach underestimates the true level
of variation in modern Russian. The limitations of space
imposed by the broad scope of the present study, however,
necessitated a reliance on reference works as a source of
evidence of variation; we have not looked for variation where
none has been previously recorded. Nevertheless, the
experience of the survey has shown that there is much less
unanimity in matters of stress than many of the often
strongly normative reference works consulted imply. The
evidence for this can be seen from the tables below.
Having thus established which word-forms were to be
included in the survey, each one was placed in a short
sentence, sufficient to establish the grammatical identity of
the word-form. If, for example, two stress variants exist for
the DPi word-form of a noun lexeme, the form was put in a
sentence where its occurrence was both possible and also
natural. If a word-form is thought to differ in its stress
when used gerundially as opposed to adverbially, two
appropriate sentences were constructed, where the use of one
form or the other would be expected. Sentences are for the
most part original, but on occasion recourse has been had to
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examples from the 17-volume academy dictionary (1950-65);
this is especially the case with less common word-forms, in
particular some adjS and more unusual pppS forms.
In this way a corpus of 1,457 short sentences was drawn
up. Their grammatical correctness and, as far as possible,
their naturalness was confirmed by several native speakers of
Contemporary Standard Russian. A copy of the survey as it
appeared at this stage is included in Appendix A. Before
field-work was carried out, however, all reference to the
structure of the survey (headings and sub-headings) was
removed, and the sentences were rearranged in random order
with the aim of eliciting as natural a reading as possible
from the informants.
Twenty-one speakers of Contemporary Standard Russian
were selected to be recorded reading the sentences. Two
criteria for the selection of informants were applied: first,
that they should be native speakers of standard Russian;
second, that they should represent an age-range of between
approximately 20 and 65 years old. The first criterion was
considered to be fulfilled if the informant was:
i) a native speaker of Russian;
ii) a Muscovite, ie born in Moscow and lived there all
his/her life;
iii) educated to at least tertiary level.
Two informants (numbers 10 and 18) were not born in Moscow;
the first of these received her primary school education in
St Petersburg, and has lived for the last thirty years in
Moscow; the second moved to Moscow aged two. In addition to
the above criteria, it was considered desirable for the
informant to have been brought up by native Russian-speaking
parents, although non-fulfilment of this requirement was not
considered sufficient grounds for disqualification. Full
biographical details of the informants are included in
Appendix B.
Informants were asked to read the sentences aloud in a
natural voice and at a natural tempo, and were recorded as
they did so. They were asked simply to read the sentences one
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after another, and not to comment on their content or
construction, although they were given an opportunity to do
so afterwards; their comments are reflected in the discussion
in Chapter 5. If they considered they had 'misread' a
sentence, they were asked to repeat the sentence immediately.
If it was noticed that a mistake had been made of which they
were unaware, they were requested to repeat the individual
sentence or sentences at the end of the recording. The
informants were not told what was being investigated,
although the majority soon became aware that the survey
concerned stress as a result of their own hesitation over
pronouncing word-forms.
Twenty-one recordings, generally of just under an hour
each, were made at various locations in Moscow between 27
August and 23 September 1994. The recordings were then
analysed (by ear) and the informants' stress of the tested
words taken down onto paper. This information was then fed
into spreadsheets on computer, re-arranged horizontally to
the original order of the survey sentences, and sorted
vertically by the age of the informant, with the youngest
informant's data furthest left, the oldest's furthest right.
The full results of the survey are included in Appendix C.
The following methodology was followed in analysing the
recordings and drawing up the spreadsheets of the informants'
data:
i) the variant given by the informant is marked with the
symbol '1;
ii) if the informant gives both variants as equally
valid, commenting that either one or the other can be
used, both are marked with the symbol '1+;
iii) if the informant reads the tested word-form
clearly, giving it one stress, and then rereads,
changing the stress, the final version is marked with
the symbol '1, and the previously suggested version(s)
with the symbol 7; if the informant reads the tested
word-form several times, changing the stress each time,
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the same method is followed, with all previously
suggested variants marked ?, and the final version
marked •i;
iv) if the informant is unable to read the tested word-
form, because he/she does not know the word, does not
know the word-form's stress, or does not understand the
sentence, then the relevant cells are left blank;
v) if the informant misreads the tested word-form, or
the sentence, such that the stress of the tested word-
form would be affected, and does not correct the mistake
either immediately or at the end of the recording, the
relevant cells are left blank;
vi) the symbol x, representing a misread or omitted
answer, may appear below a set of variants; the total
number of omissions or misreadings is given in the
column marked 'No."I';
vii) comments made by the informants on the sentences or
the tested words are noted in the discussion of the data
in Chapter 5.
Each I is counted as one point, each '1+ as 0.5 points, and
the total number of points for each variant appears in the
column marked 'No. '1'; the symbol ? is ignored for these
calculations. The column marked '% total' gives the
percentage of the total number of answers (excluding those
misread and not corrected) for each variant, rounded to whole
figures. The occurrence of each variant (ie total number of
'I) for informants under 35 years of age ('-35'), and over 35
years of age ('35+') is also given; note that there are
eleven informants under 35 and ten informants over 35.
The tables which follow in this chapter offer a summary
of the survey results, side by side with the information
contained in several standard reference works. Survey data
have been summarised in the following way:
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i) data for individual informants has been omitted;
ii) columns are retained showing total occurrences of
each variant ('No.'I', out of 21), occurrences for
speakers under 35 ('-35', out of a maximum of 11),
occurrences for speakers over 35 ('35+', out of a
maximum of 10), and the percentage of the total number
of answers given for each variant ('% total', 100%
representing the total number of answers given);
iii) a column entitled 'Comments' gives further
information about the tested word-form; this may be the
grammatical form it represents, the context in which it
is found, a brief translation, or such like. Full
details are given in the discussion section (Chapter 5);
iv) additional notes, indicated by bracketed numbers in
the tables, appear at the bottom of each table.
In addition, columns giving a summary of the information
found in the dictionaries and other lexicographical sources
consulted are added to the right of the survey data, with the
most recent source to the left, the oldest to the right. The
symbol I indicates that the variant in question is given in
the source. Markings such as dop, dop ustar, neprav, ne rek,
and the like, indicate that variants were given, but marked
with one of these comments; a full key to the abbreviations
used is located at the beginning of this study. The
lexicographical sources used are discussed in Chapter 2; some
further details are given below.
An empty cell in the dictionary data columns means that
a particular variant is not attested in the source. This is
generally taken to mean that the compilers of the source in
question do not recognise the existence of such a variant; it
may also occasionally be interpreted as meaning that the
stress of the word-form in question is 'regular' . It should
be noted, however, that, as a rule, the tables only contain
information on a stress variant if it is explicitly listed in
the source. If conclusions have been drawn about implied
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'regular' stress, where variants are not explicitly listed in
the source, this is drawn attention to in the notes at the
bottom of the table.
It will be noticed that the dictionary data often
provide more contexts than were tested in the survey, or
contexts which do not fully correspond to those in the
survey. There are two reasons for this: first, restrictions
of size meant that the survey was selective in its choice of
different contexts; second, the dictionary data are of a
varied nature, often with different contexts and contrasts
being noted by different dictionaries, with much of the
information conflicting or incomplete. For this reason, the
number of columns has been increased, to reflect as far as
possible the full range of dictionary data, with the survey
data being matched as far as possible to these data. Note,
however, that in table b)ii) (preposition + numeral phrases),
where no further information as regards the environment in
which stress is retracted is given in,dictionary, the
dictionary data is listed as P-i-Num%. Detailed discussion of
particular problems is found in the discussion in Chapter 5.
Dictionary data are not listed for forms where no
variation is recorded in the sources consulted; in other
words, columns only appear for word-forms which display
variants of stress, including variants used to form semantic
distinctions and forms appearing in set-phrases and proverbs.
The discussion in Chapter 5, however, refers to other parts
of the paradigm where appropriate, simply stating that no
variation for these forms is recorded in the sources
consulted.
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The tables are ordered in the following way:
Table 4.1 Contents of tables, with corresponding sentence numbers
Table	 Contents
4)a)	 nouns
b)	 prepositions
i)	 + noun phrases
ii	 + numeral phrases
c)	 verbs
i) past, pppS
ii) reflexive verbs: past
iii) pppL versus adjL
iv) present gerund
d)	 negative particles
ne/ni + past/pppS
e)	 adjectives
i) adjS f
ii) adjS nt, p1, m
Sentence no. in survey
(see Appendix A)
24 6-3 97
1-177
178-245
848-1296
1297-1454
814-847
773-788
789-813
688-772
3 98-687
Notes on lexicocrpthical sources
Red.
Red.'s sources are A&O (1960), the 17-volume academy
dictionary (1950-65), Ushakov (1935-40), and Ozhegov (1960)
He has some inconsistencies and some probable misreadings of
his sources or typographical errors; these are taken account
of in the tables below. If two variants are ticked, this is
sometimes an indication that the different sources he
consulted listed different variants; this he simply
reproduces, without further comment.
Zal.
Variants are given in Zal. such that the variant listed
second is either equally current or slightly less current
than the first. In the tables below, both variants are simply
ticked, as for A&O, etc. Explicit information (eg if a
variant is marked as obsolete) is included in the table.
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